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ABSTRACT 

 This dissertation reports findings from a study documenting the use of multimedia 

technology among Indigenous language communities to assist language learners, 

speakers, instructors, and institutions learn about multimedia technologies that have 

contributed to Indigenous language revitalization, education, documentation, 

preservation, and maintenance. The overall study used an adapted technacy framework to 

investigate how Indigenous language advocates holistically understand, skillfully apply 

and communicate creative and balanced technological solutions that are based on 

understanding of contextual factors (Seemann & Talbot, 1995). The research presented is 

based on a survey of individuals who used technology for Indigenous language 

revitalization purposes, as well as on case studies of students of the American Indian 

Language Development Institute (AILDI) who enrolled in the technology course, 

Computer Applications for Indigenous Language Communities. The survey provided an 

overview of the types of technologies Indigenous communities are using for the 

revitalization of their language. In the study, case studies were also conducted to provide 

an in-depth understanding of where, when, why, and how users are implementing these 

technologies in their home, communities, and schools. Research questions, participants, 

and data collection were organized and analyzed according to three levels: multimedia 

technology use among Indigenous language communities, Indigenous language institutes 

and technology training, and AILDI student case studies.  

Many Indigenous communities are facing language endangerment and extinction 

and are looking for ways to preserve, document, revitalize and maintain their languages. 
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One way is the integration of technology. Findings from the study suggest that the 

language goals of the community need to be determined prior to the incorporation of 

technology in these efforts. The study also found that regardless of the size of the 

community, opportunities for using technology in Indigenous language revitalization 

efforts were shaped by literacy and oral proficiency of the community, as well as 

linguistic and cultural, social, economic, environmental, and technological factors as 

expressed in the adapted technacy model. Overall, the study underscored the importance 

of taking context into consideration in order to make grounded choices about technology 

as a component of contemporary language revitalization efforts. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

‘O au ‘o Candace Kaleimamoowahinekapu Galla a he Hawai‘i au. No Pāhala mai 

au i Ka‘ū, mokupuni nui ‘o Hawai‘i, akā, i kēia manawa, noho au i Tucson, ‘Alikona. He 

haumāna mulipuka au ma ke Kulanui o Arizona i ka Māhele ‘Ōlelo, Heluhelu, a 

Mo‘omeheu me ke kālele i ka ‘enehana a me ka ho‘ona‘auao ‘ōlelo ‘ōiwi. ‘O au pū ka 

Lunaho‘olauka‘i no ke Ke‘ena Pai Ho‘omohala ‘Ōlelo ‘Ilikini ‘Amelika. Kūikawā loa 

kēia papahana i ka nui o nā haumāna e holo mai ana no ‘Amelika Hui Pū ‘Ia, Mekiko, 

Kanakā, Nūhōlani, a me ‘Amelika Hema no ke a‘o ‘ana e pili ana i ka ho‘ōla ‘ōlelo, nā 

ki‘ina a‘o, a me ke kālai‘ōlelo. Ma ka launa like ‘ana, pēlā e pa‘a ai nā ‘ike he nui i nā 

haumāna a me nā kumu, kekahi mai kekahi. I ko‘u komo ‘ana ma AILDI i ka makahiki 

‘elua kaukani me ‘ehā, ua pi‘i hou ko‘u mau ‘i‘ini no ku‘u ‘ōlelo makuahine. Nui ko‘u 

mahalo no kēia papahana. Makemake au e ho‘i hou i Hawai‘i a ho‘olaha i ka ‘ike i loa‘a 

ia‘u i waena o ka po‘e Hawai‘i. 

E ola mau ka ‘ōlelo Hawai‘i. 

My name is Candace Kaleimamoowahinekapu Galla (Native Hawaiian). I am 

from Pāhala in the district of Ka‘ū on the island of Hawai‘i, but at the time residing in 

Tucson, Arizona. I was a graduate student at the University of Arizona in the Language, 

Reading and Culture Program with a focus on technology and Indigenous language 

education. I was also the Program Coordinator for the American Indian Language 

Development Institute (AILDI). This program is unique in that students travel from the 

United States, Mexico, Canada, Australia, and South America to learn about language 

revitalization, teaching methods, and linguistics. AILDI students as well as instructors all 
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learn from one another. When I attended AILDI in 2004, I became passionate once again 

about my native language. I am thankful for this program. My goal in my work is to share 

my knowledge and experiences with my community. 

The Hawaiian language shall live. 

Positionality 

Before sharing my dissertation research and findings of technological efforts 

made by Indigenous language communities, readers should be aware of my life as a 

member of an Indigenous language community. I was born in Hilo, Hawai‘i to Rufino 

Candido Galla and Louise Janet Leiola Aquino Galla with a mixed heritage of my 

ancestors that includes Filipino, Hawaiian, Chinese, Irish, among others. I was raised in a 

sugar plantation town of Pāhala in the district of Ka‘ū where I attended Pāhala 

Elementary until my 6th grade year. I continued my secondary education at a private day 

and boarding school in Honolulu at the O‘ahu at Kamehameha Schools, Kapālama 

Campus. I resided there with other students from Hawai‘i, Maui, Moloka‘i, Lana‘i, 

O‘ahu, Kaua‘i, Ni‘ihau, Washington, New Mexico, New Zealand and Germany. I was 

only able to return to visit family on weekends, holiday breaks, vacations, and school 

closures.  

During the summer following my 7th grade year at Kamehameha, my parents 

made a decision to move to Eugene, Oregon. My parents left it up to me to decide 

whether I would continue my education at Kamehameha or if I would move with them to 

Oregon. Since attending Kamehameha was a dream I had for many years, I choose the 

former. On their way to Oregon, my parents helped me settle back in to the dorms and 
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then continued on their way to their destination. I would see my parents at most twice a 

year, during winter break and summer break, if I were not attending other classes or 

camps. During my junior year, my parents moved to Tucson, Arizona and have lived in 

Tucson since 1997. 

During my upbringing, intergenerational language transfer of my grandmother’s 

native language, Hawaiian, was not occurring. An estimated 1,000 speakers existed at 

this time, of which half resided on the island of Ni‘ihau and the other half being elders 70 

years and older (Wilson, 1998). On the other hand, I emerged at a time where a handful 

of educators, parents and administrators were determined to revitalize our language. This 

was the beginning of the Hawaiian Renaissance, which consisted of “university language 

classes, a weekly Hawaiian language talk show, a newsletter, student and teacher 

organizations, the promotion of Hawaiian street names and Hawaiian-only camping trips 

to traditional areas” (McCarty, 2002, p. 297), as well as the Kūpuna (elders) program. 

The latter program allowed Hawaiian elders to teach the language in the public schools 

(Wilson, 1998). Awareness among this group started a surge of renewed cultural heritage, 

identity, Hawaiian studies, and interest in our language. The Hawaiian community 

progressed and has since developed Hawaiian immersion schools that educate children 

from birth through high school. In addition, the University of Hawai‘i in Hilo now offers 

undergraduate and graduate degree programs in which the medium of instruction is 

Hawaiian (Kalani, 2007; Thompson, 2007). 

Although I did not attend a Hawaiian immersion school, I learned Hawaiian as a 

second language for six years in intermediate through high school. Upon graduation, I 
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moved to Tucson, Arizona where I resided while finishing my doctoral education. My 

passion has been to find and document what types of computer technology Indigenous 

language communities are using, how these technologies are used for language and 

culture revitalization and the effectiveness of such technologies for language learning. 

Research Questions 

Due to the dearth of studies and research in the field of technology and 

Indigenous language revitalization, this research study addresses the following question: 

What kinds of technologies are Indigenous communities generally using and 

implementing in terms of Indigenous language revitalization and education? The study 

was arranged in three levels. Each level contains a subset of questions that delved deeper 

into the perspectives of users of technology and provided a greater understanding of their 

use and experiences, successes, and failures. The research questions are organized 

according to each level of the pyramid below (Figure 1).  

Multimedia technology use among Indigenous language communities (Level 
A). 

To provide an overview of the multimedia technology use among Indigenous 

language communities, an on-line survey was conducted (see Appendix A for the survey 

questions). The survey addressed the following questions: 

1. What types of multimedia technologies are used in Indigenous language 

communities? How are these technologies used? For what purposes are these 

technologies used (provide efficiency, expansion into new domains, material 

development, education, documentation, preservation, revitalization, 

maintenance, etc.)? 
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Figure 1. Three levels of dissertation study. 

2. In what domains do Indigenous languages and multimedia technology appear 

(home, community, school [pre-school, elementary, secondary, post-

secondary], workplace, commerce, local/regional government, national 

government, mass media, etc.)? 

3. What multimedia technology trends are seen amongst Indigenous language 

communities? Low-, mid-, and/or high-technology initiatives? (Galla, 2009) 

Indigenous language institutes and technology training (Level B).  

To provide an overview of technology training in Indigenous language institutes 

• Participants: AILDI technology 
participants whom attended the program 
at least once from Summer 2003 through 
Summer 2007 

• Data Collection: On-line survey (from 
Level A), interview(s), webpages with 
language lessons, and other Internet 
resources 

LEVEL C                           
Goal: To                     

document the         
technology                     
training and                 

practice of 3 AILDI 
participants 

• Participants: AILDI 
technology instructors whom 
have taught at least once from 
Summer 2003 through 
Summer 2007 

• Data Collection: On-line 
survey (from Level A) and 
interview(s) 

LEVEL B                      
Goal: To provide an overview of 
Indigenous language institutes in 

North America that offer 
technology training, with primary 

emphasis on AILDI 

• Partipants: Users of 
technology for the 
purpose of Indigenous 
language 
revitalization 

• Data Collection: On-
line survey 

LEVEL A                                       
Goal: To provide an overview of multimedia 
technology use among Indgienous language 

communities 
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in North America, in particular the American Indian Language Development Institute 

(AILDI), the following questions were of particular interest: 

1. What types of technological tools (applications, software, programs) were 

introduced by AILDI instructors? 

2. How were AILDI students trained to use these applications (overt instruction, 

hands-on training, lectures, project-based, etc)? 

3. What were the reasons why these computer applications are chosen? What 

were the criteria when choosing computer applications/software?  

4. How do AILDI instructors relate technology training to language teaching, 

revitalization and maintenance, curriculum development, and materials 

development? 

AILDI student case studies (Level C). 

To document the technology training and practice of three AILDI participants 

whom attended the program at least once from Summer 2003 through Summer 2007, the 

following questions were asked: 

1. How did AILDI students use their technological skills learned at the summer 

program to document, preserve, revitalize and maintain their Indigenous 

languages? 

2. Of the technologies currently used, how and why were these applications 

chosen? For what purpose were these applications used? In what domains did 

they appear?  

3. How did the technological project(s) or product(s) developed contribute 
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toward language education, documentation, preservation, revitalization, and/or 

maintenance? Was this project or product successful? 

4. How did the Indigenous language community benefit from technology 

training? 

Motivation of Study 

When I first attended AILDI in June 2004 as a requirement for my master’s 

program in Native American Linguistics, I enrolled in two courses: LRC 612: 

Investigating Native American Languages and LRC 530: Computer Applications for 

Indigenous Communities. Prior to my acceptance in the master’s program, I had no prior 

knowledge that this institute existed on the University of Arizona campus in which I 

received my undergraduate degree. To my surprise in 2004, AILDI was celebrating its 

25th anniversary. 

The first day of orientation was met with nervousness, as I did not know anyone 

who was attending this 4-week summer program. I knew of two other master’s students 

who were enrolled in the Native American linguistics master’s program, however I did 

not have the opportunity of meeting them yet. Naïve at the time of Indigenous language 

education, I also had no inkling of who the scholars were in this field. However, shortly 

thereafter I found that majority were instructors at AILDI and what an honor it was for 

me to learn with and amongst them. Some of the instructors that taught that summer 

included, Akira Yamamoto, Lucille Watahomigie, Mary Eunice Romero-Little, Susan 

Penfield and co-directors Ofelia Zepeda and Teresa McCarty. It was a summer of 

enlightenment and regeneration of passion towards my Indigenous language and culture. 
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The first day of class was filled with shared excitement, laughter, and tears, 

pain…an emotional roller coaster so to speak. We (instructors and students) shared our 

stories, history, recollections, and challenges we (individuals, families, communities) 

faced in terms of revitalizing our respective languages. Although we all came from very 

diverse and distinct communities, varied in ages (20-60 plus years), our stories were very 

much similar, if not the same. I recall a student sharing her high school experience of 

desolation in which a published textbook referenced that her people no longer 

existed…her people were extinct. She wept, and so did everyone else with her. She 

questioned how this could be true, as she still existed. This type of inauthentic writing, 

regardless of the medium, has perpetuated inaccurate information, and damaged the souls 

of many people, especially those written about.  

The courses we enrolled in along with the nature of the institute compelled us to 

think about our community’s language state, our own language situation, and the role and 

responsibility we have towards language revitalization and education. This influenced me 

to contact a friend of mine who was a teacher in a Hawaiian immersion school. I was 

curious to find out what types of materials Hawaiian language teachers were using, in 

terms of books, texts, multimedia, and so forth. It came as a complete surprise to me that 

although the Hawaiian immersion schools were successful in producing speakers of 

Hawaiian, they were challenged with what many communities have faced, the 

development of materials. 

During the initial stages, the language program was 

hampered by a lack of textbooks and other pedagogical materials in Hawaiian. … 
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Parents and community volunteers are invited in for ‘cut and paste’ sessions, 

where Hawaiian translations of American textbook pages are cut and pasted on to 

the original textbooks. This is of course an unsatisfactory solution, due not only to 

the immense time and effort involved. ‘The main problem is that this imposes a 

perspective from outside the islands’, says Laiana Wong, a Hawaiian language 

instructor and a member of the Hawaiian language lexicon committee. ‘We need 

to develop original materials in Hawaiian that can reflect our own culture, 

perspective, and reality’. (as cited in Warschauer & Donaghy, 1997, p. 352) 

The lack of textbooks, and pedagogical, culturally relevant, and authentic materials that 

depict the language and culture in an appropriate way is indeed a significant challenge 

that Indigenous language instructors face worldwide, especially non-literate communities.  

I shared with my friend the tools that were introduced in the class to support the 

development of materials of Indigenous language communities. I asked if I could work 

on a project and send it to her to “test” out in her class. She was excited and agreed, but 

once I completed it later that summer, she had left her teaching position. I have since 

revised this project, but have not passed this on to anyone. Rather, I have used this 

multimedia project as a sample for others to spark ideas in the creation of language 

materials. Since this conversation, I co-instructed this course in AILDI 2005 and in the 

fall of that same year attended a 3-day technology workshop with then AILDI Program 

Coordinator Regina Siquieros in Pojoaque, New Mexico on digital storytelling. I 

developed a story in Hawaiian during the workshop and drew original pictures to 

accompany the text. I expressed an interest in assisting in future workshops and in March 
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2006 was invited to be a trainer for the Indigenous Language Institute (Santa Fe, New 

Mexico), which provided “Storytelling with Technology” regional workshops to 

community practitioners to develop their own materials. During the two years I served as 

a workshop trainer, I traveled to Oneida, Wisconsin; Tahlequah, Oklahoma; Hollywood, 

Florida; and Bellevue, Washington.  

My interest has continued in finding out what types of multimedia technologies 

Indigenous communities are using, producing, and creating for language revitalization, 

education, curriculum and material development purposes. This includes books, audio 

recordings, web-based materials, movies, computer games, and so forth. I have conducted 

many searches on the Internet, using a combination of keywords such as, “technology”, 

“multimedia”, “digitization”, “computer assisted”, “technology enhanced”, “Indigenous 

language”, “Native language”, “American Indian language”, “revitalization”, 

“documentation”, and “stabilization” to find literature (scholarly articles, newspaper 

publications, press releases, advertisements for specific technological tools, etc.) related 

to this field, but have found sparse documentation. 

Given my passion, I decided to take it upon myself to conduct an international 

survey of those who use technology for Indigenous language revitalization, interview our 

AILDI technology instructors to find what types of training and information is taught to 

AILDI participants, and lastly interview AILDI technology participants to find what they 

have learned, practiced, and implemented back in their respective communities. The 

following sections and chapters offers a glimpse into the world I immersed myself in 

during the research, analysis, writing, revision and edit phases. 
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Intention of Study 

The intention of this study is to document the technologies used by Indigenous 

communities that have been used, tested, implemented, and created for language 

revitalization. In addition, the case studies paint a picture of a few specific Indigenous 

communities in North America with a specific language situation, who have used 

technology for language revitalization purposes. The data from this study aims to inform 

Indigenous language institutes of the necessary training required for Indigenous 

communities working towards language revitalization. 

However, the research does not intend to advise on what specific types of 

technology could be recommended for a community’s given situation. Many factors must 

be considered, in-depth discussions with community members, elders, stakeholders, 

advisory board, and so forth before making a decision whether to implement a 

technological tool. Varying perspectives will permeate this necessary conversation, 

which will result in a greater dialogue and will help in determining what tools can be 

used to assist the language revitalization process in a specific community. 

Definition of Terms 

Before discussing the study, it is necessary to define several terms that will be 

used throughout the study. Although some of these terms may be common in the field, 

they are explicitly defined here to eliminate any confusion and to provide a common 

understanding for readers. 

• Indigenous and Native are used interchangeably throughout this study. The 

aforementioned terms are defined as “being the first or earliest known of its 
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kind present in a region” (Merriam-Webster, 2005).  

• Native American refers to three distinct groupings, which includes American 

Indian, Native Hawaiian, and Alaska Native. 

• Language documentation provides a comprehensible record of linguistic 

practices and traditions of a particular speech community, which includes but 

is not limited to audio recordings and transcribed texts (Himmelmann, 1998). 

• Language revitalization aims to “maintain or restore a language to such a state 

that it is spoken by a reasonable number of people, reasonably fluently, and in 

a reasonably intact form” (Tsunoda, 2006, p. 171). 

• Technacy is the ability to holistically understand, skillfully apply and 

communicate creative and balanced technological solutions that are based on 

understanding the contextual factors involved (Seemann & Talbot, 1995). 

• Technology is a concept that encompasses a wide range of artifacts, methods, 

systems, tools, and practices, which extends from low- to high-end 

advancements (Zhao, 2003). These technologies include but are not limited to 

wax cylinder recordings to digital audio recordings, e-mail to chat, video 

recordings to interactive audio video conferencing, and/or surfing the Internet 

to playing interactive computer games. 

• Technology initiatives. The following categories were presented at the 15th 

Annual Stabilizing Indigenous Languages Symposium in Flagstaff, AZ in 

May 2008 to indicate the “levels of technology and the presence of the 

Indigenous language” in product (Galla, 2009, p. 173). As a note, the use of 
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technologies in one level does not in any way indicate that a community is 

more advanced than another; rather this just indicates the types of 

technologies used by the given community. 

• Low-technology or uni-sensory initiatives “emphasize one sensory mode, 

allowing the learner to receive the Indigenous language through sight or 

hearing. More specifically, the user visually sees the language either in printed 

material (e.g., books) or on a screen (e.g., subtitles), or audibly via a speaker 

or sound system” (Galla, 2009, p. 173). 

• Mid-technology or bi-sensory initiatives allow “the learner to receive the 

Indigenous language through sight and hearing and/or require the use of a 

keyboard and mouse (point and click), and access to the Internet” (Galla, 

2009, p. 174). 

• High-technology or multi-sensory initiatives include “asynchronous 

communication, synchronous communication, or multimodal interactivity 

between the user and the technology. In this category, input and output of the 

Indigenous language are key factors” (Galla, 2009, p. 175). 

Summary of Chapters 

This dissertation is divided into six chapters to facilitate an understanding of 

foundational theories, methodology, data collected and findings. The second chapter of 

this dissertation, Technology and Indigenous Language Revitalization, provides a review 

of literature in this emerging field. Though little has been written specifically about the 

use of technology for Indigenous language revitalization purposes, this chapter provides 
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an overview of the following fields: Indigenous language revitalization, Indigenous 

language education, and technology and education.  

The third chapter of this dissertation, Methodology, details the rationalization for 

the approaches used in data collection and analysis. Included in this chapter is a detailed 

discussion of the three distinct and different levels of this study, which included 

multimedia technology use among Indigenous language communities (Level A), 

Indigenous language institutes and technology training (Level B), and AILDI student 

case studies (Level C). 

The fourth chapter of this dissertation, Multimedia Technology Use Among 

Indigenous Language Communities, provides a poignant picture of some users who have 

had experience or are currently using technology(ies) for Indigenous language 

revitalization worldwide. Survey data from this chapter includes multimedia technology 

use among Indigenous language communities (Level A). 

The fifth chapter, American Indian Language Development Institute: Technology 

Training and Praxis, provides an overview of the language institute. Additionally, this 

chapter reveals case studies of AILDI students who enrolled in the course entitled, 

Computer Applications for Indigenous Language Communities. The data in this chapter 

was provided from Indigenous language institutes and technology training (Level B), and 

AILDI student case studies (Level C). The focus of this chapter is on the particular 

training received and projects implemented and worked on for their respective 

communities.  

In the sixth and final chapter, Conclusion and Recommendations, the preliminary 
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findings are presented, which include data from Levels A, B, and C. More specifically, 

the chapter discusses technology and Indigenous language education at a macro- and 

micro- level through themes that emerged from this research. Finally, recommendations 

to Indigenous language communities, as well as academic and Indigenous language 

institutions that provide technology training courses and workshops for the purpose of 

endangered language revitalization are provided.  
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CHAPTER 2: TECHNOLOGY AND INDIGENOUS LANGUAGE 
REVITALIZATION 

Our languages create our world; without language, there is no world. 

– Akira Yamamoto 

Introduction 

Very little has been written and published specifically about the use of technology 

for language revitalization purposes (see Lockee, 1996; Obonyo, 2009; Slimane, 2008). 

In this chapter, a review of literature is provided in the emerging field of Indigenous 

language endangerment, revitalization, and technology in Indigenous language education. 

The chapter also provides an overview and discusses current relevant trends and debates 

in the following fields particular to Indigenous languages: revitalization, education, and 

multimedia technologies. 

An Overview of the World’s Languages 

Today, there are approximately 7,000 languages spoken throughout the world, 

each varying in size from hundreds of millions of speakers to languages with all but a few 

speakers remaining. Nearly 97% of the world’s people speak 4% of the world’s 

languages, which includes English, Mandarin, Hindi, Spanish, Arabic, and German, 

among others. Conversely, approximately 96% of the world’s languages are spoken by 

3% of the world’s people (Bernard, 1996, p. 142). It is estimated that every 14 days a 

language dies and by 2100, more than half of the languages currently spoken will 

disappear. Some of these languages have not yet been documented, and if these 

languages vanish, a “wealth of knowledge about history, culture, the natural environment, 

and the human brain” (National Geographic Society, 2009) will be lost. This statistic is 
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surprising to those who are not familiar with the status of Indigenous languages, yet the 

level of endangerment is also a daunting one.  

According to Lewis (2009), Table 1 provides a glimpse at the distribution of the 

world’s languages with a count and percentage of living languages that have originated in 

a specific area, as well as the number of speakers. A living language is defined as having 

at least one speaker for whom it is their first language. Second languages and extinct 

languages are excluded from this tabulation. Each language is counted once and, if 

spoken in more than one country, the language is counted under the country of origin.  

Table 1. 
Distribution of languages by area of origin 

 Living languages  Number of speakers 
Area Count Percent  Count Percent 
Africa 2,110 30.54%  726,453,403 12.19% 
Americas 993 14.37%  50,496,321 0.85% 
Asia 2,322 33.61%  3,622,771,264 60.79% 
Europe 234 3.39%  1,553,360,941 26.07% 
Pacific 1,250 18.09%  6,429,788 0.11% 
Totals 6,909 100.0%  5,959,511,717 100.0% 

The total number of people and percentage who speak those languages as their first 

language, regardless of where they reside is provided under the number of speaker’s 

column. It is important to note that the number of speakers in the table does not reflect 

the actual population of that area, but rather the number of speakers whose language 

originates from that particular country. The totals in this table represent the approximate 

number of living languages in the world, as well as an estimated world population. Note, 

however, that the total is somewhat less than the actual world population at present. This 

is because Ethnologue lacks population estimates for about 4% of the languages and 
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because it does not automatically extrapolate population estimates to the current year, but 

waits for reports from reliable sources (Lewis, 2009). 

 There are many social economic conditions that impact the lack of 

telecommunications within Native American communities. According to the US 

Congress (1995), telecommunications technology is broadly defined to include the 

“telephone, videoconferencing, computer networking, information systems, multimedia, 

[and] radio/TV” (p. 17). Poverty has affected Native communities due to the lack of a 

supportive infrastructure, thus further contributing to the digital divide (Wiburg, 2003). A 

2009 UNESCO World Report: Investing in Cultural Diversity and Intercultural Dialogue 

stated that one-fifth of the world population (1.2 billion) has access to the Internet and 

also highlighted that “only a minority of the world’s population (less than 20 percent) 

actually use online media” (p. 144). In 2000, a United Nations Report of The High-Level 

Panel of Experts on Information and Communication Technology estimated 276 million 

people worldwide were Internet users, with a growth rate of approximately 150,000 

people per day. Additionally, 220 million devices were used to access the World Wide 

Web, with another 200,000 devices added each day. Furthermore at that time, 1.5 billion 

web pages existed, with almost 2 million pages added each day. A 1999 study reported 

that 94% non-Native rural homes had telephone service, while 39% of rural Native 

homes had telephone service. Additionally, 12% of Native household were lacking 

electricity. Riley, Nassersharif, and Mullen (1999) described other contributing 

conditions such as the lack of roads that encumbered Native Americans from traveling to 

gain the computer training needed in order to successfully maintain and operate their 
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home computers (only 9% of Native households reported having home computers). Other 

conditions included the lack of utility services, computer facilities, Internet service 

providers and economic insufficiencies that prevented and inhibited the use of digital and 

technology resources. Delgado (2003) expressed the introduction of technology within 

Native America communities as a double-edged sword  

explaining the effects of machines that are consuming, complex, powerful, and 

socially accepted without consideration of the consequences. Many Native people 

have considered the dark side of technology, the invasion of privacy, digital 

public domain used for personal gain, the misuse of control, … and manipulation. 

(p. 94)  

Therefore the introduction of technology creates a double-edged sword promoting 

negative and positive challenges requiring ethical awareness. Due to the increase of 

technology use amongst Native youth, social, cultural teaching and oral traditions have 

decreased tremendously, inhibiting intergenerational language transfer (Real Bird, 2001 

as cited in Wiburg, 2003). However, on the other hand, the US Congress (1995) report 

further supported positive technological attributes provided to Indigenous communities 

that include saving 

endangered languages, including traditional stories and histories, and to 

perpetuate language with new educational software and greater opportunities to 

converse with other Native speakers. Using telecommunications, cultural 

information (including art, songs, stories, dances, research findings, genealogies, 

and historical interpretations) can be easily shared and distributed among rural 
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and metropolitan Native American communities. It also allows Native Americans, 

as individuals or through institutions, to broaden public awareness of their 

cultures. (p. 17) 

Technologies are now providing an opportunity for Indigenous voices to be heard 

worldwide, whereas much of what has been published and disseminated about these 

communities has been from the perspectives of non-Natives (Ingle, 2003).  

Technology has been influential in bridging the digital divide that is prevalent 

within Native American communities.  However, major challenges continue to exist. The 

Cultural Survival Quarterly magazine (2005) highlighted various ways that technology 

bridged the digital divide and supported the identification of challenges that remained. In 

addition, Dyson, Hendriks & Grant (2007) have edited a one-of-a-kind book that 

provided case studies and discussed issues related to the planning and execution of 

technology projects that serve Indigenous populations. These examples offer a glimpse at 

how Indigenous communities are using technology to their advantage in empowering 

ways.  

Indigenous Languages in the United States 

Of the estimated 7,000 languages spoken throughout the world, approximately 3% 

are Indigenous North American languages, most of which are endangered and at the 

forefront of extinction (Crawford, 1995; Krauss, 1992). Of the projected three hundred 

pre-contact languages spoken in the United States and Canada, Krauss (1992) estimated 

children were not speaking 149 of the 187 languages in North America. More 

specifically, only 20 of the 175 Indigenous languages spoken in the United States were 

Lisa Dixon
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being transmitted to children (Krauss, 1992; Krauss, 1996; Krauss, 1998; Krauss, 2000; 

McCarty, 1998). While most, if not all of these languages were endangered, each 

Indigenous community reflected various stages of language vitality. In some 

communities, there were thousands of speakers remaining, while others only had a 

handful of speakers left.  

Krauss (1992, 1996, 1998, 2000) categorizes these endangered languages into 

four language classes. As indicated in Table 2, only 20 Indigenous languages (11.43%) in 

the United States were spoken by the youngest generation (Class A). An alarming 

statistic though is that children did not speak the remaining majority of those languages. 

The 155 languages (88.57%) were spoken by the parental generation and up (Class B, C, 

and D), with Class C and Class D consisting of the largest number of speakers (71.43%).  

Table 2. 
Categories of Indigenous languages in the United States 

Class Description 
No. of 

Languages 
Percentage of 

Languages 
Class A: Still spoken by all generations including children  20 11.43% 
Class B: Spoken only by parental generation and up  30 17.14% 
Class C: Spoken only by grandparental generation and up  70 40.00% 
Class D: Spoken only by the very oldest, over 70, usually fewer 

than ten persons – nearly extinct  
 55 31.43% 

Total  175  
Note: Krauss (1998, p. 11-12) 

Table 2 suggests massive language shift towards English in the United States. Many 

Indigenous communities have experienced language death, loss, and shift due to 

genocide, disease, changes in attitudes and values, social, institutional, cultural, political, 

economic, governmental, and education pressures, and language policies (Nettle & 

Romaine, 2000). More specifically, national and regional language policies have 
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determined the language use in social areas, such as the government, court system, 

schools, and workplace, and so forth. In the last thirty years, language educators, 

community representatives, policy makers, and those who have an investment in 

Indigenous language education, have supported Indigenous languages in various ways. 

For example, in 1978, Hawaiian was declared the official state language of Hawai‘i, 

alongside English. As a result of this change and the Hawaiian language movement, the 

status of the language has increased and is now an asset, whereas prior to this time, 

Hawaiian was not seen as valued. 

Recent and prominent policies in support of Native language education in the 

United States include the Native American Languages Act and the Esther Martinez 

Native American Languages Preservation Act of 2006. In 1990, the United States passed 

Public Law 101-477, the Native American Languages Act (NALA), which declared that 

the United States government’s policy was to “preserve, protect, and promote the rights 

and freedom of Native Americans to use, practice, and develop Native American 

languages (Section 104 [1]).” Two years later, the NALA of 1992 Public Law 102-524 

was enacted to “assist Native Americans in assuring the survival and continuing vitality 

of their languages” (Section 803B). Although little money was allocated to support 

Indigenous languages in the United States, the NALA “supported some of the boldest 

new initiatives in Indigenous language revitalization, including language immersion 

camps and master-apprentice programs in which elderly speakers team with younger 

tribal members over months and years in natural language learning activities” (McCarty, 

1996 in Hornberger, 1998, p. 444). In 2000, the NALA Amendments Act of 2000 (S. 
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2688), was enacted to provide support of Native American Language Survival Schools 

“as innovative means of addressing the effects of past discrimination against Native 

American language speakers and to support the revitalization of such languages through 

education in Native American languages and through instruction in other academic 

subjects using Native American languages as an instructional medium, consistent with 

United States policy as expressed in the Native American Languages Act” (S. 2688, 

2000). In 2003, the NALA Amendments Act (S. 575) was written to fill in a gap in the 

No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), which failed to place any value in languages other 

than English. This bill supported the development of language survival schools to educate 

students in both Native American languages and English. It allowed language nests, 

language immersion programs from children six and under, to be created (S. 575, 2003). 

In 2006, Public Law 109-394, the Esther Martinez Native American Languages 

Preservation Act of 2006 amended the Native American Programs Act of 1974 to provide 

for the revitalization of languages through Native American language immersion 

programs. 

On the international level, resolution 61/295 United Nations Declaration on the 

Rights of Indigenous Peoples was adopted by the General Assembly in 2007 (United 

Nations, 2008) stating that: 

Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their educational 

systems and institutions providing education in their own languages, in a manner 

appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching and learning. (Article 14.1.) 

Indigenous peoples have the right to establish their own media in their own 
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languages and to have access to all forms of non-indigenous media without 

discrimination. (Article 16.1.) 

The policies mentioned above are just a handful of bills, acts, and resolutions that 

have been passed in support of Native American languages and culture. Recent policies 

and/or laws include the development of media (audio, visual, and interactive material) in 

the Indigenous language as a right and necessity for language preservation, revitalization 

and maintenance, such as detailed in Article 16.1. adopted by the United Nations (2008).  

Conversely, other policies have limited and in some cases eliminated instruction 

in the Indigenous language. Historically, many policies imposed on Indigenous speakers 

prohibited the use of their Native language, as in 1896 when Hawai‘i Revised Statutes 

(HRS) 298-2 was passed to limit the time that languages other than English could be used 

in the public school system.  

Until then, students were also taught in Hawaiian. Although this law did not 

totally restrict the use of other languages, it effectively eliminated Hawaiian in the 

public school system and supported the belief that a good education could only be 

acquired through programs conduced in English. (State of Hawai‘i Department of 

Education, 2001, p. 7) 

 Indigenous language communities suffered similar consequences worldwide. 

Students were reprimanded and punished in boarding schools if they were caught 

speaking a language other than English (Zepeda & Hill, 1993; Warner, 1999). As a result, 

changes in attitudes, thinking, and values have contributed to the use of English, often 

discouraging the use of the Native language. One success though, is that nearly a century 
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later, with constant lobbying in the Hawaiian legislature, HRS 298-2 was amended which 

allowed the Hawaiian language to be a medium of instruction in the public school system 

(State of Hawai‘i Department of Education, 2001).  

Additionally, the Federal Bilingual Education Act (BEA) of 1968 followed an 

assumption that non-English language speakers had a deficit to overcome, thereby 

teaching English, at the expense of the first language became the primary objective in 

schools, affecting diverse language groups in the United States (Ruiz, 1988). More 

recently, however, the adoption of English as official state languages (Hinton, 2001c) and 

Public Law 107-110, the No Child Left Behind Act (U.S. Department of Education, 

2001) have placed new pressures on Indigenous languages and Indigenous language 

programs (Beaulieu 2008; McCarty, 2008; McCarty & Wyman, 2009).  

Indigenous Language Revitalization 

Since Krauss’ initial estimates, many communities have begun revitalization 

efforts to bring back and/or revive their language and culture, thus hoping to reverse 

language shift. The flowchart in Figure 2, addresses the nine factors listed by UNESCO 

(2003) in determining the level of language endangerment and urgency for 

documentation, as well as a side-by-side comparison of Hinton’s strategies for reversing 

language shift and strengthening Indigenous languages (2001d) and Fishman’s graded 

intergeneration disruption scale (1991), which has been used to measure and determine 

the severity of language endangerment the shift of the Indigenous language that shows 

the stages of language shift. The flowchart also indicates that the technology initiatives 

used are a continuum regardless of the strategy recommended by Hinton or Fishman to 
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reverse language shift.  

Once an assessment is complete (UNESCO’s nine factors and Hinton’s first 

strategy), communities can use the information in combination with Hinton’s remaining 

strategies and Fishman’s language shift scales to reveal language use and 

recommendations depending on the current language situation. Fishman’s scales and 

Hinton’s strategies are similar (≈) and are listed side-by-side. Please note that Fishman’s 

levels have been reordered slightly to allow for comparison of like categories with 

Hinton’s.  

These scales can been very useful for Indigenous communities, such as Hawai‘i 

and New Zealand, to assess the community’s success in reversing language shift (King, 

2001; Warner, 2001; Wilson & Kamanā, 2001). For example, there has been an increase 

of Hawaiian language speakers creating a multigenerational speaker population. 

Although a gap still exists between elders and their children, there are at least two 

generations of speakers that are acquiring the language. With the help of the language 

nests, immersion schools, and dedicated educators, Hawaiian is prospering and entering 

various spaces, such as education, the workplace, mass media, and the government. 

However, in other communities where English is the language of choice for the younger 

generations, assessing the language vitality and endangerment is important in 

determining what strategies are necessary for language shift. The technology initiatives 

used are dependent on the goals of the community, available and necessary resources, as 

well as contextual factors, which is discussed in next chapter. 
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Figure 2. Assessment, reversal of language shift, and technology initiatives flowchart. 
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Programs for reversing language shift. 

Indigenous communities are confronted with the reality that their language is 

diminishing at a rapid rate and in the United States the Native language is shifting 

towards English. Communities are faced with multiple generations who are unable to 

communicate using their once flourishing language for daily communication. It is 

common to find in these communities elders using their Native language in daily life; 

however younger generations are shifting towards elimination of their Native language. 

Language policies, assimilation, and familial attitudes have contributed to this shift 

towards English. Technological changes such as the television, radio, and Internet have 

also been forces for language shift, but communities are not willing to see their language 

die. 

Many Indigenous language elders, parents, community members, and instructors 

worldwide strive to teach and perpetuate their language. The communities’ awareness of 

their language situations and interests in revitalizing their language and culture have 

resulted in the development of many language maintenance programs since the 1960’s 

(Zepeda & Hill, 1993; Stiles, 1997; Hinton & Hale, 2001; McCarty, 2002). Some of these 

methods include being immersed in the language environment (Genesee, 1983; 

Greymorning, 1997; Hinton, 2001a; Arviso & Holm, 2001; Hale, 2001; King, 2001; 

Reyhner, 2003), participating in a master apprentice program (Hinton, 1994; Hinton 

2001b; Hinton, Vera, & Steele, 2002), attending language nests (Kamanā & Wilson, 

1996; King, 2001; Warner, 2001; Wilson & Kamanā, 2001), language camps (Baldwin, 

2003), enrolling in language courses (Schutz, 1994; Kamanā & Wilson, 1996; Wilson, 
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1998), and so forth. 

Due to programs such as language nests and immersion schools and the 

commitment from parents, family, and teachers, reversal of language shift is slowly 

occurring in select communities. One such result is seen in the Hawaiian language 

community, where immersion programs have played an instrumental role in providing an 

environment where the Hawaiian language is spoken, heard and acquired, and as a result 

there is a new generation of Hawaiian language speakers (Warner, 2001; Wilson & 

Kamanā, 2001). Culturally and linguistically diverse Indigenous languages are gradually 

introduced in public domains such as books, newspapers, newsletters, and heard on 

airwaves, radio, television, commercials, news, movies, and websites (Martin, 1996; 

Trahant, 1996; UNESCO, 2003).  

The examples above, provided an overview of the general situation of endangered 

language communities. The following section will look more closely at the ways in which 

Indigenous language communities are making use of new technologies as part of these 

overall efforts. 

Technology, Indigenous language revitalization and educational efforts. 

The use of technology has become a fact of life. Therefore, it is difficult to expect 

that the languages of Indigenous people will be able to survive in the 21st century without 

being supplemented by multimedia technology in this culturally diverse and 

technological enhanced world. Currently there are two choices: Indigenous people can 

either resist these tools and allow their language to continue down its natural pathway to 

extinction, or choose to embrace and use these tools for language documentation and 
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revitalization 

The role of technology and how it is defined is pertinent in Indigenous 

communities. It can be viewed either as a benefit, aid or supplement to language learning 

or may be viewed as a distraction and unnecessary tool (Bennett, 2003). Technology is a 

concept that encompasses a wide range of artifacts, methods, systems, tools, and 

practices, which extends from low- to high-end advancements (Zhao, 2003). These types 

of technologies include “wax cylinder recordings to digital audio recordings, e-mail to 

chat, video recordings to interactive audio video conferencing, and/or surfing the Internet 

to playing interactive computer games” (Galla, 2009, p. 173). Caverly and Peterson 

(2000), define the “computer as tutor as the computer teaching students; the computer as 

tool as students teaching themselves through the computer; and the computer as tutee as 

students teaching themselves by using the computer to teach others” (p. 293). Therefore, 

for this study, technology was defined to include any application that uses a computer as 

a central tool, tutor, or tutee.  

As mentioned earlier, using the language for everyday communication and life is 

key to language revitalization. Hinton (2001b) lists ten points to consider for successful 

language learning specific to the master apprentice language-learning program. The 

seventh point states “… to incorporate technology into language learning to engage 

today’s language learners. Use audio and video to capture the spoken word of our 

speakers” (p. 222). Technologies among Indigenous communities are seen as one of the 

effective support tools and/or constraints for language revitalization, maintenance, and 

promotion. According to UNESCO (2003), when assessing the vitality and endangerment 
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of Indigenous languages, a factor to consider is the community’s response to new 

domains and media. These technologies provide Indigenous communities with rich and 

relevant resource materials. As the surrounding environments change and new 

technologies emerge, new areas for language use surface. Indigenous communities either 

choose to expand their language into these new domains, in which dominant languages 

have taken over or choose not to. The type of domains explored and their particular uses 

for language revitalization will vary according to the community’s language situation, 

access, and availability. 

The effectiveness of technology in language learning. 

With the many changing faces of literacy, it is most common to find that students 

are very familiar with technology. Students grow up in a multiliterate environment, 

consisting of reading, writing, listening, speaking, and computing. It is important that 

teachers have an understanding about how to integrate literacy into technology and how 

to incorporate technology into their classroom. Taking the time to learn what students 

regularly and commonly use can help in finding tools that capture their attention. With 

this knowledge, integration of familiar technologies can be implemented in the classroom 

to encourage their learning and foster language learning as well.  

Technology is not the most important means to produce speakers, rather it gives 

students more authentic ways in which to communicate and interact using the language. 

Engaging in authentic communication in Hawaiian is key for successful language 

learning and through Leokī (powerful voice) this has been made possible. Leokī, a 

Bulletin Board System that will be explained in greater detail in the next section, has 
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provided effective communicative interaction in both the written language through e-mail 

or chat and in the oral language via open discussions. These types of interactions have 

been found to be beneficial to language learners (Warschauer & Donaghy, 1997). When 

using technology in conjunction with language learning, the technology chosen should 

supplement the lesson and not be the lesson. There has always been a concern about how 

to integrate technology in a way that facilitates language learning beyond the word or 

phrase level. Therefore it is important to know what the technology is designed to do and 

know how to use it most effectively.  

 The effectiveness of the tool will depend greatly on the user’s knowledge. For 

example, PowerPoint can be used in a variety of ways from a simple presentation, to a 

storyboard for a multimedia project, a digital storybook, slideshow, or an interactive 

lesson. Depending on the goal, language learning via technology is possible beyond the 

word level if thought through. In PowerPoint, anyone can create an interactive 

multimedia lesson with hyperlinks to the Internet or within the file itself. Audio as well as 

video files, pictures, graphics, Hawaiian text and more can also be added. Just with a 

little imagination and some time, these lessons can be created by students and 

redistributed through the school community for language learning. Creating such projects 

encourages self-reflection and self-assessment (Hartle-Schutte & Nae‘ole-Wong, 1998), 

as well as provides opportunities for diverse learners to be creative, inventive, and 

successful.  

At one end of the continuum, technology can be beneficial; however at the other 

end, a problem with technology is that it has no potential of making an impact if the tools 
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are not accessible. In many Indigenous communities, access to technology is limited to 

the school and/or community centers. At other times, the technology is too old or out of 

date. Although the digital divide between generations of Indigenous communities seems 

to be getting narrower, as well as between teachers and students, the effectiveness is only 

as good as its access and availability of computers and the Internet, knowledge, skills and 

attitudes crucial to make use of the technological resources, and the knowledge of the 

Native language (Eisenlohr, 2004). 

Roles of technology in Indigenous language communities. 

Warschauer (1998) and Hartle-Schutte and Nae‘ole-Wong (1998) have described areas in 

which technology plays a role, specifically in the Hawaiian language community. These 

critical areas include: 1) preservation of the Hawaiian language; 2) material development 

and dissemination; 3) creating connections with others 4) achieving relevance, 

significance and purpose (adapted from Warschauer, 1998; Hartle-Schutte & Nae‘ole-

Wong, 1998). 

A challenge that many Indigenous communities with a dwindling number of 

speakers have faced is language preservation. Hawaiian is by no means an exception. 

Technologies have been used to document and preserve the voices of the Hawaiian 

people, which have gifted future generations with priceless knowledge and wisdom. 

Documents published in the 19th and 20th centuries, such as the Hawaiian language 

newspapers have been formatted to more usable forms and made available on the Ulukau 

website to the world. The goal of this project, Ho‘olaupa‘i: Hawaiian Newspaper 

Resources is to provide searchable text files from archival newspaper collections dating 
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between 1834 through 1949 (University of Hawai‘i Mānoa Outreach College, 2008).  

Ulukau’s site is invaluable due to the lack of texts available in the Hawaiian language. 

The purpose of the site is to “make these resources available for the use, teaching, and 

revitalization of the Hawaiian language and for a broader and deeper understanding of 

Hawai‘i” (Hale Kuamo‘o, 2009). At this repository, students and teachers can find entire 

publications that range from the Hawaiian bible, dictionary, history, mythology, customs, 

traditions, and books about Hawaiian ali‘i (chiefs), and so forth.  

Classroom teachers in Indigenous communities face significant challenges finding 

culturally relevant and authentic materials that depict the language and culture in a non-

stereotypical way. The amount of publications in the Hawaiian language is very limited. 

Therefore, when Kula Kaiapuni (Hawaiian-medium school) was formed, teachers as well 

as parents helped to create materials via translation from English to Hawaiian using the 

cut and paste method. The language programs, as well as many other Indigenous 

language communities face a lack of textbook and other pedagogical materials 

(Warschauer & Donaghy, 1997, p. 352). However, in 1994, a program guide was 

published by the Board of Education revealing a long-range plan, which includes 

exploring creative ways to deliver quality curriculum to the student. More specifically, 

item Priority Action B.2a is to utilize available technology as a viable means for 

delivering curriculum. 

1. Make interactive video available as a means to network available resource 

persons throughout the immersion sites. 

2. Provide network capabilities for immersion computer systems as a means to 
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exchange language items among various schools and off ices in order to 

improve communication and to facilitate dissemination of curricular materials. 

3. Strengthen and make available various modes of technology to each 

immersion site. 

4. Develop a telecommunications service for the Hawaiian language immersion 

student, which will also serve the Hawaiian language community throughout 

the state. 

5. Provide training in equipment and software available for student use. 

(State of Hawai‘i Board of Education, 1994) 

A year following the report, an electronic bulletin board system called Leokī was 

introduced in Kula Kaiapuni, as well as other departments, organizations, and offices. 

The creation of Leokī in 1995 by the Hale Kuamo‘o Hawaiian language curriculum office 

at the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo is one of the first Bulletin Board Systems to operate 

entirely in an Indigenous language (Warschauer & Donaghy, 1997; see also Hale, 1995). 

The purpose of Leokī is to “provide on-line support for Hawaiian language use in the 

immersion schools and the broader community” (Warschauer, 1998, p. 142) and offer a 

variety of telecommunication services through the Hawaiian language. Leokī is accessible 

via the Internet and currently has an estimated 1,000 registered users. Features include, e-

mail, chat, open forum, newsline, marketplace, vocabulary list, newspapers, a shared 

resource area, and an information section about the various agencies which provide 

Hawaiian educational support for Hawaiian studies coursework and Hawaiian medium 

programs throughout the state. Teachers are able to share materials and curriculum with 
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other instructors throughout the state and students are able to search for materials in a 

shared resource area, chat, e-mail, have synchronous discussions all in the Hawaiian 

language through Leokī (Warschauer & Donaghy, 1997).  

 Other technologies are also available. For example, Microsoft Office programs, 

Microsoft PowerPoint, Excel, and Publisher, can be used to create authentic language 

material and curriculum as needed to develop interactive lessons, digital storybooks, 

printable books to be used as textbooks, and so forth. For communities, the ability to 

produce a product instead of going through a publisher is significant and less expensive. 

Pakui Onaehana (Connecting Technology 2000-2003), a program that was federally 

funded, brings together students, teachers and the community to utilize the latest 

computer technology to “develop curriculum that support meaningful student learning 

and Hawaiian language proficiency” (State of Hawai‘i Department of Education, 2004,  

p. 23). This collaborative team uses a range of media, which includes desk publishing 

software and digital media, to help create stories and lessons. Topics of interest include 

Hawaiian social issues, culture, history, genealogies, and community.  

“The concern is linking the language communities because there’s a small 

community at Keaukaha, and there’s a small community of kindergartners and first 

grades at Waimea, and they’re all over;…they need to have more peers to speak with” (as 

cited in Warschauer, 1998, p. 144). This is a real concern for teachers because they want 

to provide an optimal environment that can contribute to their students’ development and 

learning. Fortunately, Leokī has provided communication with others using the Hawaiian 

language, enabling a connection between Kula Kaiapuni students and teachers all over 
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the state. This advance has allowed Hawaiian to be used both in formal settings as well as 

informal settings.  

 Although face-to-face communication is perhaps most beneficial in language 

learning, e-communication can also play a significant role. A collaborative project, 

Pāhana Haku Mele (Compose a Song Project) initiated by an instructor at Keaukaha 

Elementary on the island of Hawai‘i provided a means for his to students to “have 

authentic opportunities to communicate outside the classroom. Too few of our students 

get a chance to really use Hawaiian outside of school” (as cited in Warschauer & 

Donaghy, 1997, p. 358).  Students in his class communicated via e-mail and chat with 

another fourth grade class on O‘ahu. 

 In Indigenous communities, many remain skeptical on how technology can assist 

in the revival of their language and question if it is even worth the time and investment. 

However, within the last decade, the Hawaiian language has found its way and place on 

the Internet allowing language learners and speakers to find an array of Hawaiian 

language websites to support their learning, which are often school websites and/or 

personal websites. Examples of these websites include the Ka Haka ‘Ula O Ke‘elikōlani 

College of Hawaiian Language website (http://www.olelo.hawaii.edu/khuok/), on-line 

Hawaiian Dictionary website (http://www.wehewehe.org), Ulukau 

(http://www.ulukau.org), and my personal website 

(http://www.u.arizona.edu/~candaceg). Since web design no longer requires a rich 

knowledge and understanding of html programming and code, anyone can design a basic 

website. As a result, Indigenous peoples can create their own websites that serve as 
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material and curriculum development that is relevant to schools, communities, and the 

broader community. 

 In addition, Hale Kuamo‘o has created a custom keyboard and font that types and 

prints the Hawaiian language with the diacritical marks, ‘okina (glottal stop) and kahakō 

(macron). Macintosh software has been programmed so that the pull-down menus display 

in the Hawaiian language. One such program is Kid Pix, which is similar to PowerPoint, 

but designed for young users. Using this program, students can create culturally relevant 

and significant material both in the Hawaiian language and for the Hawaiian language. 

Other programs that have been translated include ClarisWorks and Mario Teaches 

Typing (Donaghy, n.d.). 

Hawaiian is not just a conversational language. Functional Hawaiian is expanding 

beyond the conversational level to include all aspects of life; education, government, 

business, virtual spaces, science, and so forth. This was proved true when a local 

Hawaiian music station received a call in September 2007 following a varsity football 

scrimmage, Damien High School vs. Ānuenue. The uniqueness of this game was due to 

Ānuenue being comprised of Hawaiian language immersion students. Here is what a 

Damien parent shared with the listeners of Hawaiian 105 KINE. 

They came over there with 26 varsity players and they all spoke Hawaiian. The 

quarterback called his plays in Hawaiian. The quarterback coming up and 

changing his plays audibly in Hawaiian. The offensive linemen calling their 

blocking assignments in Hawaiian. The whole community speaking Hawaiian, 

cheering in Hawaiian. We were like Goliath, they were David and the difference 
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was the language barrier. (Hawaiian 105 KINE, 2008) 

It is clear from this example that the Hawaiian language is moving beyond boundaries 

that are formally structured. A teacher expressed at the time “we want children to know 

that Hawaiian is not just good enough for sitting at a party and talking story. Hawaiian is 

good enough for every part of life. That is the sign of a healthy, living language” (Hale, 

1995). Hawaiian is a living and breathing language and has no limit on where the 

language can and should be spoken. The Hawaiian language has a purpose and it is to 

serve the Hawaiian language community. 

Examples of community-based and school-based initiatives. 

Community-based projects are customized and intended to meet the needs of the 

community. These technology-based community projects usually entail members of the 

community coming up with ways in which language learning can be facilitated. Some 

projects have included on-line dictionaries with audio and video, and CD-ROMs and 

DVDs with interactive lessons. School-based projects, on the other hand, involve 

collaboration amongst members of the school – teachers, administrators, students, and so 

forth. However it is common to find that community-based and school-based projects, as 

well as other initiatives discussed below, overlap due to an interest in wanting to be 

involved and in promoting the language and culture. 

Listed below in Table 3 are a few examples that fall under community-based 

and/or school-based initiatives. Information found on these projects offers a limited view 

on how the technology is being used and its effectiveness on language learning, rather an 

introduction or overview is instead provided.  
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Table 3. 
Community-based and school-based initiatives 

Community Location Project Source 
Hawaiian Hawai‘i Kid Pix Slide Show Hartle-Schutte & 

Nae‘ole-Wong, 1998 
Kunib Dji Maningrida, 

Northern Australia 
Talking Books Auld, 2002; Auld, 2007 

Tohono 
O’odham 

Sells, Arizona Looking Forward/Looking 
Back After School Project 

Bridges to 
Understanding, 2007 

Yu’pik Southwestern 
Alaska 

Bilingual CD-ROM of 
traditional story “How the 
Crane Got Blue Eyes” 

Villa, 2003 

 

Examples of collaborative projects with universities and/or non-community 
linguists. 

The Naskapi community of Kawawachikamach, located near Schefferville, 

Quebec in collaboration with resident linguist, Bill Jancewicz, has applied computer 

technology to their Naskapi language program. More specifically, Jancewicz was asked 

to develop a way to type and print syllabics of the language that used a standard 

QWERTY keyboard. A benefit of having a resident linguist at the community allowed for 

readily available technical support when refinements and improvements were needed. 

As more computers entered the Naskapi community, “more and more Naskapi 

were trained to use them to produce language materials” (Jancewicz & MacKenzie, 2002, 

p. 85). Through the development of the language specific keyboard, “the youngest 

primary school students are now benefiting from a new focus on Naskapi language 

literacy” (p. 87). 

MaxAuthor, a free multimedia authoring system for language instruction, is 

another software that is used by Native communities in collaboration with universities 

and linguists. More specifically, “a collaborative grant between the Colorado River 
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Indian Tribes (CRIT) and the University of Arizona, with funds provided by the Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation, a project was implemented to train tribal members in the use 

of selected technologies that support language revitalization” (Penfield, Cash Cash, 

Forger & Salzer, 2003). The community consisted of the Colorado River Indian Tribes 

Reservation (CRIT), which is home to four culturally and linguistically different tribes: 

Mohave, Chemehuevi, Hopi and Navajo. However, for this particular project, focus was 

on the Mohave language.  

Examples of language learning software and technology production by 
independent companies. 

Rosetta Stone, a language software company, recently added a thread called 

Rosetta Stones’ Endangered Language Program that directly targets Indigenous language 

communities for language revitalization. Communities, such as the Kanien’kéha 

(Mohawk Nation located near Montréal, Québec) first approached the software company 

in 2004 in hope to create language software in Kanien’kéha (Mohawk). In addition,  

Rosetta Stone’s in-house project managers, software developers, audio engineers 

and photographer, more than a dozen Mohawk native speakers from the 

Kahnawake community worked as translators, editors, project managers or voices 

to customize the software to meet the community’s needs. (Bittinger, 2006, p. 3)  

After two years of collaboration, the Kanien’kéha (Mohawk) Level 1 language learning 

software was released in April 2006 to be used in “schools, homes and workplaces, and 

online in an effort to secure the status of native languages” (p. 1).  

Rosetta Stone’s Endangered Language Program indicates that the final product is 

community-owned, culturally relevant, encompasses language integrity, multiplies 
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existing efforts, and really teaches the language through a process called Dynamic 

Immersion™. 

A simple, intuitive interface and advanced technology confirms learning at every 

step of the process by prompting you to make connections between images you 

already understand and the new language. You receive immediate feedback, 

which helps you to reinforce learning. This systematic structure builds from 

simple nouns and verbs to more complex concepts and phrases very quickly, 

helping you achieve your language-learning goals faster than you ever thought 

possible. (Rosetta Stone, 2008) 

In addition to the Kanien’kéha community, the Iñupiat in Alaska as well as the 

Chitimacha tribe in Louisiana have also released Level 1 of their language software. 

More and more communities are inquiring about the software, however funding is a 

barrier. There have been many testimonials about the use of the language software, 

however there is no data to support that Rosetta Stone is producing a new generation of 

speakers. 

Conceptual Framework 

In order to fully engage in Indigenous language documentation and revitalization 

in such a globalized world, the use of technology is to play a role in this language 

process. I do not suggest that technology be the primary role for language work, but that 

it is a supplementary role. The concepts that frame the research of the integration of 

technology and Indigenous language revitalization include multiliteracies, and technacy 

education.  
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Technology has greatly impacted society and revolutionized the world in such a 

way that it is embedded in our lives. We cannot get away from it. Children born in the 

world today have grown up using computers, whereas their grandparents may have been 

introduced to computer technology as an adult. Having the capability to be 

technologically literate was considered an asset less than twenty years ago, but now it has 

become a standard for the workforce, school, and business.  

A technologically literate person has the “ability to use, manage, evaluate and 

understand technology” (ITEA, 2005). Technological literacy is the ability to 1) use 

technology in a successful way, 2) manage technology to ensure all activities are efficient 

and appropriate, 3) evaluate technology by making decisions on an informed and rational 

basis, and 4) understand technology by synthesizing the information into new insights 

(ITEA, 2005). 

In the work of Indigenous language documentation, revitalization, and education, 

the assistance of technology allows for greater efficiency, productivity, storage, 

accessibility, distribution, material development, and so forth. It is known that technology 

is also a hindrance in communities where there is lack of electricity, minimal funding to 

provide the technological infrastructure, and lack of access to computers and equipment. 

In this later situation, technology is not a consideration because of limited resources, not 

out of need or want. By utilizing the knowledge of a technologically literate person, the 

community can determine what is best for their situation. Ultimately, the ideal person 

would be an Indigenous technologically literate person that is involved in the community. 
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Multiliteracies. 

In September 1994, the New London Group, which consisted of ten educators 

from various disciplines, came together to discuss literacy pedagogy in New London, 

New Hampshire in the United States. The purpose at that time was to “consolidate and 

extend these relationships in order to address the broader issue of the purposes of 

education, and, in this context, the specific issue of literacy pedagogy” (New London 

Group, 1996). 

During their discussion, they coined the term multiliteracies, the “multiplicity of 

communications channels and media, and the increasing saliency of cultural and 

linguistic diversity” (New London Group, 1996) to address the evolution of new media 

and new literacy practices. The multiliteracies pedagogy consists of situated practice, 

overt instruction, critical framing, and transformed practice. However, an additional 

component has been added to this standing list, situated learning for the purpose of this 

study.  

For Indigenous communities, the use of multimedia technology varies according 

to age group, location, access, availability, and so forth. And as age increases, it is 

common to find that elders are less likely to be users of multimedia technology. Hence, 

situated learning has been included to capture the conscious acquisition of knowledge and 

skills. Figure 3 exhibits three levels that a participant moves through when receiving 

multimedia technology training, while being exposed to real-world language situations: 

1) training and acquisition of knowledge, 2) transition period between training and 

practice, and 3) critical practice. Additionally, there are unique components in each level 
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and are as follows: 1a) situated learning, 1b) overt instruction, 2c) situated practice, 3d) 

critical framing and 3e) transformed practice. 

 
Figure 3. Multimedia technology training and practice model.  

In Level 1, Indigenous students familiarize themselves with hardware, software, 

multimedia technology, terminology, and so forth. During this time, a gradual acquisition 

of technological knowledge and skills are attained through overt instruction. Although 

this instruction implies cognizant and cognitive transmission, skill and drill, and rote 

memorization, this teaching includes  

active interventions on the part of the teacher and other experts that scaffold 

learning activities, that focus the learner on the important features of their 

experiences and activities within the community of learners, and that allow the 

learner to gain explicit information at times when it can most usefully organize 
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and guide practice, building on and recruiting what the learner already knows and 

has accomplished. (New London Group, 1996) 

In Level 2, students are immersed in a varied community of learners that differ in 

knowledge, experience, background, and so forth. At this point in learning and 

multimedia technology training, the student must consciously practice what is acquired. 

Through risk taking and with the guidance of instructors or more capable others, students 

can test their knowledge and application of what was acquired in Level 1 (training). It is 

through this experience that a student becomes comfortable and the process becomes 

intuitive. 

In Level 3, students have acquired necessary knowledge (Level 1) and 

superficially practiced (Level 2) what was learned without consciously thinking of the 

application and multimedia technology outcome. It is during this level that critical 

awareness and understanding of knowledge is applied to practice. Through this critical 

process, students determine the role that multimedia technology can play and how it can 

benefit their Indigenous language community. 

Technacy education. 

To further support the technological literacy, and multiliteracies structure set forth 

by the New London Group, technacy is utilized to support technology training and 

practice of Indigenous language communities. The term technacy, proposed by the 

Australian Science, Technology and Engineering Council (ASTEC), is “the ability to 

understand, communicate and exploit the characteristics of technology to discern how 

human technological practice is necessarily a holistic engagement with the world that 
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involves people, tools, and the consumed environment, driven by purpose and contextual 

considerations” (Seemann, 2009, p. 117-118). Technacy education therefore seeks to 

develop “skilled, holistic thinkers and doers who can select, evaluate, transform and use 

appropriate technologies that are responsive to local contexts and human needs” 

(Seemann, 2000, p. 2). This holistic approach considers factors that influence the 

Indigenous community in determining contexts in which to utilize multimedia 

technologies.  

The factors proposed in the technacy model include technological, human and 

environmental factors (Seemann & Talbot, 1995). Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the process 

of the technacy model as developed by Seemann & Talbot, leading to the expanded 

technacy framework used for this study (Figure 6). 

 

 

Figure 4. A. The model of a world where the parts are initially perceived as independent 
sets; B. The model of the integration of independent sets showing integration pairs A, B 
and C, and full integration at M (M = region of mutual integration). (Seemann & Talbot, 
1995, p. 768) 
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Figure 5. A. Model of the world where the parts are initially perceived as members of a 
whole; B. Model of the holistic integration of interdependent sets showing integration at 
M. (Seemann & Talbot, 1995, p. 770) 

In Figure 6, the technacy model has been adapted to include a total of five factors 

to demonstrate a holistic view of technology training and practice among Indigenous 

language communities that include consideration of linguistic and cultural factors, social 

factors, technological factors, environmental factors, and economic factors. Not only do 

these factors explain reasons why Indigenous language communities choose or not 

choose to exploit technology to revitalize their Indigenous languages, but it also helps to 

determine the contexts in which multimedia technology is used. 

Depending on the goals of the community, available and necessary resources, this 

will ultimately determine whether technology is integrated or not. As will be described in 

both Chapters 4 and 5, many communities are rapidly losing their remaining fluent, elder 

speakers. This particular factor, language and culture have made community members, 

language instructors, and teachers question how technology can assist in the language  
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Figure 6. Technacy model. (adapted from Seemann & Talbot, 1995) 

revitalization process. The use of technology may go against the culture’s traditions and 

values of learning the language through a different mode, other than intergenerational 

language transfer. However, we will see in the following chapters how Indigenous 

language communities are dealing with this challenge. 

Social factors that have impacted on the use of technology, for example, have 

included the distribution of language classes and materials to learners in geographically 

distant locations. As will be seen in Chapter 4 from the qualitative and quantitative data, 

participants will discuss ways in which technology has benefited the language 

community. A particular example includes exposure to the language in broader domains. 

Indigenous language community members will discuss the benefits of using technology 
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for communication purposes, or to access the language. Case study participants in 

Chapter 5 also share some of these tools that did not work, however, for social 

communication. 

Economic factors are primary concerns in rural Indigenous communities, thereby 

inhibiting the use of technology for any purpose. Without necessary resources, such as 

funding, this may determine whether a tool is implemented in the community. As will be 

described in Chapter 4, some communities and schools have no electricity making it 

difficult to implement any type of technology or computer-mediated project or lesson. On 

the other hand, environmental factors have also contributed to the use of multimedia 

during the wintertime where harsh conditions prevent travel. The use of the telephone, as 

well as other tools such as audio/video conferencing, e-mail, and webcams has been used 

to “virtually meet” for language classes or meetings. This innovative use of technologies 

fosters ways to expose community members to technology, thereby leading to the final 

factor, technology. 

Technological factors also influence the contexts as to when multimedia is used. 

As will be discussed, respondents in Chapter 4 express that though computer equipment 

may be available in the home or community, incompatible equipment and software 

programs makes work on a collaborative project difficult. Instead of using technology to 

streamline a project, technology prevents efficiency. Other factors that challenge the use 

of technology in communities are the lack of training and technical support. Oftentimes, 

the participants who enroll in technology-based courses have skill levels that vary, and 

sometimes no computer experience as well. Some users of technology are from the eldest 
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generations and want to learn how to use computers, but there is little or few training 

available to them when they return to their community. These factors are brought up 

consistently throughout Chapter 4 and 5. This conceptual framework will ultimately 

provide a better understanding to why Indigenous language communities and learners are 

utilizing and not utilizing technology. 

Summary 

In summary, the field of Indigenous language revitalization and technology is still 

in its early stages of development. The literature in this new and emerging field is 

limited, which places additional importance on this study. The condition of endangered 

and Indigenous languages in this globalizing world is in an unrelenting position. Unless 

there are drastic measures taken, a wealth of knowledge of our language and culture will 

be lost forever. There is therefore great potential in utilizing technology as a 

supplemental tool to record the language, distribute the language material, and deliver 

courses to those in far distances. Using these new technologies will provide a means to 

save these languages from extinction. 

The concepts that help frame this study, though adapted from their original 

sources, include technological literacy, multiliteracies, and technacy education. These 

underlying concepts will provide a better understanding as to why technologies are or are 

not being used and for what purposes is it being used for. The next chapter introduces the 

methodology of this study in three distinct levels. Level A provides an overview of 

multimedia technology use amongst Indigenous language communities. Level B provides 

an overview of Indigenous language institutes in North America that offer technology 
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training, with primary emphasis on AILDI. Level C documents the technology training 

and practice of three AILDI participants. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

Research Design 

The research presented in this dissertation was based on a survey of those who use 

technology for Indigenous language revitalization purposes, as well as case studies of 

students of the American Indian Language Development Institute (AILDI) who enrolled 

in the technology course, Computer Applications for Indigenous Language Communities. 

Two methods were chosen because little has been documented in this emerging field. In 

order to discuss specific cases, a background of what is currently occurring with 

technology and Indigenous language revitalization globally is needed. The survey 

provides both broad and surface level awareness of what types of technologies 

Indigenous communities are using for the revitalization of their language. However, to 

provide an in-depth and underlying understanding of what, where, when, why, and how 

users are implementing these technologies in their home, communities, schools, and so 

forth, case studies on individual AILDI students were also conducted. The survey and 

case studies provided a means of understanding how technology is impacting Indigenous 

language revitalization and education. 

Research Site 

This study examined the technology training received by AILDI participants, and 

its impact on personal as well as community language development. Specifically, I 

focused on an AILDI stand-alone technology course and provide case studies of students 

who have attended the program at least once from Summer 2003 through Summer 2007, 

during which I was a student (Summer 2004), instructor (Summer 2005), graduate 
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assistant (Fall 2005-September 2008), and current Program Coordinator. Other courses 

offered at AILDI have introduced technology as a component of the class, however 

training in computer applications or multimedia technology was not the primary focus. 

AILDI was founded in 1978 with support from the National Endowment for the 

Humanities. The first institute was held at San Diego State University and has since been 

hosted by Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff, AZ), Gila River Indian Career Center 

(near Phoenix, AZ), Southwest Polytechnic Institute (Albuquerque, NM), and Arizona 

State University (Tempe, AZ). Since 1990, AILDI has been housed in the Department of 

Language, Reading and Culture in the College of Education at the University of Arizona 

(Tucson, AZ) (Sorenson, 2004). AILDI attracts Native and non-Native practitioners, 

educators, advocates, policy makers, administrators, language teachers, and students from 

across the United States, Canada, Mexico and South America who are interested in 

revitalization and/ or maintenance of Indigenous languages. Dr. Ofelia Zepeda, Regents’ 

Professor in Linguistics, AILDI Co-Founder, and Director granted permission and 

approval of this study.  

Research Questions, Participants, and Data Collection 

The goal of the study was to provide a comprehensive and accurate representation 

of technology usage for purposes of language revitalization by and for Indigenous 

language peoples. More specifically, case studies of AILDI participants revealed their 

individual training, projects created and implemented, and effectiveness of these tools in 

their respective communities. With these goals in mind, substantial data collection was 

necessary for this study. Since the study comprised three distinct levels (Figure 7), 
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Figure 7. Three levels of dissertation study. 

the research questions, participants, and data collection were organized according to three 

levels: Multimedia technology use among Indigenous language communities (Level A), 

Indigenous language institutes and technology training (Level B), and AILDI student 

case studies (Level C). 

Multimedia technology use among Indigenous language communities (Level 
A). 

To provide an overview of the multimedia technology use among Indigenous 

language communities, an on-line survey (see Appendix A for sample of survey) was 

conducted. The survey answered these questions: 

• Participants: AILDI technology 
participants whom attended the program 
at least once from Summer 2003 through 
Summer 2007 

• Data Collection: On-line survey (from 
Level A), interview(s), webpages with 
language lessons, and other Internet 
resources   

LEVEL C                           
Goal: To                     

document the         
technology                     
training and                 

practice of 3 AILDI 
participants 

• Participants: AILDI technology 
instructors whom have taught at 
least once from Summer 2003 
through Summer 2007 

• Data Collection: On-line survey 
(from Level A) and interview(s) 

LEVEL B                    
Goal: To provide an overview 

of Indigenous language 
institutes in North America that 
offer technology training, with 
primary emphasis on AILDI 

• Partipants: Users of 
technology for the 
purpose of Indigenous 
language 
revitalization 

• Data Collection: On-
line survey  

LEVEL A                                       
Goal: To provide an overview of multimedia 
technology use among Indgienous language 

communities 
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1. What types of multimedia technology are used in Indigenous language 

communities? How are these technologies used? For what purposes are these 

technologies used (provide efficiency, expansion into new domains, material 

development, education, documentation, preservation, revitalization, 

maintenance, etc.)? 

2. In what domains do Indigenous languages and multimedia technology appear? 

(home, community, school [pre-school, elementary, secondary, post-

secondary], workplace, commerce, local/regional government, national 

government, mass media, etc.)? 

3. What multimedia technology trends are seen amongst Indigenous language 

communities? Low, mid, and/or high-technology initiatives? (Galla, 2009) 

Participants and data collection (Level A). 

An electronic invitation to participate in an anonymous survey was sent to various 

listservs and groups, Indigenous language centers and institutes, AILDI alumni. The link 

provided in the email invitation directed the participant to the survey on 

surveymonkey.com. Any person affiliated with an Indigenous language community who 

utilized technology for language revitalization was invited to participate. This included 

Native, non-Native, tribal, non-tribal members, male, female, ages 18 and older.  

Indigenous language institution and technology training (Level B).  

To provide an overview of Indigenous language institutes in North America that 

offer technology training, in particular the American Indian Language Development 

Institute (AILDI), the following questions were of particular interest: 
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1. What types of technological tools (applications, software, programs) are 

introduced by AILDI instructors? 

2. How are AILDI students trained to use these applications? (overt instruction, 

hands-on training, lecture, etc)? 

3. What were the reasons why these computer applications were chosen? What 

are your criteria when choosing computer applications/software?  

4. How do AILDI instructors relate technology training to language teaching, 

revitalization and maintenance, curriculum development, and materials 

development? 

Participants and data collection (Level B). 

The questions above were directed towards AILDI technology instructors whom 

have taught at least once from summer 2003 through summer 2007. Over this five-year 

period, a total of six technology classes were offered with seven different instructors 

(including myself), some of who have taught the course multiple times and/or were 

former AILDI students in this technology course. The instructors (teacher and/or 

assistant) have varied throughout the years, and have included male and female, Native 

and non-Native, graduate student and senior lecturer. To find potential instructor 

participants, an e-mail was sent to these instructors requesting their participation in this 

study. Of the instructors that responded and participated in the on-line survey, a female 

instructor was selected to discuss the technology training provided to AILDI students. 

This selection was based on the number of times the instructor taught the course. More 

specifically, the instructor participant was determined according to maximum variation 
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sampling, criterion sampling, and convenience sampling (Patton, 1990). As you will find 

out in the next section, two of the three students who were interviewed for the case 

studies (Level C) were instructors as well. Interviews lasted between 45 – 90 minutes in 

length. The interviews were audio recorded and field notes were also taken during each 

interview. Upon finishing Chapter 5, which focused on the AILDI technology course, I e-

mailed a draft for the instructors to review and to provide comments, feedback and 

corrections. Additionally, supplementary documents were gathered, such as course 

syllabi and other course handouts that were used in the class. 

AILDI student case studies (Level C). 

To document the technology training and practice of three AILDI participants 

whom attended the program at least once from Summer 2003 through Summer 2007, the 

following questions were asked: 

1. How have AILDI students used their technological skills learned at the 

summer program to document, preserve, revitalize and maintain their 

Indigenous languages? 

2. Of the technologies currently used, how and why are these applications 

chosen? For what purpose are these applications used? In what domains do 

these appear?  

3. How does the technological project(s)/product(s) developed contribute toward 

language education, documentation, preservation, revitalization, and/or 

maintenance? Is this project/product successful? 

4. How does/did the Indigenous language community benefit from your 
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technology training? 

Participants and data collection (Level C). 

The same anonymous on-line survey mentioned in Level A was sent via e-mail to 

AILDI students who participated in technology training at least once from Summer 2003 

through Summer 2007. Over this five-year period, the students have varied, male and 

female, Native and non-Native, recent high school graduates, undergraduate, graduate 

students, elders, language and/or culture teachers, and first time users of a computer. To 

find potential student participants, an e-mail was sent to these students requesting their 

participation in the study. The link provided in the email invitation directed the 

participant to the survey on surveymonkey.com. In addition, during the summer of 

AILDI 2009, former students in the technology class were solicited for the study. Three 

female student participants were selected for an individual interview to discuss the 

technology training they received as AILDI students, of which two out of the three were 

instructors at some point during the five-year period. The student participants were 

determined according to maximum variation sampling, criterion sampling, and 

convenience sampling (Patton, 1990).  

All of the following criteria were met by each student participant at the time of 

the interview: 1) attended AILDI at least once from summer 2003 through summer 2007, 

2) affiliated with an Indigenous language community (member, student, instructor, etc.), 

3) currently used technology related to language revitalization, 4) has knowledge of the 

current language situation of the affiliate Indigenous language community (population, 

speaker population, domains in which the language is used, etc.), and 5) was available for 
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at least one interview. 

Interviews lasted between 45 – 60 minutes in length. The interviews were audio 

recorded and field notes were also taken during each interview. Follow-up conversations 

were also held and conducted in person or by e-mail. Upon finishing Chapter 5, which 

focused on the AILDI technology course, a draft was emailed to each of the student 

participants to review and provide comments, feedback and corrections. Additionally, 

supplementary documents were gathered, such as course syllabi, other course handouts 

that were used in the class, as well as viewed language lessons that were publicly 

available on the Internet. 

Data Analysis 

The method chosen for data analysis was based on the coding of the survey (Level 

A), as well as interviews of instructor participants (Level B), and student participants 

(Level C). In order to facilitate this analysis, ATLAS.ti was used. This program is a 

“powerful workbench for the qualitative analysis of large bodies of textual, graphical, 

audio and video data. Sophisticated tools help you to arrange, reassemble, and manage 

your material in creative, yet systematic ways” (ATLAS.ti, 2010). This program allowed 

me to upload audio files of the interviews, the transcribed interviews in Microsoft Word, 

and PDF files of open-ended questions from the survey. 

Summary 

The research presented in this dissertation was based on a survey of those who use 

technology for Indigenous language revitalization purposes, as well as three case studies 

of students of the American Indian Language Development Institute (AILDI) who 
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enrolled in the technology course, Computer Applications for Indigenous Communities. 

The survey method was used to provide a background in this emerging field of what is 

currently occurring with technology and Indigenous language revitalization globally. The 

survey provided an overview of what types of technologies Indigenous peoples and/or 

those working with them are using for the revitalization of Indigenous languages. 

However, to provide an in-depth understanding of what, where, when, why, and how 

users are implementing these technologies in their homes, communities, schools, and so 

forth, case studies on individual AILDI students were conducted. Both of these 

approaches were necessary to improve the knowledge basis of technologies and 

Indigenous language revitalization.  

In the next chapter, findings from the on-line survey are presented. Quantitative 

data from the survey reveals types of technologies that communities are utilizing. 

Qualitative data exposes the ways in which technology has affected Indigenous language 

education and revitalization.  
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CHAPTER 4: MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY USE AMONG INDIGENOUS 
LANGUAGE COMMUNITIES 

For many Indigenous language communities and language learners, a general 

topic of concern in today’s society is how technology can contribute to language 

revitalization. This subject generates a stimulating discussion resulting in a dynamic that 

at times may divide a community and its people. At one end of the spectrum, it is 

common to see younger generations using technologies of all sorts, and communicating 

in ways that were unavailable to the world ten or so years ago; this includes texting, 

blogging, chatting, tweeting, and so forth. However, at the opposite end of the spectrum, 

it is common to see little or no use of the latest technologies by elders.  

The role of technology in language revitalization includes preservation of the 

Indigenous language; material development and dissemination; multiple modes of 

communication; and achieving relevance, significance and purpose (Galla, 2009). For 

technology to have a role in an Indigenous community there needs to be a collective 

understanding of its purpose and use. The results of this study reinforce the roles 

mentioned above, and additionally provide a detailed portrait of those who have engaged 

in technology specifically for Indigenous language revitalization and education. 

Generally, when thinking of Indigenous language revitalization and education, the 

use of technologies is frequently viewed as the following: an unnecessary distraction 

and/or a favorable and positive tool that engages language learners, especially youth, or a 

combination of both. This survey provides a better understanding of what types of 

technologies are being used and their experiences, be it positive, negative, or neutral, 

towards the use of technology, specifically for Indigenous language revitalization. In this 
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chapter, I present a general overview of data gathered from the survey. Specifically I 

provided charts and tables that reveal the usage pertaining to low-, mid-, and high-

technology initiatives, followed by themes that emerged from open-ended questions that 

are sectioned into three categories: 1) favorable intentions and positive functions,            

2) concerns, constraints and tensions, and 3) Indigenous language education. 

Low-, Mid- and High-Technology Initiatives 

During summer 2009, an electronic invitation was sent to various listservs and 

groups, Indigenous language centers and institutes, AILDI alumni, and so forth inviting 

eligible participants to take part in my dissertation research. The link provided in the 

email invitation directed the participant to the on-line survey on surveymonkey.com. Any 

person affiliated with an Indigenous language community who utilized technology for 

language revitalization was invited to participate, which included Native, non-Native, 

tribal, non-tribal members, male, female, ages 18 and older.  

A total of 80 participants responded and completed the anonymous survey, 

providing this study with a rich dataset to work from. Based on the respondents who 

completed the optional demographic section of the survey, these participants represented 

Indigenous communities across the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, 

Taiwan, Guatemala, Peru, Greenland, Mexico, Bolivia, French Polynesia (Marquesas 

Islands and Tuamotu Islands) and Russia. Participants answered a series of questions 

about their use of low-, mid-, and high-technology initiatives, the types of media created, 

how many hours per week these media were used, and domains in which these media 

appeared. The second half of the survey comprised open-ended questions, which allowed 
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participants to share their thoughts candidly.  

 Low-technology initiatives “emphasize one sensory mode, allowing the learner to 

receive the Indigenous language through sight or hearing. More specifically, the user 

visually sees the language either in printed material (e.g., books) or on a screen (e.g., 

subtitles), or audibly via a speaker or sound system” (Galla, 2009, p. 173). This type of 

low-technology media includes desktop publishing/printing press and audio media 

(without text), which comprised radio, audio recordings, audio books, videos, movies, 

and television. The second level, mid-technology initiatives are “bisensory, allowing the 

learner to receive the Indigenous language through sight and hearing and/or require the 

use of a keyboard and mouse (point and click), and access to the Internet” (p. 174). This 

type of mid-technology media includes audio media accompanied by texts and web-based 

materials. The final level, high-technology initiatives allow for “asynchronous 

communication, synchronous communication or multimodal interactivity between the 

user and the technology. In this category, input and output of the Indigenous language are 

key factors” (p. 175). Examples of media and products of all three levels are included in 

Table 4. A more comprehensive list is provided in the following sections. 

Of the participants that responded to the survey (N=80), more than half indicated 

that they use low- and mid-technology initiatives. However, when the participants 

responded to high-technology media, there was a relatively even split between use and no 

use (Table 5). This result was a surprise, as I thought there would be a significant 

difference in the numbers for this particular category.  
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Table 4. 
Representative media and products of low-, mid-, and high-technology initiatives 

Levels Media Products 
 
Desktop 
publishing/ 
printing press 

 
Books, fliers, newspapers, newsletters 

Radio News, language lessons, songs 
Audio recordings, 
digital storybooks, 
lessons 

Wax cylinders, cassette tapes, CDs, DVDs, audio podcasts, mp3, 
digital audio files, Microsoft PowerPoint, e-books 

Videos/movies Tape reels, VHS, DVDs, video podcasts 

Low 

Television News, headlines, language classes, cultural events, public service 
announcements, commercials 

 
Audio media 
accompanied by 
texts 

 
Audio recordings in the Indigenous language (IL) accompanied by a 
transcript in the IL, audio/digital storybooks in the IL accompanied 
by the story in the IL, video/movie in the IL with subtitles in the IL, 
television programs in the IL with subtitles in the IL 

Mid 

Web-based media Wikis, electronic libraries, search engines, on-line dictionaries (w/ or 
w/out audio), web sites 

 
Asynchronous 
communication 

 
Blogs, discussion boards, e-mail, course management systems 

Synchronous 
communication 

Telephone, chat, webcam, audio video conference, VoIP 

High 

Interactive 
multimedia 

Digital/computer/video games, electronic bulletin board system, 
Rosetta Stone, Phraselator, MaxAuthor 

 

Table 5. 
Comparison of low-, mid-, and high-technology media users  

Level Yes No 
Low-Technology 90.00% (N=72) 10.00% (N=8) 
Mid-Technology 71.25% (N=57) 28.75% (N=23) 
High-Technology 43.75% (N=35) 56.25% (N=45) 

Note: (N=80) 

To provide an in-depth look, the survey required each participant to first respond 

to whether they used low-technology media for language revitalization. If the participant 

had indeed used any low-technology type media, then the survey would ask specific 

questions related to this category. For example, the questions below reflect questions 13 

and 14 of the online survey (see Appendix A). The underlined word represents the type of 
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media in a given level of technology. This media changes according to each level of 

technology. 

• Have you used the television for language revitalization? 

• What kinds of television media (without text) have you created and/or utilized 

for language revitalization? 

• How often are these products used for language revitalization? 

• In what domains do these products appear to support Indigenous language 

revitalization?  

If the participant did not use a certain type of media in the level indicated, the 

survey would move on to the next type of media in that level. However, if the participant 

did not use low-technology media for language revitalization, the survey would continue 

to the next level, mid-technology and so forth. Table 6 reveals the percentage of use for 

each level and the corresponding media per level, as well as the correlate percentages of 

the total number of respondents. The numbers listed next to each of the levels and media 

(e.g. 4.1, 5.1, 7.1, etc) refer to the questions in the on-line survey. 

As displayed in Table 6, the majority of the survey participants used low-

technology media for language revitalization (90.00%, N=72). More specifically 90.28% 

of those that used low-technology media, used audio recordings/digital storybooks/ 

lessons (N=65). However, the overall percentage of use for this specific media accounted 

to 81.25% when considering the total respondents. Of the 80 respondents, only 57 people 

used mid-technology media for language revitalization. Accordingly, the most popular 

media in this level was audio media accompanied by texts and was used by 87.72% 
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Table 6. 
Overview of technology use per level, media, and total respondents (low-, mid-, and high-
technology initiatives) 

  Results 
  Level  Respondents 
 Respondents Varies Per Media  80 

4.1 Low-Technology     
Yes1 72 90.00%   
No1   8 10.00%   
 5.1 Desktop publishing/printing press     
 Yes 58 80.56%  72.50% 
 No 14 19.44%  17.50% 
 7.1 Radio     
 Yes 24 33.33%  30.00% 
 No 48 66.67%  60.00% 
 9.1 Audio recordings, digital storybooks, lessons    
 Yes 65 90.28%  81.25% 
 No   7 9.72%  8.75% 
 11.1 Videos/movies     
 Yes 49 68.06%  61.25% 
 No 23 31.94%  28.75% 
 13.1 Television     
 Yes 13 18.06%  16.25% 
 No 59 81.94%  73.75% 

15.1 Mid-Technology     
Yes 57 71.25%   
No 23 28.75%   
 16.1 Audio media accompanied by texts     
 Yes 50 87.72%  62.50% 
 No   7 12.28%  8.75% 
 18.1 Web-based media     
 Yes 42 73.68%  52.50% 
 No 15 26.32%  18.75% 

20.1 High-Technology     
Yes1 35 43.75%   
No1 45 56.25%   
 21.1 Asynchronous communication     
 Yes 31 88.57%  38.75% 
 No   4 11.43%  5.00% 
 23.1 Synchronous communication     
 Yes1 26 74.29%  32.50% 
 No1   9 25.71%  11.25% 
 25.1 Interactive multimedia     
 Yes 25 71.43%  31.25% 
 No 10 28.57%  12.50% 

Note. 1Values were corrected, as there was a discrepancy in reported results from SurveyMonkey. 
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(N=50) of mid-technology users, or 62.50% of the total respondents. And lastly, only 35 

of the 80 respondents revealed that they use high-technology media for language 

revitalization (43.75%). The trend in this category revealed that asynchronous 

communication media was commonly used among the respondents at 88.57% (N=31) of 

high-technology users. However when you factor in the total respondents, the percentage 

of participants who use high-technology media drops significantly to 38.75%. The 

following sections are divided into three categories: low-technology, mid-technology, 

and high-technology initiatives and will be discussed in further detail. 

Low-technology initiatives.  

Low-technology initiatives require the use of one sensory mode, either sight or 

hearing, allowing the user to receive the Indigenous language visually or audibly. More 

specifically, the user visually sees the written form of the language either printed (e.g., 

books) or on a screen (e.g., subtitles), or audibly via a speaker or sound system (Galla, 

2009). Of the 80 participants who responded to this survey, 90.00% (N=72) indicated that 

they use low-technology media for language revitalization. This type of low-technology 

media includes desktop publishing/printing press and audio media (without text), which 

comprised radio, audio recordings, audio books, videos, movies, and television. Of the 

three levels defined above, it is common to find that majority of Indigenous communities 

utilize products from this category in comparison to mid- and high-technology initiatives. 

This is not to say that communities who are using low-technology media are not using 

mid- and/or high-technology media and vice versa, as was shown in Table 6. 

There were five distinct media categories of initiatives in which related to low-
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technology media that included the following: 1) desktop publishing/printing press, 

2) radio, 3) audio recordings, digital storybooks, and lessons, 4) videos/movies, and 

5) television. Specific products were listed in each of these media categories, so as to 

determine the types of language material that were created and/or utilized for language 

revitalization. For example, under the category, audio recordings, digital storybooks, and 

lessons, the products specific to this media included wax cylinders, cassette tapes, CDs, 

DVDs, audio podcasts, mp3 or digital files, Microsoft PowerPoint, e-books, and so forth.  

In order to understand how to read Table 7 and others that follow, each column 

reveals the number and percentage values for each product of relevant media. The 

difference between each column is based on the level of analysis. The values in the first 

column reveal product usage per technology media. The second column reveals product 

usage per level and the third level reveals usage per total respondents. For example, 47 

people indicated they use books as one of the products of desktop publishing and printing 

press media for language revitalization. However, the percentage varies according to the 

level of analysis.  

• 81.03% of those who use desktop publishing/printing press media use books 

for language revitalization (47/58) 

• 65.28% of those who use low-technology media, use books for language 

revitalization (47/72) 

• 58.75% of the total respondents use books for language revitalization (47/80) 

Once again, of the 72 respondents who indicated use of low-technology media, 

90.28% (N=65) of these users revealed use of audio recordings, digital storybooks, and 
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lessons or more specifically, 81.25% of the total survey respondents. The most popular 

product used in this media category was CDs. The results indicate that 54 of 65 users, or 

83.08% utilized CDs for language revitalization. In comparison to the number of 

respondents in this level, this percentage dropped to 75.00% and even further to 67.50% 

when considering the entire participant group. Items in bold indicate the most commonly 

used media per level, as well as the most commonly used product per media (Table 7). 

Table 7. 
Overview of low-technology use per media, products, and total respondents 
  Results 
  Media  Level (Low)  Respondents 

Respondents Varies Per Media  72  80 
4.1 Low-Technology            

Yes1         72 90.00% 
No1           8 10.00% 
5.1 Desktop publishing/printing press        

Yes     58 80.56%   72.50% 
No     14 19.44%   17.50% 
6.1 Products used for language revitalization: 

Books 47 81.03%   65.28%   58.75% 
Fliers 31 53.45%   43.06%   38.75% 
Newspapers 14 24.14%   19.44%   17.50% 
Newsletters 20 34.48%   27.78%   25.00% 
Other 21 36.21%   29.17%   26.25% 

7.1 Radio            
Yes     24 33.33%   30.00% 
No     48 66.67%   60.00% 
8.1 Products used for language revitalization:         

News 14 58.33%   19.44%   17.50% 
Language lessons 14 58.33%   19.44%   17.50% 
Songs 16 66.67%   22.22%   20.00% 
Other   8 33.33%   11.11%   10.00% 
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Table 7. Overview of low-technology use per media, level, and total respondents 
(Continued) 
 Results 
 Media  Level (Low)  Respondents 

Respondents Varies Per Media  72  80 
9.1 Audio Recordings, Digital Storybooks, Lessons       

Yes     65 90.28%   81.25% 
No       7 9.72%   8.75% 
10.1 Products used for language revitalization:         

Way cylinders   4 6.15%   5.56%   5.00% 
Cassette tapes 38 58.46%   52.78%   47.50% 
CDs 54 83.08%   75.00%   67.50% 
DVDs 21 32.31%   29.17%   26.25% 
Audio podcasts, mp3 or 
digital audio files 

42 64.62%   58.33%   52.50% 

Microsoft PowerPoint 34 52.31%   47.22%   42.50% 
E-books   6 9.23%   8.33%   7.50% 
Other 11 16.92%   15.28%   13.75% 

11.1 Videos/Movies            
Yes     49 68.06%   61.25% 
No     23 31.94%   28.75% 
12.1 Products used for language revitalization:         

Tape reels   4 8.16%   5.56%   5.00% 
VHS 23 46.94%   31.94%   28.75% 
DVD 33 67.35%   45.83%   41.25% 
Video podcasts   7 14.29%   9.72%   8.75% 
Other 13 26.53%   18.06%   16.25% 

13.1 Television            
Yes     13 18.06%   16.25% 
No     59 81.94%   73.75% 
14.1 Products used for language revitalization:         

News/headlines   5 38.46%   6.94%   6.25% 
Language classes   6 46.15%   8.33%   7.50% 
Cultural events   9 69.23%   12.50%   11.25% 
Public service 
announcements 

0 0.00%   0.00%   0.00% 

Commercials   1 7.69%   1.39%   1.25% 
Other   7 53.85%   9.72%   8.75% 

Note. 1Values were corrected, as there was a discrepancy in reported results from SurveyMonkey. 

A subsequent question surveyed the participants on how many hours per week the 

products were used. For each product, the respondents were required to choose from one 

of the six three-hour intervals: 0-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-14, and 15+ hours. As shown in 
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Figure 8, the majority of the respondents indicated use of audio recordings, digital 

storybooks and lessons two hours or less per week. However, another way to look at this 

data was to combine some of the three-hour increments into the following categories: 0<3 

(less than three hours), 3-8, and 9> (9 or more hours) hours. The “new” categories were 

determined by averaging the percentage of use for each three-hour time frame, excluding 

the “other” category. The justification for not including “other” into this percentage 

Figure 8. Low-technology media: Products and usage per week of audio recordings, 
digital storybooks, and lessons. (Survey Question 10.2) 

was that respondents were not consistent within each set of questions. For example in 

Question 10.1, participants were asked, “What kinds of audio recordings (without text) 

have you created and/or utilized for language revitalization?” A set of answers were 
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provided, followed with the option of “other”, in which the participant could list any 

other types of audio recordings that were not offered in the list. In Figure 9, 11 

participants indicated that they “have created and/or utilized” “other” types of audio 

recordings for language revitalization, which equates to 16.92% of respondents who used 

low-technology media. Looking at the data and responses to Question 10.2 in Table 8, the 

number of “other” responses should reflect that of Question 10.1. However, the total 

number of respondents to “other” in Question 10.2 was 6. This discrepancy was 

consistent throughout the survey and was not realized until data analysis.  Because of this 

inconsistency, the “other” percentages were not factored into any average in any level 

when determining the usage per week and domains in which the products were used.  

  

Figure 9. “Other” respondents. (Survey Question 10.1) 
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Table 8. 
“Other” respondents (Survey Question 10.2) 

How often are these products used for language revitalization? 
 Hours per week  
 

0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15+ 
Response 

Count 
Wax cylinders 87.50% 

(7) 
12.50% 

(1) 
0.00% 

(0) 
0.00% 

(0) 
0.00% 

(0) 
0.00% 

(0) 
  8 

Cassette tapes 71.05% 
(27) 

18.42% 
(7) 

5.26% 
(2) 

2.63% 
(1) 

0.00% 
(0) 

2.63% 
(1) 

38 

CDs 57.14% 
(28) 

26.53% 
(13) 

6.12% 
(3) 

2.04% 
(1) 

0.00% 
(0) 

8.16% 
(4) 

49 

DVDs 80.77% 
(21) 

15.38% 
(4) 

0.00% 
(0) 

0.00% 
(0) 

0.00% 
(0) 

3.85% 
(1) 

26 

Audio 1 48.89% 
(22) 

28.89% 
(13) 

13.33% 
(6) 

2.22% 
(1) 

0.00% 
(0) 

6.67% 
(3) 

45 

Microsoft 
PowerPoint 

56.25% 
(18) 

31.25% 
(10) 

6.25% 
(2) 

3.13% 
(1) 

0.00% 
(0) 

3.13% 
(1) 

32 

E-books 70.0% 
(7) 

20.0% 
(2) 

10.0% 
(1) 

0.00% 
(0) 

0.00% 
(0) 

0.00% 
(0) 

10 

Other  100.0% 
(6) 

0.00% 
(0) 

0.00% 
(0) 

0.00% 
(0) 

0.00% 
(0) 

0.00% 
(0) 

  6 

Note. 1Audio includes podcasts, mp3, or digital audio files. 
 

 The averaged percentages revealed that 17.66% of the total respondents used low-

technology media products two hours or less per week. The percentages decreased 

significantly, but increased slightly at 15+ hours. The pattern holds true for both mid and 

high-technology media products as well.  

Once the average was calculated for each level of technology and each 3-hour 

interval, the following new time intervals were created: 0<3, 3-8, and 9> hours. The 

“new” categories were determined based on percentage groupings as reflected in Table 9: 

0<3 hours (6% or more), 3-8 hours (between 1%-6%), and 9> hours (less than 1%). The 

averaged percentages revealed that 6% or more of the total respondents used the products 

less than three hours per week, between 1% and 6% used the products 3-8 hours per 

week, and less than 1% used the products 9 hours or more per week. More importantly,  
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Table 9. 
Average percentage of technology use of products per week 

 Hours per week 
Level 0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15+ 
Low-Technology 17.66% 5.27% 1.47% 0.33% 0.05% 0.82% 
Mid-Technology 16.67% 5.00% 2.64% 0.28% 0.28% 0.97% 
High-Technology 10.45% 2.33% 1.07% 0.27% 0.00% 0.36% 

 

these percentages were consistent in all three levels (low, mid, and high-technology). The 

new hours averaged percentages revealed 17.66% use low-technology media products 

less than 3 hours per week, 3.37% between 3-8 hours, and 0.40% for 9 or more hours per 

week (Table 10).  

Table 10. 
Average percentage of use of low-technology products per week 

 New hours (avg.) 
Level 0<3 3-8 9> 
Low-Technology 17.66% 3.37% 0.40% 

  

 The final question of each set asked the participants, “In what domains do these 

products appear to support Indigenous language revitalization?” The domains that were 

listed included home, community, grades Pre-K, grades K-6, grades 7-12, college 

(undergraduate), college (graduate or professional), work, commerce, government (local), 

government (national), mass media, and other. Table 11 reveals the most commonly used 

product(s), as well as the total number of respondents per domain. It is clear that in the 

low-technology initiatives category, CDs and books were the frequently used products in 

majority of the domains. More specifically, the product used most often utilized in a 

specific domain was CDs in the home environment (47.50%, N=38). 
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Table 11. 
Domains in which low-technology products were used 

Domains 
Grades College 

Home Community Pre-K K-6 7-12 Undergrad 
CDs 

47.50% 
(N=38) 

CDs 
40.00% 
(N=32) 

Books 
25.00% 
(N=20) 

Books 
32.50% 
(N=26) 

Books 
35.00% 
(N=28) 

CDs & audio1 
25.00% 
(N=20) 

      
Domains 

College Government 
Grad/ Prof Work Commerce Local National Mass Media 
Books & 

audio1 
21.25% 
(N=17) 

Books & CDs 
18.75% 
(N=15) 

Books 
5.00% 
(N=4) 

Books 
11.25% 
(N=9) 

Books & 
DVDs 
5.00% 
(N=4) 

Books 
7.50% 
(N=6) 

Note. 1Audio included audio podcasts, mp3 or digital audio files.  

 
In summary, early media and its products are oftentimes “discovered” only to find 

that the material has deteriorated tremendously and may be irrecoverable. However, there 

are language materials that have survived, been saved, and/or repaired, as well as 

resources that have been properly archived, preserved, and stored appropriately retaining 

the audio or textual information. Audio recordings are invaluable resources given that the 

voices are usually of elders who have since passed on, taking with them knowledge that 

is limitedly available. Though, it is no surprise that language materials found in this 

category are frequent among Indigenous communities (Galla, 2009), which is supported 

by the quantitative data suggesting that the majority of users of technology for the 

purpose of language revitalization are utilizing low-technology media and its products 

more often than mid- and high- technology initiatives. What I did not anticipate was that 

not all participants of the survey were users of low-technology media. The expected 

response was 100%. 

The next category offered data on mid-technology initiatives, specifically 
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providing an overview of media and products, products used, average hours used per 

week, as well as domains in which these products were used. 

Mid-technology initiatives. 

Mid-technology initiatives require two sensory modes, allowing the user to see 

and hear the Indigenous language and/or require the use of a keyboard, mouse and 

Internet access (Galla, 2009). Of the 80 participants who responded to this survey, 

71.25% (N=57) indicated that they use mid-technology media for language revitalization. 

This type of mid-technology media includes 1) audio media accompanied by texts and 2) 

web-based media. As was done in the low-technology level, specific products were listed 

in each of these media categories, so as to determine the types of language material that 

were created and/or utilized for language revitalization. The products specific to the 

audio media included: 1) audio recordings in the Indigenous language accompanied by a 

transcript in the Indigenous language, 2) audio/digital storybooks in the Indigenous 

language accompanied by the story in the Indigenous language, 3) video/movie in the 

Indigenous language with subtitles in the Indigenous language and 4) television programs 

in the Indigenous language with subtitles in the Indigenous language. The products 

specific to web-based media included 1) wikis, 2) electronic libraries, 3) search engines, 

4) on-line dictionaries, and 5) web sites. 

 The items in bold in Table 12 indicate the commonly used media and products per 

media in each level.  Of the two media in this level, audio media accompanied by texts 

were most utilized for language revitalization. More specifically, the product primarily 

used in audio media, audio recordings in the Indigenous language accompanied by a 
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transcript in the Indigenous language, equated to 70.18% of users of mid-technology 

initiatives or 50.00% of the total respondents of the survey. In the category of web-based 

media, the product generally used was web sites with 64.91% of mid-technology users or 

46.25% of the total survey respondents. Though Table 12 indicates that 88.10% used web 

sites, this percentage is only true of the respondents specific to web-based media.  

Table 12. 
Overview of mid-technology use per media, products, and total respondents 
  Results 
  Media  Level (Mid)  Respondents 
 Respondents Varies Per Media  57  80 
15.1 Mid-Technology         
 Yes1       57 71.25% 
 No1       23 28.75% 
 16.1 Audio media accompanied by texts     
 Yes    50 87.72%   62.50% 
 No      7 12.28%   8.75% 
 17.1 Products used for language revitalization:       
 Audio recordings2 40 80.00%   70.18%   50.00% 
 Audio/digital storybooks3  26 52.00%   45.61%   32.50% 
 Video/movie4 21 42.00%   36.84%   26.25% 
 Television programs5   5 10.00%   8.77%   6.25% 
 Other 14 28.00%   24.56%   17.50% 
 18.1 Web-based media         
 Yes    42 73.68%   52.50% 
 No    15 26.32%   18.75% 
 19.1 Products used for language revitalization:       
 Wikis   6 14.29%   10.53%   7.50% 
 Electronic library 10 23.81%   17.54%   12.50% 
 Search engine   9 21.43%   15.79%   11.25% 
 On-line dictionary (w/ or 

w/out audio) 
24 57.14%   42.11%   30.00% 

 Web sites 37 88.10%   64.91%   46.25% 
 Other 12 28.57%   21.05%   15.00% 
Note. 1Values were corrected, as there was a discrepancy in reported results from SurveyMonkey. 2Audio 
recordings were recordings in the Indigenous language accompanied by a transcript in the Indigenous 
language. 3Audio/digital storybooks were audio and digital storybooks in the Indigenous language 
accompanied by the story in the Indigenous language. 4Video/movie were videos and movies in the 
Indigenous language with subtitles in the Indigenous language. 5Television programs were programs in the 
Indigenous language with subtitles in the Indigenous language. 
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 A subsequent question surveyed the participants on how many hours per week the 

products were used. As mentioned in the previous section, the hours were averaged to 

determine the approximate percentage use of products per particular level (see Table 9).  

Table 13. 
Average percentage of use of mid-technology products per week 

 New hours (avg.) 
Level 0<3 3-8 9> 
Mid-Technology 16.67% 3.82% 0.51% 

 

Table 13 reveals that 16.77% used these products less than 3 hours per week, 3.82% 

between 3-8 hours, and 0.51% for 9 or more hours per week. 

The final question of each set asked the participants, “In what domains do these 

products appear to support Indigenous language revitalization?” The domains that were 

listed included home, community, grades Pre-K, grades K-6, grades 7-12, college 

(undergraduate), college (graduate or professional), work, commerce, government (local), 

government (national), mass media, and other. Table 14 reveals the most commonly used 

product(s), as well as the total number of respondents per domain. 

It is clear that in the mid-technology initiatives category, on-line dictionaries, 

websites, and audio recordings accompanied by a transcript were the frequently used 

products in majority of the domains. More specifically, audio recordings in the 

Indigenous language accompanied by a transcript in the Indigenous language were 

primarily used in the community domain (37.50%, N=30).  
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Table 14. 
Domains in which mid-technology media products were used 

Domains 
Grades College 

Home Community Pre-K K-6 7-12 Undergrad 
Audio 

recordings1 
35.00% 
(N=28) 

Audio 
recordings1 

37.50% 
(N=30) 

Audio 
recordings1 

18.75% 
(N=15) 

Audio 
recordings1 

25.00% 
(N=20) 

Audio 
recordings1 

25.00% 
(N=20) 

Websites 
22.50% 
(N=18) 

      
Domains 

College Government 
Grad/Prof Work Commerce Local National Mass Media 
Websites 
21.25% 
(N=17) 

On-line 
dictionary2 & 

websites 
12.50% 
(N=10) 

On-line 
dictionary2 

5.00% 
(N=4) 

On-line 
dictionary2 

8.75% 
 (N=7) 

On-line 
dictionary2 
& websites 

5.00% 
(N=4) 

Websites 
8.75% 
 (N=7) 

Note. 1Audio recordings were recordings in the Indigenous language accompanied by a transcript in the 
Indigenous language. 2On-line dictionaries were with or without audio.   
 

In summary, there were two categories of mid-technology media, which included 

audio media accompanied by texts and web-based media. Some of the earlier media, for 

example audio recordings are now written and transcribed so that learners can see and 

hear the language. It is probable, as we will see in two of the case studies in the following 

chapter, communities are transcribing cassette tapes and putting them into new format as 

they seek to use these tools for language and culture revitalization. It is common to find 

communities with thousands of hours of recordings, though an accompaniment is not 

always available. Indigenous language communities are increasingly applying for grants 

that will support the digitization, as well as the transcription of these language recordings. 

Also in this category are web-based media, such as wikis, electronic libraries, search 

engines, on-line dictionaries, and web sites that many communities are beginning and 

becoming a growing trend, as there is a renaissance of language learning within the last 
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thirty years. For those who are not living in the community and want to learn the 

language from a distance, web-based materials are ideal tools for this situation. As long 

as the user is able to connect to the Internet, providing the materials are available to the 

public or be given a password, these materials are accessible. While initiatives in this 

category are bisensory and/or require access to the Internet, there are still more advanced 

technologies that allow for multimodal interactivity. 

High-technology initiatives. 

High-technology initiatives allow for “asynchronous communication, 

synchronous communication or multimodal interactivity between the user and the 

technology” (Galla, 2009, p. 175). Of the 80 participants who responded to this survey, 

43.75% (N=35) indicated that they use high-technology media for language 

revitalization. This type of high-technology media included 1) asynchronous media, 2) 

synchronous media, and 3) interactive multimedia. Specific products were listed in each 

of these media categories, so as to determine the types of language material that were 

created and/or utilized for language revitalization.  

The items in bold in Table 15 indicate the most commonly used media in each 

level, as well as the most commonly used product per media. Of the three media in this 

level, asynchronous media products were most utilized. More specifically, e-mail was the 

product primarily used in asynchronous communication and equated to 77.14% of users 

of high-technology initiatives (N=35) or 33.75% of the total respondents of the survey. In 

the category of synchronous media, 54.29% of high-technology users utilized the 

telephone for language revitalization or 23.75% of the total respondents. And lastly, the 
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Table 15. 
Overview of high-technology use per media, products, and total respondents 
  Results 
  Media  Level (High)  Respondents 
 respondents Varies Per Media  35  80 
20.1 High-Technology         
 Yes1       35 43.75% 
 No1       46 57.50% 
 21.1 Asynchronous communication        
 Yes    31 88.57%   38.75% 
 No      4 11.43%   5.00% 
 22.1 Products used for language revitalization:       
 Blogs 12 38.71%   34.29%   15.00% 
 Discussion board 15 48.39%   42.86%   18.75% 
 E-mail 27 87.10%   77.14%   33.75% 
 Course management 

system 
  9 29.03%   25.71%   11.25% 

 Other2 15 48.39%   42.86%   18.75% 
 23.1 Synchronous communication       
 Yes1    26 74.29%   32.50% 
 No1      9 25.71%   11.25% 
 24.1 Products used for language revitalization:       
 Telephone 19 73.08%   54.29%   23.75% 
 Chat 14 53.85%   40.00%   17.50% 
 Webcam 13 50.00%   37.14%   16.25% 
 Audio video conference 13 50.00%   37.14%   16.25% 
 VoIP   4 15.38%   11.43%   5.00% 
 Other   3 11.54%   8.57%   3.75% 
 25.1 Interactive Multimedia         
 Yes    25 71.43%   31.25% 
 No    10 28.57%   12.50% 
 26.1 Products used for language revitalization:       
 Digital computer/video 

games 
18 72.00%   51.43%   22.50% 

 Electronic bulletin board 
system 

  3 12.00%   8.57%   3.75% 

 Rosetta Stone   1 4.00%   2.86%   1.25% 
 Phraselator   1 4.00%   2.86%   1.25% 
 MaxAuthor   0 0.00%   0.00%   0.00% 
 Other   9 36.00%   25.71%   11.25% 
Note. 1Values were corrected; as there was a discrepancy in reported results from SurveyMonkey. 2“Other” 
options included in the survey have been combined for these results. 

 
product popularly used in the interactive multimedia category was digital/computer/video 

games, with a value of 51.43% of high-technology users, or 22.50% of total survey 

respondents. 
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 A subsequent question surveyed the participants on how many hours per week the 

products were used. As mentioned prior, the hours were averaged to determine the 

approximate percentage of use of the products in this particular level (see Table 9).  

Table 16. 
Average percentage of use of high-technology products per week 

 New hours (avg.) 
Level 0<3 3-8 9> 
High-Technology 10.45% 1.65% 0.21% 

 

Table 16 revealed that 10.45% used these products less than 3 hours per week, 1.65% 

between 3-8 hours, and 0.21% 9 or more hours per week. 

 The final question of each set asked the participants, “In what domains do these 

products appear to support Indigenous language revitalization?” The domains that were 

listed included home, community, grades Pre-K, grades K-6, grades 7-12, college 

(undergraduate), college (graduate or professional), work, commerce, government (local), 

government (national), mass media, and other. Table 17 reveals the most commonly used 

product(s), as well as the total number of respondents per domain. 

It is clear that in the high-technology initiatives e-mail dominated the products in 

majority of the domains. More specifically, the product that was used most often utilized 

in a specific domain was e-mail in the home environment (22.50%, N=18). 

In summary, high-technology initiatives consisted of media that included 

asynchronous communication, synchronous communication, and interactive media. The 

findings revealed less than half of the respondents were users of high-technology media. 
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Table 17. 
Domains in which high-technology products were used 

Domains 
Grades College 

Home Community Pre-K K-6 7-12 Undergrad 
E-mail 
22.50% 
(N=18) 

E-mail 
17.50% 
(N=14) 

Digital/ 
computer/ 

video games 
7.50% 
(N=6) 

Digital/ 
computer/ 

video games 
12.50% 
(N=10) 

Digital/ 
computer/ 

video games 
12.50% 
(N=10) 

E-mail 
20.00% 
(N=16) 

      
Domains 

College Government 
Grad/Prof Work Commerce Local National Mass Media 

E-mail 
17.50% 
(N=14) 

E-mail 
17.50% 
(N=14) 

E-mail, 
telephone & 
audio video 
conference 

2.50% 
(N=2) 

E-mail  
7.50% 
(N=6) 

E-mail & 
telephone 

3.75% 
(N=3) 

Telephone 
5.00% 
(N=4) 

 

This result was expected, however the research presumed that the percentage of 

users would be much lower however, thus resulting in a significant difference between 

those who use high-technology media and those who do not use high-technology media. 

The difference however was minimal. An aspect that may have contributed to this high 

number of high-technology users is the use of the telephone and e-mail. Again, the reason 

for including these media is that it provides communication between users of the 

technology. Though we see the telephone as “old” or low-technology, the use of the 

phone provides instant access to language. 

The next section will examine what communities are experiencing in terms of 

how technology is affecting aspects of language education. Anonymous quotes and 

descriptions are provided from respondents as a result of the open-ended questions in the 

survey.  
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The Function of Technology in Indigenous Language Revitalization 

In this next section, answers to the open-ended questions from the survey were 

categorized according to themes that emerged from the data. The themes reinforced the 

roles of technology in language revitalization, which included preservation of the 

Indigenous language, material development and dissemination, multiple modes of 

communication and achieving relevance, significance and purpose (Galla, 2009). 

Participants were asked to share their thoughts on technology and the roles it may have or 

not have in language revitalization. Questions can be found in Appendix A. The 

participants’ answers revealed the basic functions of technology in Indigenous language 

revitalization. The themes included 1) positive functions and supportive roles 

2) concerns, constraints and tensions, and 3) technology for purposes of Indigenous 

language education. Table 18 reveals the themes, as well as sub-themes that surfaced 

from four open-ended questions, which included questions 28.1, 28.2, 28.3, and 32.1 (see 

Appendix A for full survey questions). As you can see from Table 18, though there are 

three main themes, there were many sub-themes listed for each, which reflected the 

respondent’s attitudes and experiences with using technology. There were 163 instances 

where the respondents’ answers revealed that technology had a supportive role in 

language revitalization. Furthermore, there are half as many instances (84) where the 

same respondents indicated technology as a constraint to Indigenous language. And 

finally, there are 179 instances indicated that speaks to Indigenous language education 

specifically. Not only does Table 18 reveal the number of instances per question per 

theme and sub-theme, but it also reveals the total number of respondents who answered 
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Table 18. 
Technology and Indigenous language revitalization codes 

 Question Number   

Themes/Sub-Themes 28.1 28.2  28.3 32.1 
Total 

Instances 
Total 

(N=80) 
Positive Functions & Supportive Roles (163)       

Exposure to language in broader domains 28 19 18 25 90 49 
(61.25%) 

Empowerment, ownership and engagement 
of learners 

12   7 23 13 55 41 
(51.25%) 

Necessary skill set and part of everyday 
life 

  2   3  4   8 17 14 
(17.50%) 

New avenue for research   1   0   0   0   1 1  
(1.25%) 

Concerns, Constraints and Tensions (84)       
Limited resources 12 14   9   5 40 28 

(35.00%) 
Available, but not used   5 11   3   1 20 17 

(21.25%) 
True potential not yet achieved or too soon 
to tell 

  3   1   9   0 13 13 
(16.25%) 

Resistance, unsupported, need approval, 
and/or unfamiliar 

  5   0   1   1   7 7 
(8.75%) 

Not allowed or not appropriate   1   0   1   0   2 2 
(2.50%) 

False hope   0   0   1   0   1 1 
(1.25%) 

Privacy and electronic breaches   0   1   0   0   1 1 
(1.25%) 

Indigenous Language Education (179)       
Curriculum and material development 34 13 18   7 72 49 

(61.25%) 
Archive, document and preserve 16   1   7 14 38 33 

(41.25%) 
Indigenous language pedagogy   2 17   4   1 24 23 

(28.75%)  
Technology as a supplement or aid, not a 
primary role 

  4   2   4 14 24 22 
(27.50%) 

Written vs. oral   6   3   7   0 16 12 
(15.00%)  

Is it teaching the language   2   1   1   0   4 4  
(5.00%) 

Assessment and evaluation   0   0   1   1   2 2 
(2.50%) 

       
Total 133 93 11 89 426  
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that way. For example, looking at the sub-theme, “exposure to language in broader 

domains” under the theme “positive functions and supportive roles,” there were a total of 

90 instances throughout the four questions that supported this particular theme. However, 

of these 90 instances, this number equated to 49 respondents, which indicates that 

respondents reiterated this particular stance more than once. Additionally, there is overlap 

between coding in some of the responses, allowing for co-occurring codes to transpire. 

Each theme will be discussed in further detail in the following sections, though not all 

sub-themes will be presented. 

Positive functions and supportive roles of technology. 

Respondents indicated that technology has a positive and supportive function in 

language revitalization. Specifically, these roles include 1) necessary skill set, 2) 

exposure to language in broader domains, and 3) empowerment, ownership and 

engagement of learners. This section provides an insight to how technologies are 

supportive in Indigenous language revitalization, as well as corroborate examples that 

support the themes. 

Necessary skill set: “Technology is crucial, as it is embedded in our daily lives.” 

Regardless of whether we own, use or like technology, technology infuses daily 

life, as indicated in the quote above from a survey respondent. We now have more 

technologies than previously owned or even know what to do with. In the typical urban 

home in America, it is commonplace for a family to own multiple televisions, DVD 

players, digital phones, video game consoles, laptops, personal computers, cell phones, 

and mp3 players, among others. In today’s post-secondary institutions, businesses, and 
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workplaces, the use of technology is often an expected requirement. This is a necessary 

skill set that is favorable and is usually associated with progression and advancement. Of 

the respondents, 14 of the 80 (17.50%) indicated that technology is a part of our lives, 

and makes the language “more real to our children, who are the users of technology and 

the future of our language.” At one end of the spectrum, it is common to see younger 

generations using technologies of all sorts, and communicating in ways that were 

unavailable to the world ten or more years ago; this includes texting, blogging, chatting, 

tweeting, and so forth. And at the opposite end of the spectrum, it is common to see little 

or no use of the latest technologies by elders. However, the following quote from a 

respondent reveals that elders are indeed up and coming users of technology. 

Our community is very assimilated to the surrounding cities. Most of our Elders 

are cellular phone users and our youth are computer savvy. Since this is the case 

in our area, technology has not been a major challenge. 

By making the language available in traditional as well as new domains, the 

community, language learner, youth and so forth may feel that there is a purpose for their 

language. If the language can be portrayed as functional, useful and has a place in the 

larger world, they may be more inclined to engage in learning the language or at least feel 

that the language is a necessary part of an Indigenous well-being. For youth and those 

who have not learned their language, the assistance of a technological tool can be 

empowering in that the tool never judges the learner. For first-time learners of the 

language, this can be an incentive of the technology. To some, technology may give a 

language status; such that the Indigenous language is worthy and is able to feel “normal” 
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around other languages of wider communication. As one respondent noted, 

Technology can help make our language more real to our children, who are the 

users of technology and the future of our language. 

Technology is and will be a part of our life, whether we choose to use it or not. Since 

technology is not going anywhere, why not use it to our advantage. This does not mean 

that technology is the end all, be all, to endangered and Indigenous languages, as one 

participant reveals 

technology has to be part of language revitalization to be contemporary, dynamic 

and evolving. In my opinion it should not be seen as the only means of language 

revitalization, but a small part of it. 

 Exposure to language in broader domains: “Its’ reach goes beyond traditional 
boundaries.” 

Communities have become engulfed in the English language due to the increase 

of electrification and introduction to satellites, the Internet, and video games, not by 

choice, but by global change. More specifically, exposure to mass media - none of which 

makes any use Native languages aside from Native radio stations - has limited the 

contexts in which these languages are spoken (Crawford, 1996; Zepeda & Hill, 1993). 

However, there is an emergent interest, by language educators, language learners, as well 

as community members in utilizing computers as a tool to support language learning 

(Liu, Moore, Graham, & Lee, 2002). Of the respondents. 49 of 80 indicated that 

technology is “bringing language-learning resources (classes, dictionaries, e-mail, 

listservs, audio) to learners who are scattered over a broad geographic region.” 

While there is a significant amount of research on teaching English to speakers of 
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other languages and teaching foreign languages to English speakers, there is a dearth of 

research and understanding on teaching languages other than English to learners who 

have a home background in a heritage language and culture (Peyton, Ranard, & 

McGinnis, 2001). The needs of Indigenous language learners are distinct from foreign 

language learners such that Indigenous speakers are located in a specific geographic area. 

For example, the Hawaiian language is spoken primarily in Hawai‘i. Similarly, Navajo is 

spoken predominantly in the Southwest region of the United States. Although both 

languages have intermittent speakers scattered in various locations, these languages are 

Native to their land. For instance, if Spanish were no longer spoken in the United States, 

the language would still be viable in areas such as Mexico, Central America, South 

America, and Spain. In contrast, once an Indigenous language is no longer used by a 

community and not passed down to the next generation, the language is determined dead. 

Indigenous people did not have the opportunity to come across their Native language in a 

foreign land, until the evolution of the Internet. As one participant noted, 

It [Technology] expands the channels through which to reach the community: TV, 

radio, CDs, DVDs, computer software and the Internet. 

Once a file is placed on the Internet, it can be accessible to the world, if it is not 

limited to subscribers or password protected. The idea of the capability of learning an 

Indigenous language away from the traditional homeland is ideal for someone who has 

relocated for school or work, but wants to continue the knowledge of his or her language. 

With technologies of all kinds, Indigenous languages and materials can be accessed with 

a click of the button, modified, edited, saved, printed, downloaded, forwarded, and 
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dispersed throughout the region, nation, continent, and world via a computer or mobile 

device with Internet access.  

For language learners who are not necessarily situated in the same region or land, 

technology allows for synchronous communication, in which learners and teachers can 

correspond in real time no matter of their location. A participant shares the advantage of 

using technology to gain access to a range of speakers.  

Being in a class that is networked through audio-video conferencing allows me to 

hear fluent speakers in conversation, and to speak with a variety of speakers at a 

variety of levels. Without that, I would only have the input of my local teacher 

and the other three or four students in the class. 

Not only does technology allow for the language to be heard and seen in broader 

domains, but it also allows for immediate access to language materials. One can have 

access to language materials in “a convenient and efficient manner through technology” 

and in the comfort of homes, schools, work, park, and so forth. Some Indigenous 

languages are no longer confined to a specific region, but accessible around the world. As 

one respondent noted, 

It [technology] makes the language and communication in the language, 

accessible to more people. It allows the language to be used in more domains, and 

to co-exist with other, more dominant, languages. It helps the language feel more 

“normal”, more a part of daily life. 

No longer is the classroom a traditional enclosure, but with the use of technology, 

the definition of “classroom” is expanded to more broad domains, home, community 
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center, elder’s homes, and so forth. Additionally, when weather does not permit travel, 

technology provides a venue for communication, as noted by one respondent, 

In a physical environment that can be very challenging during the winter months 

this could make hearing the language in natural use a more common occurrence. 

Many of our communities stateside have few fluent speakers. The ability to hear 

the language allows learning to place more effortlessly and encourages use within 

broader domains within our communities. 

Our languages are no longer in isolation, but rather supported by a multitude of 

technologies. The use of technology facilitates a learning environment for language 

learners, allows for the creation and sharing of language materials to these learners, who 

are scattered over a geographic region, permits greater access to the language, regardless 

of your location, but more importantly expands the realm of communication.  

Empowerment, ownership, and engagement of language learners: 
“[Technology] is crucial in enticing the youth into revitalization.” 

Students born in the 21st century are surrounded by a multitude of technology and 

cannot live without it: cell phones, Internet, e-mail, and iPods. Schools and universities 

have fewer textbooks to read and/or take home, but rather students are directed to the 

Internet with links to pertinent websites full of relevant information. More often, 

instructors are using course management systems to deliver the instruction and/or content 

of the class. Schools are becoming wireless laboratories, where information is placed at 

the student’s fingertips. A reality however is that youth today are not learning their 

Native language. Of the 80 survey respondents, 41 (51.25%) indicated that technology is 

a method that attracts the younger generation, empowers language learners, and gives the 
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language community ownership. 

The major concern of most, if not all endangered language communities, is that 

the language is no longer being transmitted to the younger generations. The respondents 

indicate that by integrating technology with language learning, this will attract youth to 

engage with the language, even at a minimal level, as well as “stimulate youth as this is 

the media they prefer to work with.” As a participant noted, 

[Technology] gets youth involved even if they are remotely interested in the 

language itself; the lure of technology is one reason, and their skills are valued by 

language practitioners, especially the elders who may not be comfortable directly 

using technology. 

Although elders may not be comfortable and/or receptive to today’s technology, 

youth are indeed the future of all of our Indigenous languages. Thus, the creation of 

innovative ways to learn language is necessary to engage future generations. By engaging 

and making learning fun, the process does not become intimidating or overwhelming for 

youth or adult language learner. Rather the learning process is more of an acquisition of 

the language, as noted by one participant. 

New technologies have the capacity to make learning engaging and fun. The right 

balance of learning, pleasure and engagement has to be struck if younger speakers 

of local languages are to take up the mantle of their language. 

This standpoint can influence youth in learning their language and heritage 

culture. In addition, technology can bring together youth and elders to collaboratively 

work on language projects. Elders bring their knowledge of the language, while youth 
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bring their working knowledge of technology, thus allowing for an extraordinary 

opportunity for the language community.  As one respondent noted, 

Elders see the ‘passion’ of the youth in learning and using the language through 

technological mediums and appear to be more inclined to use the language. The 

time between elder and youth meetings is not as few and far between because 

there is more of a “common ground” for communication. 

Not only does this opportunity bring together generations of language speakers 

and learners, but it also introduces technology to these generations as well, particularly 

adults and elders. This is an empowering moment for the community and it is this 

invested interest in the language and culture that results in a sense of ownership among 

the devoted stakeholders: the community, youth, adults, elders, teachers, tribal 

government, and so forth. When people become invested, they are more likely to come 

together to work on language projects, develop materials and create curriculum knowing 

that they have control on what is done. The feeling and knowledge of ownership can go a 

long way, even despite the politics of any community. As one participant indicated, 

If technology can be the main thing [role], which empowers our people to be 

directly involved with language activity, they [can] retain ownership and the 

knowledge of what is withheld in our languages. 

Indigenous peoples are taking the initiative to learn what is necessary to revitalize 

their languages and to discover technological tools that can assist in the process. Control 

is in the community’s hands as they become educated about these new technologies. 

Traditionally, in the past, it was common for “outsiders” to conduct research on 
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Indigenous peoples, without providing a process for verification of the research and 

documentation of their findings. Indigenous people can now do research for their own 

communities. Professionals, such as linguists and anthropologists can serve as consultants 

and advise the community, so that authority and ownership lies within the community. 

Communities will have control in creating their own education, teaching materials, and 

curriculum. This act alone is empowering to Indigenous peoples, so that they have 

complete control, ownership, and rights of what is taught developed, used, disseminated, 

shared, and so forth.  

However, the ideal outcome for language learners, communities, and the 

integration of technology is that language learners will become multiliterate in their 

Native language (and English), in addition to being skilled in information and computer 

technology.  

It’s like a double advantage for us, we’re learning how to use new tools, like new 

technology and new tools, at the same time we’re doing it in Hawaiian language, 

and so we get to learn two things at once. We learn new technology, and 

implementing it with the Hawaiian language, which I think is really, really good. 

(Hawaiian language student in Warschauer, 1998, p. 146) 

Youth do not need to be sold on technology, as it is part of their everyday lives. 

They are naturally attracted to technology and by integrating the two. Today's youth are 

engaged, as well as learning the language.  

The next section focuses on the other end of the spectrum, the cons of technology. 

Though many more respondents view technology as an asset to the language 
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revitalization process, there are also areas in which technology is a limitation. Some users 

of technology, particularly respondents of the on-line survey have expressed particular 

concerns, constraints and tensions that they face when utilizing technology for language 

education. 

Concerns, constraints and tensions in using technology in endangered 
language contexts. 

More often than not, Indigenous communities are hesitant to implement a new 

technology into their language program, community, home, or school because of the 

many uncertainties, commitments, and support that underlie each tool. A valid concern 

also is the amount of investment – time, money, and resources – it takes to effectively 

utilize a tool to its greatest potential and for purposes specific to Indigenous language 

revitalization. This particular factor is critical and a determining factor in whether 

communities choose to fund the project, big or small. This section presented the 

concerns, tensions and constraints expressed by Indigenous peoples regarding the choice 

to use technology for language revitalization. It is to avail that this is a great concern and 

was expressed by the survey participants. The emerging themes articulated are: 1) limited 

resources and 2) limited use and availability. 

Limited resources: “Broadband is available to the community, but there are no 
computers.” 

Whether a project has begun or is yet to be undertaken, the anxieties are related to 

limited resources, including funding, infrastructure, and access to technology. Of the 40 

instances reported, 28 participants (35.00%) indicated that limited resources inhibit their 

use of technology. In rural areas, access and infrastructure are contributing factors to why 
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Indigenous communities do not consider or “buy into” technology. Some communities 

lack the basic computer equipment, software programs, and so forth, while others face 

larger setbacks. As one responded noted, 

Infrastructural limitations – primarily, no electricity in the community or its 

schools – severely limits the utility of technology in language work. 

When working with endangered language communities, there are many situations, 

such as the quote above that one encounters. It is by no surprise that technology does take 

a lot of effort and energy from beginning to end of implementation, followed by 

assessment and/or evaluation. In actuality there is no end because technology is released 

on a daily basis, is constantly upgraded, and requires training and frequent support. At 

one end of the continuum, technology can be beneficial; however at the other end, a 

problem with technology is that it has no potential of making an impact if the tools are 

not accessible or available due to limited funds. For communities, there is a consistent 

lack of funding, which restricts the types of technology that is adopted in the language 

community, school, home, or workplace. However, for those who fall into this category, 

it is important to note that there are many free software programs that are available on the 

Internet for download. 

However, having funding for computers and technology does not eliminate 

concern regarding access. Oftentimes, access to technology is limited to the school and/or 

community centers. One respondent shared, that “the influence of technology in the 

community would be extensive if all tribal members had a computer in their respective 

homes”, which is unfortunately not the case for many. Other times, the technology is 
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“behind the times”, too old or out of date. The following quote provides an example of 

what a particular participant has faced when working with the language. 

there are some language teachers and language advocates who are still using 

computers with five inch floppies, Windows 97, Windows 2000 (with 3 inch 

floppies), and Word 97/2000. One language advocate has three old computers he 

goes back and forth on to do his language work. It is sad that we still have not 

been able to upgrade equipment for these workers as they do a lot of language 

work. 

The quote reveals the changes that occur in technology over a short span of time, 

thus contributing to a mismatch and oftentimes incompatibility of operating systems and 

software programs, making it difficult to work collaboratively on a given project. 

Continual maintenance and support by the Information Technology (IT) staff is necessary 

for upgrades, fixes and technical help. Although the digital divide between generations of 

Indigenous communities seems to be getting narrower, as well as between teachers and 

students, the effectiveness is only as good as its access and availability of computers and 

the Internet, knowledge, skills and attitudes crucial to make use of the technological 

resources, and the knowledge of the Native language (Eisenlohr, 2004).  

Once a community gains access to technology, another concern is offering 

training on new and existing technologies, as well as support in the implementation of 

these technologies. With lack of funding and support staff, it is again to no surprise that 

training is the exception and not the rule. The quote below from a respondent, paints a 

poignant picture of what many communities face once the technology is present and 
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waiting to be used. 

Technology is too often a part of the ‘bureaucratic fix’ syndrome, where a glitzy 

technology tool receives its glory while under development, but when released 

little priority is given to training in its use, implementation in appropriate settings 

and generally using it to achieve the community’s stated goals. 

However, when training is available and/or offered, sometimes it is just too late, 

as seen by the next quote. A respondent shared that the “adoption of technology and 

training in its use lag behind so often that the technology that’s being deployed is already 

out of date.” This lack of training discourages the adoption of technology in homes, 

schools, and communities because training is not offered or is limited, thus requiring 

users to “learn” on their own, often resulting in a computer that is unused, or software 

sitting on a bookshelf collecting dust.   

These issues of limited resources: funding, infrastructure, and accessibility are 

some of the concerns expressed by the respondents of the survey. However, once access 

is granted to technology and materials are made available, this does not guarantee that 

language learners are aware of these language resources and whether they will be used.  

Availability of materials: “It is up to the individual to use it.” 

Language resources are becoming readily accessible via the Internet, at the tips of 

the language learners’ fingers. Though it seems to be the case that language materials are 

being created and utilized regularly as part of the language revitalization process, there is 

reason to believe that most of these products or projects are not being used, if at all. Of 

the respondents, 17 of the 80 (21.25%) indicated this as so. With the advancement of 
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technology and the ability to distribute the language widely, many community members 

“are not aware of what materials are available to them and how to use it.” Unless a 

product is nationally funded, or well marketed and advertised, oftentimes the locally 

developed technology goes unnoticed, only to remain identified by a few who had direct 

involvement with it. 

Although training is a challenge as discussed in the previous section, sometimes 

knowledge of the basic components of the computer and Internet are all that is required. 

This is not applicable to those who have had no exposure to computer technology in 

general. With this in mind, if technology and language resources were made available, 

and accessibility was not an issue, it would seem as though language materials would be 

used often, as a way to be exposed to the language or to be used as a supplementary tool. 

Nevertheless, respondents to the survey indicate that although materials are available, this 

does not guarantee that these resources are utilized. As a participant mentioned, 

exposure to the spoken language is available through previously recorded audio; 

without it we would not be able to access previously recorded stories and 

narratives. Although this technology is available to the community at large, it is 

up to the individual to use it. Specifically, for my own language acquisition, I rely 

on technology to gain the necessary exposure to spoken language on a daily basis. 

This particular respondent uses technology on a regular basis, but reveals that 

although these technologies are made available, it is up to the user to make use of it. A 

similar quote reveals that “there’s hope that these technologies can provide teaching to 

everyone, however we really don’t know how much the materials are being used…it is up 
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to the individuals to learn with the materials.” More importantly, a tool is only beneficial 

if it is used, otherwise it turns out to be “another something” that an individual or 

community has developed, created, spent countless hours on, only to be realized that it is 

not being benefited from. The following quote from a respondent speaks to this as well. 

A CD-ROM was created in the early 90’s, which contains spoken language with 

subtitles, and games to test the language knowledge. However, few have access to 

it or are able to use it. 

Instead of the project and/or software being used as a language supplement, it is 

“collecting dust” on a shelf. This lack of use can be attributed to lack of know how, 

knowledge of the resource, or choice not to use it. The time, money, effort and energy 

spent on this “unused” resource could have been better spent on other practical methods 

of that include face-to-face language instruction, elder visits, community language 

program, and so forth. This concern is definitely a constraint to many Indigenous 

communities.  

This section provided a glimpse of how some users of view technology in terms 

of language revitalization. Though the previous two sections focused on the supportive 

roles, as well as the tension faced, the next and final section reveal how technology has 

affected language education specifically.  

Indigenous language education. 

The role of technology in Indigenous language education varies greatly depending 

on who is asked. Thus, resulting in the reoccurring concepts that technology is 1) an 

efficient way to create and develop curriculum and language materials, 2) a tool used for 
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archiving, documenting, preserving language, and 3) Indigenous language pedagogy. 

Curriculum and material development: “I feel like I’m always in ‘development’ 
mode.” 

During the era of the printing press and publishing houses, Indigenous peoples 

naturally relied on “others” or the “outside” to print their publications. Now, with desktop 

publishing software, virtually anyone with this type of software can print and publish his 

or her own language materials. Of 72 instances of this reoccurring sub-theme, 49 

respondents indicated that curriculum and material development is affected by 

technology in some way. 

A significant challenge that language instructors face in Indigenous communities 

is a lack of textbooks, pedagogical, culturally relevant, appropriate, and authentic 

materials that depict the language and culture in a non-stereotypical way. Using 

Microsoft Office programs, such as PowerPoint (presentation software) and Publisher 

(desktop publishing software), original language materials and curriculum can be created 

to develop resources and multimedia interactive language lessons. For communities, the 

ability to produce a product or language material in-house instead of going through an 

outside publisher allows for more control of the end product and it can “easily be made, 

and cheaply mass-produced on the small-scale as well as large-scale”, as indicated by a 

respondent. This also allows for a free and/or low production cost, as well as an 

inexpensive way to duplicate and distribute language materials.  

As one participant shared, having the ability to use the technology allows for 

newspapers and flyers to be distributed informing the community of services the 

programs has to offer, language to be in the homes via the use of CD recordings where 
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English is the primary language, and language to be in the classroom of the community 

schools, where there are few speakers left to actually teach the language. Another 

respondent indicated that his language project is “currently utilizing technology as its 

primary language revival tool and developing language and culture websites, language 

phrasebooks, and other multimedia language projects.” The use of technology has 

provided an efficient way to create, revise, print and distribute materials. For instance, if 

one is creating an on-line dictionary, it is very simple to update an entry if an error is 

found. However if an error is found in a printed copy of a dictionary or maybe a updated 

version is necessary, the cost and time to reprint this dictionary far outweighs the cost of 

updating an on-line version of the dictionary. Technology is only efficient though, if the 

user knows how to use it. 

The use of technology in developing curriculum and materials may also attract the 

younger generations who would not otherwise be interested in the language alone. As 

mentioned in earlier sections of this chapter, youth are the primary users of technology. 

They speak “technology” and are “digital natives”. A way to attract youth, who are not 

speakers of the language, is to utilize the tools they are most comfortable with. By 

bridging both worlds, this can be a win-win situation for the language community at 

large, by contributing their technological skills and knowledge to document, create, and 

develop language resources, while simultaneously learning the language and culture as 

well. This view was put forward by a respondent as well. 

The curriculum guides the nature of materials to be prepared and used, and often 

technology helps in the development of materials. The use of technology in 
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documentation and materials development tend to attract community people (esp. 

the younger ones) to become a part of the language revitalization team. 

Since youth are the determiners of the future of our languages, creative and 

innovative ways are to be thought up to engage them in the language revitalization 

process. With appropriate software, communities no longer need to be dependent on 

publishing companies to print language materials. Printing costs, which include paper, 

toner, and staples are relatively inexpensive. In addition, another option includes saving 

the language materials as a digital file to be used and interacted with on specific 

computers (community and/or school computer labs) or downloaded to personal 

computers via the Internet. This later alternative eliminates paper altogether, preserves 

the language, and allows for greater distribution to community members who are 

separated by distance.  

The following section will reveal how technology has assisted in the 

documentation and archival processes of the language, specifically for purposes of 

language education.  

Archive, document and preserve: “Using the voices of elders who are no longer 
here to teach us.” 

Indigenous communities are naturally concerned with how technology can in any 

way contribute to language revitalization. Language revitalization among Indigenous 

communities, including Hawaiians for example, has been a major concern, even more so 

with how technology can assist in this process. However, technology, which is not new to 

the Hawaiian community, has helped to document, preserve, revitalize, and maintain the 

voices of our people, gifting our future generations with priceless knowledge and 
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wisdom. The theme, archive, document and preserve, occurred 38 times, representing 33 

of the 80 respondents (41.25%). 

As is the case with many endangered language communities, the population of 

speakers is rapidly decreasing. Language learners and community members are now 

looking towards archived materials such as audio recordings to hear the language spoken 

as a natural language. As one respondent remarked, 

With each elder, we loose another link…another opportunity for learning. Now, 

when an elder passes on, so often more than the language dies with him or her. 

Now, bits of knowledge, understanding, narratives, prayers, songs, poems…bits 

of the language dies. 

It is this reason that language learners are recovering these audio recordings and 

transferring analog materials to digital formats to produce resources that will be able to 

use for language education. As one participant indicated, many of the “rediscovered” 

analog materials come from a 

 variety of sources such as the community itself and/or from remote institutional 

archives. The discovery of each language recording or documentation artifact 

constitutes a legacy resource and a uniquely documented instance of spoken 

language behavior. This analog transfer consists of creating newly digitized media 

forms, enhancement, and distribution to the community and family members, and 

deposit[ed] into a community accessible archive. When this happens awareness is 

created on the uniqueness of rare language samples as it is manifested through 

technology. 
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The technology, as one respondent mentioned,  

will never replace people or speakers, but it helps to amplify their voices across 

time and distance. It is helping to bring young and old together in ways that other 

approaches have not in the past. Tech innovation is advancing so fast that it forces 

us to keep our thinking flexible about the role of tech in this work. Revitalization 

is definitely being served well through capabilities such as: documentation, 

cataloguing data, online lessons, long distance learning, etc. 

Some communities have already lost their speakers and rely on these archived 

resources and technology to bring back some of the language and culture. “Today there 

are no conversationally fluent speakers among my language community. The multimedia 

lessons preserve the old voices, and allow those elders to teach the generations of today 

through technological form.” Yet another shares the same understanding, “since we no 

longer have any fluent speakers of our language, those who grew up with the language as 

their first language, we feel that technology is the best means to preserve and pass on the 

language using the voices of elders who are no longer here to teach us.” It is these 

communities and language learners who contribute to material development of the 

language by using the resources they have.  

Some of these resources and language material that have been created as a result 

of archived materials have included an array of technologies and software programs. 

“iTunes, MP3, and CDs are used for language documentation, preservation and 

maintenance. To document the language, two sound editing software programs (Sony 

SoundForge and Audacity) are used to digitize and transcribe audio from cassette [tapes]. 
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Once digitized, our language team uses iTunes, MP3 and CDs to play the songs and 

lessons. The fluent speakers listen to the audio to help transcribe the songs and translate 

them into English.” In the case of this respondent, the audio resources provided from this 

digitization are then used in PowerPoint language lessons as well as in iMovie (Apple 

video editing software). 

Most, if not all Indigenous languages are facing language endangerment, due to 

the fact that intergenerational language transfer is not occurring in these communities. 

Because of this reason, archived materials are sought out in various offices, community 

libraries, tribal offices, national or local museums, or universities. These resources are 

especially valuable to those who do not have speakers left and are learning or relearning 

their language and culture. With the help of technology, elders’ voices and their stories 

can be heard again, though through a different medium. 

The final section reveals how technology has influenced endangered and 

Indigenous language pedagogy. Respondents will share how it has shaped their teaching, 

particularly reaching language learners separated by distance. 

Indigenous language pedagogy: “To keep in the ‘stone age’ does not help.” 

The state of Indigenous languages, according to Krauss (1992) indicates that 

majority of the speakers are in the grandparental generation or older. Youth, on the other 

hand, are not learning the language and/or growing up in the language. With these 

statistics constantly in the minds of community and language advocates, teachers, and 

parents, technology is now a highly considered option or possibility as a supplementary 

teaching tool. It is important to note that the use of technology for language revitalization 
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is a supplement to language teaching.  Technology cannot teach a language outright 

and/or save a language. With this said, consideration of technology usage is based upon 

the dearth of fluent speakers, elders, and language teachers. With the assistance of 

technology, the teaching possibilities and learning opportunities are much greater than 

spreading any human resources thin. This particular theme, language pedagogy, occurred 

24 times, representing 23 respondents (28.75%) indicating that technology has some 

influence on the instruction of the language. 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the dissemination of materials is a positive 

function of technology. Not only are teachers able to create and distribute materials via 

the Internet, but also instructors are able to reach language learners and students who are 

not able to attend or meet in a traditional classroom. Oftentimes there is a high demand 

for language classes, but seldom are there enough instructors. With technology, some 

communities have fostered ways to assist in the teaching of the language. In particular, a 

university level class utilizes a video-conferencing system to communicate with language 

learners in far distances, as noted by a respondent.  

Since we have video-conference classes, technology is a language teaching 

approach for university level classes. Communication in the language outside of 

class is encouraged through the use of text messaging, email, and telephone, 

which connect speakers who don't spend much physical time together. I think in 

general the technology we are using allows there to be a larger language use 

community across distance. 

By using pedagogy that utilizes technology of this magnitude, this allows for 
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learners separated by distance to learn together as a community. I imagine that 

community members, particularly elders could teach a lesson, as long as the compatible 

technology where available. Another respondent shares her experience with how 

technology has affected their language in her community. 

Technology influences language teaching in the community through use of 

digitized songs. iTunes, MP3, and CDs are used by community members to learn 

traditional songs. Community members are also invited to participate in language 

classes via video-conference. Some of the community members weren’t able to 

dial in, so we used Skype to deliver the classes. One student was in Australia for a 

while so she logged on. I also use iTunes and Audacity when teaching volunteer 

community classes for teaching songs. It is very useful when teaching one lyric of 

a traditional song that the group is having difficulty learning. Most of the main 

songs from each of our nine villages have been transcribed and translated so 

students listen to songs on their own and the text is used when we meet.  

As described in the quote above, the use of technology has provided those who 

want to continue language learning in far distances, even while in other countries. 

Though the audio-video conferencing did not work for all learners, this particular 

respondent found other avenues that would “connect” to the remaining language learners 

via Skye (software that enables free video and voice calls).  

As the quote that began this section suggests, if language is to prosper, we cannot 

use the same teaching approaches from fifty years ago. “To keep in the 'stone age' does 

not help” our languages. Again, this is not to suggest that technology is the only way to 
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save a language, but rather technology can be the medium of delivery for the language. 

Review of On-line Survey 

Data from this chapter was compiled from an online language survey, of which 80 

respondents participated. The first half of this chapter, as well as the survey sought to 

find what Indigenous language communities and learners were using in terms of 

technology for language revitalization. Results from this section were quantitative 

providing the number and percentage of users of three particular categories: 1) low-

technology, 2) mid-technology, and 3) high-technology. Each of these three levels 

provided specific media and products that were used for language purposes. The findings 

demonstrated that most of the respondents are users of low-technology initiatives, 

followed by mid-technology and lastly high-technology. These results were anticipated. 

A ranking according to each level, as well as an overall ranking of media is provided in 

Table 19 below. Again, the values are reflective of the number of respondents who 

indicated their use of that particular media, with a percentage that reflects the total 

number of respondents (N=80). However, Table 20 presents the ranking of media per 

product per level, as well as the overall ranking of products for all three levels. Mid-

technology media were ranked in the middle, immediately followed by high-technology 

media. Finally, looking at low-technology media, this particular category was distributed 

in the ranking with it being the most used, least used, and somewhat used media.  

Table 21 provides an average percentage of use of products per week per level of 

technology. It is clear that a majority of the respondents utilized the media products listed 

above less than three hours per week. A significant drop in percentage occurred in the 
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following categories of 3-8 hours and 9 plus hours. The percentages in Table 21 suggests 

that even though there are products created for the purpose of revitalization and education 

does not guarantee these materials are being utilized or used often. It is up to the learner 

to utilize and benefit from these products, as was discussed in the second half of Chapter 

4. Table 22 presents the domains in which technology media products were used per 

level. 

 
Table 19. 
Ranking of media per level (left) and overall ranking of media (right) 

Ranking Per Category # (%)  Overall Ranking # (%) 
Low-Technology 1. Audio recordings, digital  65  

1. Audio recordings, digital 65  storybooks, lessons (L-T) (81.25%) 
storybooks, lessons (81.25%) 2. Desktop publishing/ 58 

2. Desktop publishing/printing 58 

 

printing press (L-T) (72.50%) 
press (72.50%) 3. Audio media accompanied 50 

3. Videos/movies 49 by texts (M-T) (62.50%) 
 (61.25%) 

 

4. Videos/movies (L-T) 49 
4. Radio 24  (61.25%) 
 (30.00%) 

 
5. Web-based media (M-T) 42  

5. Television 13   (52.50%) 
 (16.25%) 

 
6. Asynchronous 31 

   communication (H-T) (38.75%) 
Mid-Technology  7. Synchronous communication 26 

1. Audio media accompanied  50  (H-T) (32.50%)  
by texts (62.50%) 

 
8. Interactive multimedia (H-T) 25  

2. Web-Based media 42    (31.25%) 
 (52.50%) 

 
9. Radio (L-T) 24  

    (30.00%) 
High-Technology 10. Television (L-T) 13 

1. Asynchronous  31  
 

 (16.25%) 
communication (38.75%)    

2. Synchronous  26  
 

  
communication (32.50%)   

3. Interactive multimedia 25 
 

  
 (31.25%)    

Note. L-T refers to low-technology, M-T to mid-technology, and H-T to high-technology. 
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Table 20. 
Ranking of products per level (left) and overall ranking of products (right) 

Ranking Per Category # (%)  Overall Ranking # (%) 
Low-Technology  1. CDs (L-T 1) 54 (67.50%) 

1. Audio recordings, digital  65 (81.25%)  2. Books (L-T 2) 47 (58.75%) 
storybooks, lessons   3. Audio1 42 (52.50%) 

a. CDs 54 (67.50%)  4. Audio recordings2 40 (50.00%) 
b. Audio1 42 (52.50%)  5. Cassette tapes (L-T 1) 38 (47.50%) 
c. Cassette tapes 38 (47.50%)  6. Web sites (M-T 2) 37 (46.35%) 
d. Microsoft PowerPoint 34 (42.50%)  7. PowerPoint (L-T 1) 34 (42.50%) 
e. DVDs 21 (26.25%)  8. DVD (L-T 3) 33 (41.25%) 
f. E-books 6 (7.50%)  9. Fliers (L-T 2) 31 (38.75%) 
g. Wax cylinders 4 (5.00%)  10. E-mail (H-T 1) 27 (33.75%) 

2. Desktop publishing/ 58 (72.50%)  11. Audio/digital storybooks3  26 (32.50%) 
printing press   12. On-line dictionary6   
a. Books 47 (58.75%)  (M-T 2) 24 (30.00%) 
b. Fliers 31 (38.75%)  13. VHS (L-T 3) 23 (28.75%) 
c. Newsletters 20 (25.00%)  15. Videos/movies4 21 (26.25%) 
d. Newspapers 14 (17.50%)  15. DVDs (L-T 1) 21 (26.25%) 

3. Videos/movies 49 (61.25%)  16. Newsletters (L-T 2) 20 (25.00%) 
a. DVD 33 (41.25%)  17. Telephone (H-T 2) 19 (23.75%) 
b. VHS 23 (28.75)  18. Digital computer/video 18 (22.50%) 
c. Video podcasts 7 (8.75%)  game (H-T 3)  
d. Tape reels 4 (5.00%)  19. Songs (L-T 4) 16 (20.00%) 

4. Radio 24 (30.00%)  20. Discussion board (H-T 1) 15 (18.75%) 
a. Songs 16 (20.00%)  24. Chat (H-T 2) 14 (17.50%) 
c. Language lessons 14 (17.50%)  24. Language lessons (L-T 4) 14 (17.50%) 
c. News 14 (17.50%)  24. News (L-T 4) 14 (17.50%) 

5. Television 13 (16.25%)  24. Newspapers (L-T 2) 14 (17.50%) 
a. Cultural events 9 (11.25%)  26. Audio/video conference  13 (16.25%) 
b. Language classes 6 (7.50%)  (H-T 2)  
c. News/headlines 5 (6.25%)  26. Webcam (H-T 2) 13 (16.25%) 
d. Commercials 1 (1.25%)  27. Blogs (H-T 1) 12 (15.00%) 
e. Public service 0 (0.00%)  28. Electronic library (H-T 2) 10 (12.50%) 

announcement   31. Cultural events (L-T 5) 9 (11.25%) 
Mid-Technology  31. Course management 9 (11.25%) 

1. Audio media accompanied 50 (62.50%)  system (H-T 1)  
by texts   31. Search engine (M-T 2) 9 (11.25%) 

a. Audio recordings2  40 (50.0)%)  32. Video podcasts (L-T 3) 7 (8.75%) 
b. Audio/digital  26 (32.50%)  35. Language classes (L-T 5) 6 (7.50%) 

storybooks3   35. Wikis (M-T 2) 6 (7.50%) 
c. Videos/movies4  21 (26.25%)  35. E-books (L-T 1) 6 (7.50%) 
d. Television programs5 5 (6.25%)  37. News/headlines (L-T 5) 5 (6.25%) 

2. Web-based media 42 (52.50%)  37. Television programs5 5 (6.25%) 
a. Web sites 37 (46.35%)  40. Tape reels (L-T 3) 4 (5.00%) 
b. On-line dictionary6  24 (30.00%)  40. VoIP (H-T 2) 4 (5.00%) 
c. Electronic library 10 (12.50%)  40. Wax cylinders (L-T 1) 4 (5.00%) 
d. Search engine 9 (11.25%)  41. Electronic bulletin  3 (3.75%) 
e. Wikis 6 (7.50%)  board system (H-T 3)  
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Table 20. Ranking of products per level and overall ranking of products 
(Continued) 

Ranking Per Category # (%)  Overall Ranking # (%) 
High-Technology  44. Commercials (L-T 5) 1 (1.25%) 

1. Asynchronous   44. Phraselator (H-T 3) 1 (1.25%) 
communication   44. Rosetta Stone (H-T 3) 1 (1.25%) 
a. E-mail 27 (33.75%)  46. MaxAuthor (H-T 3) 0 (0.00%) 
b. Discussion board 15 (18.75%)  46. Public service 0 (0.00%) 
c. Blogs 12 (15.00%)  announcements (L-T 5)  
d. Course management  9 (11.25%)    

system     
2. Synchronous  26 (32.50%)    

communication    
a. Telephone 19 (23.75%)    
b. Chat 14 (17.50%)    
d. Audio video conference 13 (16.25%)    
d. Webcam 13 (16.25%)    
e. VoIP 4 (5.00%)    

3. Interactive multimedia 25 (31.25%)    
a. Digital computer/video  18 (22.50%)    

game     
b. Electronic bulletin board  3 (3.75%)    

system     
d. Phraselator 1 (1.25%)    
d. Rosetta Stone 1 (1.25%)    
e. MaxAuthor 0 (0.00%)    

Note. L-T refers to low-technology, M-T to mid-technology, and H-T to high-technology. The number that 
follows the abbreviation refers to a specific media category within the level (e.g. L-T 4 refers to the low-
technology radio media).  
1 Audio includes podcasts, mp3, digital audio files. 2Audio recordings are in the Indigenous language 
accompanied by a transcript in the Indigenous language (M-T 1). 3Audio/digital storybooks are in the 
Indigenous language accompanied by the story in the Indigenous language (M-T 1). 4Videos/movies are in 
the Indigenous language with subtitles in the Indigenous language. 5Television programs are in the 
Indigenous language with subtitles in the Indigenous language. 6With or without audio. 
 
 
 
Table 21. 
Average percentage of use of products per week per level 
 Hours (avg.) 
Levels 0<3 3-8 9> 
Low-Technology 17.66% 3.37% 0.40% 
Mid-Technology 16.67% 3.82% 0.51% 
High-Technology 10.45% 1.65% 0.21% 
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Table 22. 
Domains in which technology products were used 

 Domains 
 Grades College 
Levels Home Community Pre-K K-6 7-12 Undergrad 
Low CDs 

47.50% 
(N=38) 

CDs 
40.00% 
(N=32) 

Books 
25.00% 
(N=20) 

Books 
32.50% 
(N=26) 

Books 
35.00% 
(N=28) 

CDs & 
audio1 

25.00% 
(N=20) 

Mid Audio 
recordings2 

35.00% 
(N=28) 

Audio 
recordings2 

37.50% 
(N=30) 

Audio 
recordings2 

18.75% 
(N=15) 

Audio 
recordings2 

25.00% 
(N=20) 

Audio 
recordings2 

25.00% 
(N=20) 

Websites 
22.50% 
(N=18) 

High E-mail 
22.50% 
(N=18) 

E-mail 
17.50% 
(N=14) 

Computer/ 
video games 

7.50% 
(N=6) 

Computer/ 
video 
games 

12.50% 
(N=10) 

Computer/ 
video 
games 

12.50% 
(N=10) 

E-mail 
20.00% 
(N=16) 

       
 Domains 

 College Government 
Levels Grad/Prof Work Commerce Local National Mass Media 
Low Books & 

audio1  
21.25% 
(N=17) 

Books & 
CDs 18.75% 

(N=15) 

Books 
5.00% 
(N=4) 

Books 
11.25% 
(N=9) 

Books & 
DVDs 
5.00% 
(N=4) 

Books 
7.50% 
(N=6) 

Mid Websites 
21.25% 
(N=17) 

On-line 
dictionary3 
& websites 

12.50% 
(N=10) 

On-line 
dictionary3 

5.00% 
(N=4) 

On-line 
dictionary3 

8.75% 
(N=7) 

On-line 
dictionary3 
& websites 

5.00% 
(N=4) 

Websites 
8.75% 
(N=7) 

High E-mail 
17.50% 
(N=14) 

E-mail 
17.50% 
(N=14) 

E-mail, 
telephone & 
audio video 
conference 

2.50% 
(N=2) 

E-mail 
7.50% 
(N=6) 

E-mail & 
telephone 

3.75% 
(N=3) 

Telephone 
5.00% 
(N=4) 

Note. 1Audio includes audio podcasts, mp3 or digital audio files. 2Audio recordings in the Indigenous 
Language are accompanied by a transcript in the Indigenous language. 3With or without audio. 
 

CDs, books, audio podcasts, mp3, and digital files were the most commonly used 

products in all the domains represented. The mid-technology level were populated with a 

majority of the respondents using websites, on-line dictionaries, as well as audio 

recordings in the Indigenous Language accompanied by a transcript in the Indigenous 
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Language. And lastly, e-mail, telephone, audio video conferencing, digital, computer and 

video games were the common products used for purposes of Indigenous language 

revitalization in the high-technology level. Overall, the most utilized products in each 

domain are indicated in bold in Table 22. As shown, there was a tie between several low- 

and mid-technology media products for specific domains. More specifically, 38 

respondents (47.50%) indicated that CDs were the highest utilized product in any given 

domain, in the home domain. 

The quantitative data in the first half of this chapter provided a foundation of an 

array of products that have been created and used for the purpose of Indigenous language 

revitalization. This survey was a first of its kind on an international scale, which was able 

to examine what Indigenous communities and language learners have been utilizing 

worldwide to aid in their language process. The second half required the survey 

participants to respond to open-ended questions. This provided a glance into what 

communities are experiencing in terms of how technology is affecting aspects of 

language education. Quotes and descriptions were provided as a result of the open-ended 

questions in the survey.  

Answers to the open-ended questions from the survey were categorized according 

to themes that emerged from the data. The themes reinforced the roles of technology in 

language revitalization, which included preservation of the Indigenous language, material 

development and dissemination, multiple modes of communication and achieving 

relevance, significance, and purpose (Galla, 2009). More specifically, the participants 

were asked to share their thoughts on technology and the roles it may have or not have in 
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language revitalization. The participants’ answers revealed the basic functions of 

technology and Indigenous language revitalization. These categories included 1) positive 

functions and supportive roles 2) concerns, constraints and tensions, and 3) technology 

for purposes of Indigenous language education.  

Respondents to the survey provided an insight as to how technology has impacted 

Indigenous language communities. The first prominent theme that recurred consistently 

included the positive functions and supportive roles technology has to offer in terms of 

Indigenous language revitalization. The three sub-themes included 1) a necessary skill 

set, 2) exposure to language in broader domains, and 3) empowerment, ownership, and 

engagement of learners. Of these three subthemes, more than half of the 80 participants in 

the survey pointed out that advances in technology and the Internet has allowed the 

language to enter new domains. A total of 90 instances, which corresponded with a total 

of 49 participants (61.25%), indicated that technology allows the language to be present 

in non-traditional domains, therefore making it more available and accessible to those 

who are want to learn the language, and to those separated by distance.  

The next theme focused on the other end of the spectrum, the cons of technology. 

Though many more respondents viewed technology as an asset to the language 

revitalization process, there were also areas in which technology was a hindrance. Some 

users of technology, particularly respondents of the on-line survey have expressed 

particular concerns, constraints and tensions that they have faced when utilizing 

technology for language education. It is important to note that this was a great concern 

and was expressed by the survey participants. The reoccurring themes that were 
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discussed in the latter half of Chapter 4 were: 1) limited resources and 2) limited use and 

availability. However, of the 84 instances that supported this particular theme, 

approximately half of these occurrences confirmed the limited resources subtheme. More 

specifically 28 respondents (35.00%) indicated that technology is only as good as the 

resources provided. In some cases, communities and schools were not equipped with 

electricity, therefore inhibiting their use of technology. Some of the other respondents 

indicated that the infrastructure set up for technology did not have funding available to 

purchase computers, equipment, and other peripherals. Additionally, those who had 

funding and technology expressed that the equipment was often outdated making it 

difficult for a group to work collaboratively on a project. Another prominent challenge 

presented by the respondents included the lack of training available to implement a 

project, as well as continued training. 

Though the previous two sections focused on the supportive roles, as well as the 

tension faced, the next and final theme revealed how technology has affected language 

education specifically. The reoccurring themes that were discussed in the latter half of 

Chapter 4 were: 1) an efficient way to create and develop curriculum and language 

materials, 2) a tool used for archiving, documenting, preserving language, and 3) 

Indigenous language pedagogy. However, of the 179 instances that supported this 

particular theme, less than half of these occurrences confirmed the curriculum and 

material development subtheme. More specifically 49 respondents (61.25%) indicated 

that technology was used to assist in the curriculum and material development for 

language education. With the assistance of technology, Indigenous language 
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communities, instructors and learners were able to create, develop and distribute 

language materials as necessary. This ability also allowed for a free and/or low 

production cost, as well as an inexpensive way to duplicate and distribute language 

materials. 

Summary 

Chapter 4 provided the foundation of this study with both qualitative and 

quantitative data that portrayed what types of technologies and media projects Indigenous 

language communities were using, how often these technologies were being used, and 

what domains these products were being utilized in. In addition to this, the open ended 

questions expressed exactly how technology has impacted Indigenous language 

education. This groundwork provided a starting point for the next chapter. Given the 

respondent’s language situation, the context in which technological tools, media and 

products were used were determined by various factors of the adapted technacy model: 

language and culture, social, economic, environment, and technology. 

Chapter 5 looks at technology training and practice of instructors and students 

who attended the annual American Indian Language Development Institute held at the 

University of Arizona. Their case studies reveal particular training they received, 

software programs they were introduced to, as well as some of their projected they have 

implemented or been involved in since their enrollment in the course Computer 

Applications for Indigenous Language Communities. 
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CHAPTER 5: AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE: 
TECHNOLOGY TRAINING AND PRAXIS 

This chapter provides an overview of the American Indian Language 

Development Institute, (AILDI), AILDI’s technology training, and highlights about how 

individual students have built upon the particular training received at AILDI within their 

respective communities, and within AILDI instructors itself. The chapter provides an 

overview of AILDI, specifically the chronological history of the technology course and 

the instructors’ insights in the beginning years. This chapter highlights the experiences of 

three AILDI students who have enrolled in the past AILDI class on Computer 

Applications for Indigenous Language Communities. The first half of the chapter focuses 

on students’ experience and training in AILDI, and describes the ways in which, in this 

rapidly expanding field, Indigenous students have quickly moved into new positions as 

AILDI technology and language instructors. The second section of the chapter documents 

how the three AILDI students have implemented and utilized technology for language 

revitalization and education in their communities over time.  

The American Indian Language Development Institute 

AILDI is an internationally renowned Institute and was cited in a national study 

by the U.S. Department of Education as one of the ten outstanding programs for minority 

teacher preparation in the nation (Leighton, Hightower & Wrigley, 1995). AILDI is an 

intensive, yet exciting program, that is inclusive of all languages, cultures and peoples, 

but is designed specifically for those who serve Indigenous students and community 

members in all areas of language teaching, maintenance, documentation revitalization 

and fortification (Galla, Oberly, Romero, Sam, & Zepeda, 2010). 
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A history of fostering diversity among faculty, staff and students. 

During the summer of 1978, Lucille Watahomigie, Hualapai educator and 

language activist and Dr. Leanne Hinton, linguist at the University of California 

Berkeley, received grant funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities 

(NEH) to hold a Yuman language workshop that supported Native American 

communities in efforts towards language education and renewal. Eighteen parents and 

elder speakers representing Diegueño, Havasupai, Hualapai, Mohave, and Yavapai 

language communities attended this workshop, which then became what we now know as 

AILDI (Hinton & Hale, 2001). Since 1978, other professors in the field of linguistics and 

Native American language education have joined Watahomigie and Hinton as co-

founders of AILDI. They include Drs. Ofelia Zepeda, Akira Y. Yamamoto, and Teresa 

McCarty. 

The first institute was held at San Diego State University. Northern Arizona 

University (Flagstaff, AZ), Gila River Indian Career Center (near Phoenix, AZ), 

Southwest Polytechnic Institute (Albuquerque, NM), and Arizona State University 

(Tempe, AZ) have all hosted AILDI. Since 1990, AILDI has been housed in the 

Department of Language, Reading and Culture in the College of Education at the 

University of Arizona (UA) (Tucson, AZ) (Sorenson, 2004) 

From the beginning, AILDI has had the distinction of working with community 

and academic scholars whose backgrounds included linguistics, bilingual/multilingual 

education, Indigenous language education, anthropology, and so forth. This diverse, 

intergenerational and multicultural group includes members of Indigenous tribes or 
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nations who have many years of experience working in Indigenous language 

communities, and/or are often speakers or learners of the Indigenous languages they work 

alongside, as well. The diversity and expertise of AILDI faculty and staff now draws 

participants from all parts of the country. Many have also traveled to AILDI from all 

parts of Mexico, Canada, Australia, and South America to learn about language 

revitalization, teaching methods and linguistics.  

A primary focus of AILDI for the past 30 years has been on the Indigenous 

language educator whether they be a certified teacher, community member, parent or 

elder (Galla et al, 2010). Every June since 1978, community language organizers, 

educators, cultural specialists, practitioners, mentors, language and policy makers, tribal 

representatives, language advocates, professors, university students, and those who have 

an interest in language revitalization have attended AILDI. Over the years, AILDI has 

also made significant contributions to Indigenous language communities in many areas of 

language learning, teaching, revitalization, documentation and research.  

Overview of the AILDI program. 

This section provides an overview of AILDI, specifically offering a general 

insight to the courses offered, and the training and praxis that AILDI students receive. 

Table 23 presents a chronology of AILDI for the past thirty-one years, including the 

location, theme and number of participants per year. The program has traveled to various 

locations since the first institute in San Diego, California. AILDI has not only been 

hosted at all three state universities in Arizona, but has also been held in a Native  
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Table 23. 
AILDI chronology 

Year Location Theme # of 
Participants 

1978 San Diego State University, 
San Diego (CA) 

Historical/Comparative Linguistics 
(Yuman languages) 

18 

1979 Northern Arizona University, 
Flagstaff (AZ) 

Orthography Development, Phonetics 
and Phonology; Curriculum 
Development 

50 

1980 SW Polytechnic Institute, 
Albuquerque (NM) 

Spoken and Written Languages in 
Cultural Contexts 

37 

1981 [No institute held]   
1982 Arizona State University, 

Tempe (AZ) 
Lexicography; Dictionary-Making 37 

1983 Gila River Reservation, 
Sacaton (AZ) 

Historical Linguistics and Language 
Change 

47 

1984 Arizona State University, 
Tempe (AZ) 

Language Use, Language Assessment, 
and Language Policy 

47 

1985 Arizona State University, 
Tempe (AZ) 

Language Policy, Language Assessment, 
Bilingual/ESL Endorsement 

27 

1986 Arizona State University, 
Tempe (AZ) 

Bilingual/Bicultural and ESL Materials 
Development; Tribal History and 
Government 

22 

1987 Arizona State University, 
Tempe (AZ) 

Bilingual/ESL Endorsement 55 

1988 Arizona State University, 
Tempe (AZ) 

Cooperative Learning in Indian 
Education 

82 

1989A Arizona State University, 
Tempe (AZ) 

Building Children’s Literacy Through 
Native Languages 

108 

1989B University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Languages and Literatures of the U.S. 
Southwest 

16 

1990 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Literature, Literacy, and Biliteracy 134 

1991 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Indian Education: Perspective on the 
Past, Planning for the Future 

140 

1992 [No institute held]   
1993 University of Arizona, 

Tucson (AZ) 
Indigenous Languages in a Global 
Perspective – Resources, Research, and 
Renewal  

37 

1994 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Literacy and Literatures in Indigenous 
Languages 

68 

1995 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Tradition in Technology: Weaving the 
Future of Indigenous Languages 

103 

1996 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

The Politics of Indigenous Languages, 
Literatures, and Education: National and 
Grassroots Strategies for Language 
Maintenance 

104 

1997 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Linguistic Diversity and Pluralism: 
Family, Community, and Tribal 
Perspectives 

79 
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Table 23. AILDI chronology (Continued) 
Year Location Theme # of 

Participants 
1998 University of Arizona, 

Tucson (AZ) 
Giving Life to the Language: Personal 
Commitments and Responsibilities 

92 

1999 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

One Voice, Many Voices: Recreating 
Indigenous Language Communities 

70 

2000 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Traditions and Innovations in Indigenous 
Language Teaching 

83 

2001 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Ensuring a Place for Our Languages: 
Linguistic, Social, and Cultural Aspects 
of Indigenous Language Teaching 

66 

2002 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Voices from the Land: Nurturing Our 
Language Traditions 

80 

2003 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Creating New Voices for Our Native 
American Languages 

90 

2004 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Theme: Indigenous Language and 
Education Rights: Past, Present, and 
Future 

82 

2005 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Power and Powerless: Language 
Ideology and Practice in Indigenous 
Communities 

59 

2006 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Gathering Talk: Documenting, 
Describing and Revitalizing Our 
Languages 

70 

2007 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Weaving Indigenous Voices: Telling 
Our Stories 

43 

2008 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

Creating Spaces for Indigenous 
Languages in Everyday Life 

43 

2009 University of Arizona, 
Tucson (AZ) 

30 Year Tradition of Speaking From Our 
Heart 

49 

Note. Galla et al., 2010. 

community in Arizona and a national Indian community college and land grant institution 

in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The themes listed also reflect changes in language 

education and policy in general, as well as particular needs from the community (e.g. 

documentation, technology, etc.). Though the number of enrolled participants is much 

lower than twenty years ago when AILDI first came to the University of Arizona, the 

program still attracts new participants from all across North America and other countries. 

AILDI has made significant contributions in areas of language education, 
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learning, teaching, and research. As we see from the diverse participants listed in the 

section above, AILDI has served as a bridge between Indigenous communities with 

academic institutions. While AILDI was unique and the first of its kind in its beginning 

years, over the years it has inspired and served as a language institute model for sister 

programs that include the Oklahoma Native American Language Development Institute, 

Canadian Indigenous Languages and Literacy Development Institute, and the Northwest 

Indian Language Institute, and so forth. AILDI has also served as a bridge for major 

funding agencies, such as National Science Foundation, National Endowment for the 

Humanities, Documenting Endangered Languages fund, to support local scholarships in 

Indigenous communities to attend AILDI. Additionally, AILDI has created a space for a 

wide range of Indigenous community members involvement in language maintenance, 

education, and renewal to participate in co-authoring relevant legislation, specifically the 

drafting of the Native American Languages Act (NALA) of 1990 (Public Law 101-477), 

which has impacted Indigenous language education as broadly defined. (Galla et al., 

2010). 

Training and praxis. 

A variety of courses, including core foundational courses are offered each 

summer to train participants in the methods and techniques of language teaching, specific 

to Indigenous language communities. Typically, the morning courses focus on linguistics, 

and in these courses participants develop a foundation of their language or the language 

they are working with by understanding the basic components of language: morphology 

(formation of words), syntax (rules that determine how phrases and sentences are 
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formed), and phonology (the study of sound systems). 

The courses in the afternoon are applied or hands-on, in that the participants apply 

their knowledge and skills to develop curriculum, materials, multimedia, and so forth that 

are linguistically and culturally appropriate to their respective communities. Below is a 

sampling of the foundational, as well as specialized courses offered at AILDI. 

• Alternative Spaces for Revitalization: Indigenous Language and Identity in 

Film 

• Curriculum and Instruction in Bilingual and Second Language Settings 

• Documentary Filmmaking for Endangered Language Communities 

• Documenting Indigenous Languages 

• Grant Writing for Indigenous Languages 

• Indigenous Language Policy and Politics 

• Language Maintenance, Preservation and Revitalization 

• Linguistics for Native American Communities 

• Multimedia Technology for Indigenous Language Communities  

• Native American Language Immersion I and II 

• Native Children's Literature in the Classroom 

In addition to enrolling in both a morning and afternoon course, all AILDI 

students are required to participate in microteaching, as an institutional requisite, during 

the last week of the program. Microteaching, an AILDI “hallmark” is an “immersion 

lesson in miniature” demonstrated by participants in which participants integrate concepts 

and ideas from both their morning and afternoon classes in their Indigenous language. 
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English is not used and writing is limited and/or discouraged in microteaching. If 

participants are not speakers of an Indigenous language or are learners and do not feel 

comfortable speaking their language, they may partner with up to two other participants. 

This is an important component of AILDI, which not only promotes the use of 

Indigenous languages, but also allows participants to experience what it is like to speak, 

teach, and learn an Indigenous language.  

Since AILDI attracts students from a multitude of language communities, through 

microteaching participants are also exposed to Indigenous languages other than their 

own. The format of the lesson is two 25-minute sessions (back-to-back), the first of 

which is followed by constructive oral feedback and the second by a written evaluation. 

The audience, whom are comprised of AILDI participants, faculty and staff, changes for 

each microteaching lesson and offers everyone a glimpse of the diverse Indigenous 

languages represented at our annual program. Once microteaching lessons are completed, 

each participant will have presented their lesson twice (as the teacher), and attended a 

minimum of four other microteaching sessions (as a student/audience member). On 

average since 2004, there were approximately 20 Indigenous languages represented each 

summer during microteaching.  

Overall, the microteaching component is a way for participants to experience 

what it is like to be a teacher of, and a learner of, an Indigenous language regardless of 

the participants’ profession. Some of the participants who attend AILDI are teachers by 

profession whose first language is the Indigenous language, so they did not necessarily 

learn the language, but acquired it. Microteaching allows participants to be on the “other 
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side” and to experience what it actually feels like to learn an Indigenous language as a 

second language. This microteaching experience also pushes fluent speakers to think 

closely about learners’ experiences as they design language lessons. Furthermore, it 

empowers non-fluent speakers to share what they know of the language. Oftentimes 

learners of endangered languages are expected to step into the role of the teacher, and in 

fact “may be in a language-teaching situation at the same time he/she is learning” 

(Hinton, Vera & Steele, 2002, p. xv). This is a commonality in endangered language 

communities where there may not be enough fluent speakers to serve as language 

teachers. 

Course: Computer Applications for Indigenous Language Communities 

In the early 2000’s, an introductory technology course was proposed to AILDI 

staff, faculty, and the planning committee and was met with excitement and 

encouragement, as well as hesitation. The topic of technology and Indigenous language 

education and revitalization was an unfamiliar field at that time, and it is still a new and 

emerging field. Two instrumental instructors in support of this technological effort 

included Susan Penfield and Phil Cash Cash. Penfield received a Ph.D. in Linguistic 

Anthropology from the UA and has over thirty years of experience working with 

Indigenous language communities. She is a lecturer in the English Department, affiliate 

faculty with Second Language Acquisition and Teaching (SLAT), Linguistics, Language, 

Reading and Culture (LRC), as well as AILDI. Cash Cash is from a Northwest Indian 

community in the United States and has a primary interest in language documentation, 

preservation and revitalization by means of technology. He is also a doctoral candidate in 
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the joint program in Linguistics and Anthropology.  

Both Penfield and Cash Cash attest that the challenge at that time with the idea of 

offering a class on technology and Indigenous languages was the tension and resistance 

between the most appropriate software, the availability to computers, and accessibility to 

the Internet. Cash Cash remembers that the proven method of language teaching and the 

core of AILDI was immersion. However, since there were many unknowns, “technology 

was not a proven methodology of language teaching” (interview). Penfield also recalled 

having to make a case for the class “because the perception was that there wasn’t good 

access for most communities” (interview). However, in 1997, the Bill and Melinda Gates 

Foundation (BMGF) provided 40,000 computers to 10,000 public libraries that served 

low socioeconomic communities in the United States. And in 2001, the Foundation 

launched the Native American Access to Technology Program (NAATP) for the Native 

communities in New Mexico, as well as the communities in Arizona, Colorado and Utah. 

A “package” of computers, equipment, software, initial onsite training and access to the 

technical assistance for three years were provided to the communities. (Gordon, Dorr, & 

Gordon, 2003; Gordon, Gordon, Moore, & Heuertz, 2003). Because of this funding, 

Penfield and Cash Cash felt that this was an opportune time to offer the technology 

course. 

In 2003, Penfield a received funding from the BMGF to support a collaborative 

project between the Colorado River Indian Tribes (CRIT) and the University of Arizona 

(UA). The goals of the project were: “1) to train CRIT speakers of Mohave and 

Chemehuevi in the use of software and Internet tools which will support preservation and 
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pedagogy related to these languages 2) to use this training episode as a model for training 

others and 3) to disseminate information about technology and training through a course 

at the American Indian Language Development Institute and a web site” (Penfield, Cash 

Cash, Forger, & Salzer, 2003).  

A set of workshops were held at CRIT in Parker, Arizona, followed by a 

workshop at the UA. This later training was a one-day media intensive workshop, 

discussing basic concepts of language revitalization and preservation, as well as 

technology training that would potentially benefit the language community. A total of 

five participants were in attendance that comprised of language speakers and language 

program staff. These workshops were the only insight to what they could expect for the 

inaugural four-week technology course.  

Since the initial pilot technology workshops and while focusing on goal three, 

Penfield and Phil Cash Cash, developed a full-fledged four-week technology course, 

Computer Applications for Indigenous Language Communities, to be offered at AILDI 

2003. There were many unknowns at this point and time. One initial concern was that 

Penfield and Cash Cash did not know how many students would sign up, and what 

technology skills students would bring with them, if any. As far as they both knew, there 

were no other institutes or workshops that were held to train Indigenous peoples in using 

technology for language teaching, besides the pilot workshop that they offered as part of 

the BMGF grant.  

Purpose and goals of the course.  

 Sine then, the course has been offered consecutively for five years from 2003 to 
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2007. Over this period, a total of six technology classes (five introductory courses and 

one advanced course) were offered with seven different instructors (teacher and/or 

assistant), including the research. The advanced technology course was offered in 2005, 

but will not be discussed in this study. Table 24 offers a glance at the instructors of the 

course, as well as the student-to-teacher ratio throughout the years. Instructors have 

included male and female, Native and non-Native, and graduate student and senior 

lecturers. Some of the instructors have taught the course multiple times. Notably, as 

described further below, since the field is so new, multiple former AILDI students have 

also become key instructors in this technology course.  

Table 24. 
Student to teacher ratio 

Year # 
Students 
(approx) 

# of Instructors Ratio Course Description 

2003 20 2: Penfield & 
Cash Cash 

10:1 This course offers a practical introduction to 
concepts and techniques of effective computer 
usage in language teaching. Designed to provide 
an overview of the most widely used types of 
software and Internet-based programs and offers 
“hands-on” experience using select computer 
applications. No sophisticated computer skills are 
required. Open to all who want to understand and 
experience how technology can support 
indigenous language revitalization efforts. 

2004 25 4: Penfield, 
Cash Cash, 
Tucker, & 
Brown 

6.25:1 Same as 2003 

2005 20 3: Penfield, 
Galla, & 
Williams 

6.66:1 This class is for beginners who wish to learn how 
to apply computer-based technology to indigenous 
language teaching. Students will have a ‘hands on’ 
experience in developing multimedia language 
lessons, which incorporate text, audio and graphic 
elements, using both presentation software and 
available open-source language teaching software. 
Students will construct, present, save and take 
home their own multimedia language lesson(s) for 
application within their community. 
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Table 24. Student to teacher ratio (Continued) 
AILDI # 

Students 
(approx) 

# of Instructors Ratio Course Description 

     
2006 15 2: Williams & 

Shadowwalker 
7.5:1 This course offers a practical introduction to 

concepts and techniques of effective computer 
usage for Indigenous language teaching. It has been 
designed to provide an overview of the most widely 
used types of software and Internet-based programs 
and offers “hands-on” experience using select 
computer applications. The focus will be primarily 
on creating multimedia language lessons using 
Microsoft Word, Publisher, PowerPoint and 
Kidspiration software. This class is open to all who 
want to understand and experience how technology 
can support Indigenous language revitalization 
efforts. No sophisticated computer skills are 
required. Meets requirements for methodology. 

2007 11 2: Cash Cash & 
Brown 

5.5:1 This course offers a practical introduction to concepts 
and techniques of effective computer usage for 
Indigenous language teaching. It has been designed to 
provide an overview of the most widely used types of 
software and Internet-based programs and offers 
“hands-on” experience using select computer 
applications. The focus will be primarily on creating 
multimedia language lessons using Microsoft 
Publisher, PowerPoint and MaxAuthor software. This 
class is open to all who want to understand and 
experience how technology can support Indigenous 
language revitalization efforts. No sophisticated 
computer skills are required. Meets requirements for 
methodology. 

 

Just as Indigenous language education overall often demands that instructors 

create their own materials, the teaching of technology use in Indigenous language 

education demanded that instructors develop original texts as well. As an outcome of the 

BMGF grant funding received, Penfield and Cash Cash created a manual “Technology 

Enhanced Language Revitalization” (TELR) which provided four parts: 1) the place of 

technology in language revitalization, 2) computer basics, 3) developing multimedia 

language lessons, and 4) resources. The first edition was published in 2004 (Penfield, 
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Cash Cash, & Roberts), with a second edition in 2006 (Penfield, Cash Cash, Galla, 

Williams, & Shadowwalker). This manual has been used in the technology course as a 

supplemental guide as well as placed on the AILDI website as a free download for 

anyone to download and utilize. 

As seen in the course descriptions above in Table 24, the content over the years 

has remained fairly consistent with minor changes to the particular software and 

programs introduced. As the years progressed, Microsoft Office Education Suite, 

specifically Word (word processing software) and PowerPoint (presentation software) 

have proven to be basic tools used to create language materials and lessons. In the more 

recent years however, the shift has focused from Word to Publisher (desktop publishing 

software). Microsoft Office has been the primary software introduced because it is what 

is often found on home or office computers. Another piece of software that has been 

introduced steadily throughout the five years is Audacity (audio editing and recording 

software). Depending on the instructors, the secondary software varied between 

Kidspiration (a graphical organizer and concept map software for kids), MaxAuthor (a 

free Internet-based multimedia computer aided language learning authoring system), On-

line Learning Environment (OLE) Board (an asynchronous communication tool), and 

Adobe Flash (an animation software). 

As stated in the syllabus, the purpose of the Computer Applications for 

Indigenous Language Communities course is “to aid AILDI participants in understanding 

the core concepts of multimedia technology and to build an effective knowledge-base 

from which they can draw from and utilize for their own personal, community, or 
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classroom language revitalization goals” (Penfield & Cash Cash, 2004). Additionally, 

Penfield stated that the goals or intended outcomes of the course were to allow people to 

develop and envision what  

technology might offer in the way of language teaching and how it might be a 

support particularly for smaller language communities, where you don’t have as 

many teachers. Think[ing] about ways of crafting lessons of some kind on the 

computer. The second thing was thinking of the level of the students and we 

rightfully assume that we would have some beginning students, so we were 

looking for programs that would be really straight forward and manageable and 

easy to learn (interview).  

Technology training at AILDI. 

Penfield and Cash Cash both taught the course three times, but only co-taught 

together for the first two years, 2003 and 2004. The youngest participant who enrolled in 

the course was just out of high school at 17 years old, and the eldest was 70 years of age, 

with a range of experience and computer skills. The majority of the participants were 

introductory and basic level students who had little or no experience using computers. 

However, for those who had a greater skill level, Cash Cash remembered it being difficult 

to keep the more advanced users engaged and “as excited as much as the introductory 

students who had no experience. We were up in the air with how to help the more 

advanced students. I think a number of people just solved it by developing very creative 

projects” (interview). Typically the younger students had some technology experience, 

while the eldest students had none, but this was not always the case. Because of the 
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varied skills and age range, multiple types of instruction were used, including directed, 

hands-on, one-on-one instruction, lectures, as well as guest lectures. Guest presenters 

would frequent the class to share the latest and newest technology that was developed at 

the University of Arizona.  

As an AILDI course, instructors were required to relate the course content to 

Indigenous language education broadly defined. Cash Cash relayed to the students “how 

to conceptualize content in both the technological perspective and learning perspective” 

(interview). A lot of it, he recalls, had to do with the basic presentation of the language 

lesson, with a language input and an associated language meaning or target. This link 

would be facilitated by a visual, audio, or textual component. Students differed in how 

they presented their content according to their skill level and their teaching practices. 

Some were more direct, while others took a more creative approach. Penfield adds that in 

the four-week course,  

there was so much attention to just mastering the basic skills. As far as making it 

and putting into a context, this was something we could have done more of. I 

know we had discussions about that and we talked about in our classes: what 

would be the situation at home (i.e. access issues), who might [benefit from these 

tools], what kind of lessons would we be creating, for what age group [would this 

be for], who might be using it. And the goal was always something they could 

take home and use. So we always stressed, take a hard look at the situation at 

home and what piece of this can you fit into what you’re already doing and some 

people did that very well (interview).  
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The types of software and projects that were introduced to students included word 

processing using Microsoft Office, language lessons using Microsoft PowerPoint, 

recording and audio editing using Audacity, opening an e-mail account using Hotmail (a 

free e-mail service offered by Microsoft), photo editing using Adobe Fireworks (formerly 

Macromedia Fireworks) and Adobe Photoshop, and language packages developed by the 

University of Arizona using MaxAuthor and the OLE Board. 

Software and programs that proved to be successful in the creation of 
multimedia language lessons. 

Microsoft Word was introduced as a word processing tool for those who were 

basic users of technology. The first assignment was an autobiography that was created in 

Word, with the inclusion of graphic images. Students also learned about font issues, as 

many of the diacritics were inserted via “insert symbol” feature. Others used fonts that 

were specific to their language community, such as the Navajo Times New Roman font. 

This allowed users to type the Navajo language, however this often required a customized 

keyboard layout that allowed the user to type using the standard QWERTY keyboard. 

The assignment was a success as everyone had basic typing skills, which was a plus for 

the instructors. 

Microsoft PowerPoint was introduced the first week of class and served as the 

main component of the course. The instructors demonstrated what a language lesson 

could look like in PowerPoint, since most of the students who used PowerPoint, used it as 

a presentation tool. One feature that caught students' and my attention in particular, was 

the custom animation feature that allowed you to control the movement of an object. But, 

before designing the language lesson, students were required to write up a lesson plan. 
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This exercise helped students brainstorm and visualize how they would deliver the 

content in an engaging, yet structured way by using PowerPoint.  

It was from this moment forward that I became interested in field of technology 

and Indigenous language revitalization. Students caught on to PowerPoint and completed 

multiple language lessons that included, the alphabet, animals, numbers, phrases, songs, 

stories, and so forth. Penfield remembers it as “one of the easiest things for anybody to 

learn as a starter, even easier than Word in some ways. So, we focused on that more than 

anything. Audacity was easy as well once they figured it out as well” (interview).  

The most practical element of the course to Cash Cash was audio recording. 

However, “it was quite a challenge internally to get a classroom equipped with 

microphones and recording capacity in the classroom. Fortunately for us there was a 

room here for testing of foreign languages that used audio as a component of their test” 

(interview) and this was the room that was used during the first two years. They found 

software that was “freely available, easy to use, with an interface that was visually 

simple” (interview) called Audacity. Cash Cash recalls an elder saying to him that she 

was able to use Audacity because the buttons were large and she was able to see them 

clearly.  

Penfield & Cash Cash introduced an array of software and programs, giving each 

of their students an opportunity to choose what they were most comfortable with and with 

what worked best for their needs. The technologies mentioned above were the tools of 

choice that were commonly used to assist in the development of multimedia lessons. On 

the other hand, there were indeed also software and programs that did not appeal to some 
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of the students, which are discussed in the following section. 

Software and programs introduced that were not adopted by participants. 

Hotmail (a free email service) was introduced at the beginning of the course the 

first few years the course was offered. The idea behind this was that it would be a great 

way for the instructors and students to keep in touch during class, if anything had come 

up, as well as to remain in contact once AILDI was over. However there were many 

AILDI students who just did not want to communicate by e-mail, or keep in contact this 

way. Other issues that arose were forgetting usernames, as well as passwords. This has 

changed in later classes, and if we look at the more recent participants, a majority, if not 

all have students, have at least one or more e-mail addresses. This change may be due to 

e-mail becoming a normal mode of communication, as well as a requirement for school 

and work, thus resulting in multiple e-mail accounts.  

As a supplement to Word and PowerPoint, Adobe Fireworks (graphics editor 

primarily for websites) and Photoshop (image editing software) were introduced for users 

with a basic knowledge of technology so that they could edit photos and images to be 

inserted and used in their projects or language lessons. Since it required a foundational 

basis of technology, not many students used these products. Other features in PowerPoint 

and Word sufficed for some students who wanted to do minor edits to images. 

Other programs such as MaxAuthor were introduced to the students in the class 

because it was software that was developed by the University of Arizona Computer 

Aided Language Instruction Group (UACALI). MaxAuthor allows the author to create 

language instruction courseware. Once the lesson is authored with text and audio, the 
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learner is able to use MaxBrowser, Listening Dictation, Pronunciation, Vocabulary 

Completion, and Audio Flashcards without further customization. Additional 

information, such as multiple choice questions and multimedia footnotes can be added to 

provide the learners with a more interactive experience with the lesson (University of 

Arizona Computer Aided Language Instruction Group, n.d.). As noted by Penfield, 

It [MaxAuthor] was designed for languages that were off the beaten path didn’t 

that have a lot of other instructional support. It allowed speakers of less 

commonly taught languages to develop their own lessons in the absences of a lot 

of developed curriculum. … It wasn’t easy but it was already tailored in many 

ways for the kinds of things that we might need. So it was good that way. 

(interview) 

Though less than a handful of students really took to MaxAuthor, a surprise was that 

those that were interested were older students. 

Another program that was introduced was the OLE Board, which was also created 

by a team from the University of Arizona. Penfield and Cash Cash also experimented 

with WIMBA, a French software that allowed text and audio to be put on-line. Penfield 

recalls that the software “doesn’t seem so remarkable these days, but it was really new [at 

that time]” (interview). After reviewing WIMBA, the team decided that they could do 

better and developed the OLE Board instead. Tracy Williams, an AILDI student who will 

be discussed in the second case study below, developed a multimedia lesson using this 

asynchronous communication tool and demonstrated how she was able to use this for her 

language community. 
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One of the challenges students experienced with the software above was that the 

programs were not as user friendly to basic users of technology. MaxAuthor and the OLE 

board required more of a time commitment to create a completed language lesson than 

PowerPoint. These programs also did not allow for much creativity and much flexibility 

during AILDI 2004 and 2005, as these tools were a work in progress. Though some were 

interested in these tools, their interest soon dissipated.  

Penfield and Cash Cash, who taught for a total of three years each, shared 

candidly of their experiences of implementing this technology course. The goal of the 

course was to inform students of their options in terms of technology, introducing them to 

programs, free and proprietary, that could have a benefit to their language community. 

Students were provided time to “test” the software, given the short period of time, to 

determine what would work best for the student and their language community. 

Instructors primarily chose software based on usability and accessibility, and also what 

they thought would be of interest to the students at that time. As we will see in the cases 

of three individual students in the second half of this chapter, each student brought with 

them various language and technology skills, but choose software and programs that 

suited their individual and community needs. Their insight provides a context to the case 

studies that is presented in the next section.  

Case Studies 

Each of the following participants attended the program at least once from 

Summer 2003 through Summer 2007. Each of the participants provided me with 

permission to use their real names for the purpose of these case studies. By considering 
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their experiences at AILDI, specifically their involvement with the technology course, 

Computer Applications for Indigenous Language Communities, we can see how and what 

they learned at AILDI, specifically in the technology course and what tools were 

successful in the implementation of language lessons at that time. In this section, each of 

the students will be introduced according to when they enrolled in the technology course 

along with a background of the language community they are each affiliated with, 

including a brief snapshot of their technology training received at AILDI. Later in the 

chapter, information will be provided as to how two of these students and myself became 

instructors of the technology course, and how each of the students are using their 

technological skills to document, preserve, revitalize and maintain their Indigenous 

languages. 

Depree Shadowwalker: AILDI 2003, the inaugural year of Computer 
Applications for Indigenous Language Communities 

Diane Shadowwalker, in her 40s, is from an Athabaskan language community in 

New Mexico. Though her family members are Native speakers of an Athabaskan 

language and Spanish, Shadowwalker is a second language learner of her community. In 

2000, the population of the community was 1,233, of which 63.02% (N=777) reported 

their language use as English only, while the remaining 36.98% (N=456) reported 

speaking another language other than English (US Census, 2000).  

Shadowwalker received a Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts (BFA) from the 

University of New Mexico and a Master’s in Education with an emphasis on Learning 

Technologies from New Mexico State University. She is also the founder and web 

designer of a heritage language website that provides support to Indigenous language 
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communities who want to implement multimedia technologies for language preservation, 

revitalization and maintenance.  

Shadowwalker first attended AILDI at the University of Arizona in 2002 with the 

intention of learning how to revive the language and culture in her community. She 

returned for a second summer in 2003 as a non-degree seeking graduate student, in which 

she enrolled in the technology course Computer Applications for Indigenous Language 

Communities. In fall 2003, Shadowwalker began her first semester in the doctoral 

program in the Department of Language, Reading and Culture (now referred to as the 

Department of Teaching, Learning, and Sociocultural Studies, [TLSS]) at the University 

of Arizona. She attended AILDI once again in 2004 as a student and in 2006; she was co-

instructor of the technology course. As of 2010, she was a doctoral candidate in TLSS. 

Since the 90s, Shadowwalker has been involved in creating multimedia language 

materials. But her experience with the greater community and their reaction towards 

technology was not all that welcoming. “Talk about backlash from the Native 

community. Everybody was against recording. Nobody wanted anything to do with 

technology in general” (interview). It was not until three or four years later after 

attending AILDI 2003 that the Native community, in general, became interested in 

learning about multimedia technology. “I started seeing more recordings. Not only audio 

recorders, but video recorders and cameras started showing up more. … It’s amazing the 

transformation that happened in the Native community” (interview). 

Technology training at AILDI. 

Shadowwalker attended AILDI for a second time in 2003 and enrolled in the 
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inaugural year the technology course was offered. Since Shadowwalker was already an 

expert in educational technologies, networking, and infrastructure, she knew most, if not 

all the technologies, including Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Audacity, Flash, and so 

forth that were introduced. If it was an unfamiliar program, Shadowwalker was able to 

learn it right away. The class was made up of approximately 20 students with a teaching 

team of two instructors. The diversity of this teaching team consisted of a female lecturer 

and one Native male graduate student. Classes were held daily in the Multimedia 

Learning Lab for three hours and 30 minutes per weekday from June 9 – July 3, 2003. 

The pedagogical format relied primarily on directed, hands-on, one-on-one instruction, 

trial and error, as well as some lecture. Guest presenters would frequent the class to share 

the latest and newest technology that was developed at the University of Arizona.  

“[The technology course] affirmed my use of technology since I was already 
using it.” 

Much of what was introduced in the course was “old news” to Shadowwalker. 

However, she did appreciate the introduction and overview of many software programs 

and the instructor’s demonstration on how each could be used to create and develop 

materials for language learning. Additionally, she valued the time that the instructors 

provided to students to work on their projects. This was invaluable since most of the 

participants did not have laptops or a desktop computer with them, and none of the 

university computer labs remained open past 5:00 p.m. 

“[The technology course] affirmed my use of technology since I was already 

using it. The class helped my community open their eyes to using technology because it 

was not just one person (me) asking them to use this medium for language learning and 
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revitalization” (interview). One of the things she appreciated about the class was that the 

instructors did not only train participants to know how to use the technology, but they 

explained and showed examples on how these lessons would look and how it would 

potentially benefit the user. “They showed examples about how you could have the kids 

sit down and go through a PowerPoint to learn how to say words and they could just 

repeat the words over and over again. Or they could tell a story and have them just listen 

to the audio recording of the story or song” (interview).  

A unique component, and the most interesting of the class, was that the students 

were able to go into a professional sound room in the Computer Center building, where 

the class was held, and use that area to do high quality and professional recordings. Since 

the students were enrolled in at least one course at the University, they were able to use 

this room at no cost. Students played their instruments, sang songs, and retold stories in 

the language. Shadowwalker described how some of these moments were very special, 

moving, and powerful, as some of these songs were not sung for over one hundred years. 

Actually the songs were really the most interesting aspect of technology 

adventures we did because some of us got to go into the sound room over in 

CCIT. I heard someone sing a song that hadn’t been sung for centuries and you 

could just see her in the canyon of where she came from. She told us the meaning 

of the song later, and mentioned that it was one of the songs that was recently 

revived and had not been shared with many people. (interview) 

The student who sang this song in the sound booth later walked away with the 

song recording on a CD. Shadowwalker remembers that many people at AILDI that 
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summer “wanted to record their knowledge in someway or another so that people could 

have access to that in their community” (interview). But, many were still hesitant in using 

technology because they did not want their language, stories, songs, and knowledge to be 

“frozen and preserved” and did not want their intellectual property to be accessed by just 

about anyone. They wanted to have control over what was distributed and to whom it was 

available or accessible.  

 “It didn’t work when they got back home.”  

As previously mentioned, Shadowwalker already knew most of the software 

programs and/or technology that was introduced in the class. Students were taught how to 

create language lessons in Microsoft PowerPoint, audio record and edit using Audacity, 

and how to design web pages using Microsoft FrontPage. A new program that she did not 

learn about prior to attending this course was MaxAuthor, which Shadowwalker did not 

like. Although there was an assessment component, which she appreciated, she thought it 

was difficult to compose lessons, time consuming, and the interface at that time was text 

oriented, which she felt would not engage learners. Shadowwalker’s cousin, a teacher and 

a participant in the technology course with her was one of the few who took to the 

program. She created lessons and recordings using MaxAuthor, and had someone from 

the university familiar with MaxAuthor help her to clean the files so that the lessons 

would run smoother and function the way she wanted it to. However, it took 

approximately a year and a half until she had heard back about her lessons and by that 

time, she had lost interest in the program.  

In particular, PowerPoint was the program of choice because it allowed for a 
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creative and interactive lesson that was in complete control of the user. However, a 

common frustration that Shadowwalker recognized from participants after leaving AILDI 

was that many expressed that they could not use any of the files they created when they 

returned home to their community.  

Well, I do want to let you know that one of the reasons PowerPoint fell out of 

favoritism at AILDI was because when people got their recordings, they didn’t 

realize they had to save the audio files within the same folder as the PowerPoint. 

So when they returned the year after, they were very disheartened and leery about 

using technology because it didn’t work when they got back home. (interview) 

Issues such as these are a common occurrence in PowerPoint, especially when an 

external audio editor (e.g. Audacity) or sound file (e.g. from the Internet) is used in the 

lesson. If all recordings were done through the built-in feature of PowerPoint, then the 

issue would not be relevant. However, the sound files and the quality is much better if an 

audio editor, such as Audacity, is used. There is now a “Pack and Go” feature that 

packages the PowerPoint presentation and all files associated with it, audio, video, 

graphics, and so forth. A quick and easy solution to this is to create one folder for each 

new PowerPoint file and place any file associated with it in this same folder.  

Another challenge was that many of the students did not have the appropriate 

software to view their files when they returned to their home or community. For example, 

students found through trial and error that they were required to download PowerPoint 

viewer to see their files. Downloading this viewer allowed them to display their lesson, 

but did not allow them to create or edit their existing files. If they wanted to create and 
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edit files, the student would need to purchase Microsoft PowerPoint. 

Shadowwalker came in with prior knowledge and advanced skills using 

computers and various software applications, this technology course confirmed what she 

believed would be beneficial to language learners and her community. Though one of the 

constraints she shared regarding accessibility and availability of software programs is a 

continuous challenge that courses like these face. Without a pre-survey, it is difficult to 

match up programs used in training with software that are readily available at home or in 

their communities. This issue will resurface in the next chapter, as it is important for 

Indigenous language institutes who provide training to be cognizant of factors that inhibit 

participants’ success upon their return home.  

Kim Matheson: Leaving her family, work, and community for a month to 
attend AILDI 2004. 

Kim Matheson, in her 30s, is the Language Program Manager in the Culture 

Department at a Salish tribal community in Idaho. Although she is not a member of this 

particular tribe, her husband and two sons are members of the community, while she is a 

member of another nearby Salish tribal community. Collectively, her family is learning 

the language as a second language and has varied levels of fluency. Though Mathis has 

worked for the language program since 1998, she is still learning the language. She 

develops a variety of language teaching materials, and currently teaches a community 

language class that meets once per week, with students ranging from 5 to 60 years of age.  

In 2001, Matheson started a project involving the five remaining elder speakers in 

the community. These elders recalled that they grew up at a time when the language was 

still in the home, but declining at a rapid rate. Two of these elders have since passed 
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away. As of 2010, she continues to work with the remaining three elders, two of whom 

are regular participants and are 86 and 92 years old. The third elder, who does not 

frequent the meetings often, is in her mid 80s. “And those are all the Elders who grew up 

speaking the language. There’s no more.”  

Matheson heard about AILDI from a linguist working in the community who 

encouraged her to travel to Tucson. She attended AILDI for the first time in 2004 and 

remembered it being “really difficult to leave for a whole month” and it being “really 

tough to come down [to AILDI] for the first time.” However, once she arrived at AILDI 

and attended classes, she enjoyed her experience in Tucson and attended AILDI for a 

second time in 2009 under a National Science Foundation grant that focused on language 

documentation.  

Her broader reflection about the benefit of engaging with new technologies is 

captured in the following quote.  

To me, I think it [technology] kind of grasps their attention. Some people are 

more TV oriented. I think that people are more used to seeing that. Some of the 

tribes sometimes talk about technology and how some people don’t like it used 

with the language. But it’s different in my community. I haven’t heard anybody 

complain and say, ‘oh, they are just using technology too much. In fact, the elders 

I work with seem to enjoy seeing the things we create. (interview) 

This quote supports what emerged from the survey data, in that technology is seen 

as a tool that is used to engage learners of the language, regardless of the age range. 

Though, it is also common due to the digital divide that elders may be hesitant to using 
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technology, more and more community members are open and reconsidering how 

technology can supplement the language. 

Technology training at AILDI. 

Matheson was a classmate of the research in the technology course in 2004 and 

was an advanced user of technology prior to her enrollment in AILDI. She knew the 

foundational basics of technology, including Microsoft Word and PowerPoint, unlike 

others in the class who were very new to the computer. The class was made up of 

approximately 25 students with a teaching team of four instructors. The diversity of this 

teaching team consisted of a female lecturer, one male graduate student, and two Native 

male graduate students. Classes were held daily in either the Humanities Computer 

Laboratory or the Multimedia Learning Lab for 3 hours and 30 minutes per weekday 

from June 7 – July 12, 2004. The pedagogical format relied primarily on directed, hands-

on, one-on-one instruction, trial and error, as well as some lectures. Guest presenters 

would frequent the class to share the latest and newest technology that was developed at 

the University of Arizona.  

“It helped me to see how other tribes are embracing and using technology.”  

Though Matheson was introduced to Microsoft PowerPoint prior to her arrival at 

AILDI, she expressed that the course was a supplement to what she had already learned. 

“I was using PowerPoint before I went to this class and so I sort of saw it as more of 

developing what I already knew” (interview). She indicated that she was able to gather 

new ideas just by seeing how the instructors, as well as her classmates were using 

technology for language work and education.  
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Probably one of the things that helped was seeing how other tribes are embracing 

technology, using technology, and being excited about using PowerPoint, or any 

kinds of technology. Because it’s really easy to hear community members that say 

‘I only want to hear it [the language] spoken. Don’t write it.’ A lot of that kind of 

stuff just brings you down. … But, just being around other tribes and seeing that 

not everybody thinks that way. It just helps me see other people accepting 

different things. (interview) 

She shared that the most important and influential program in her work of language 

documentation and revitalization was Audacity, a “free, open source software for 

recording and editing sounds” (Audacity, 2010).  

The Audacity program was a HUGE benefit that was only a little part of the 

course content. I think they [the instructors] went over it for maybe an hour or so 

and mentioned how to download it for free off the Internet. Either while I was at 

AILDI or shortly after returning home, I started using it and loved it! I still use it 

today as my audio editing software. (e-mail) 

In addition to PowerPoint, a variety of other software programs were introduced 

to the class, which allowed the students to pick and choose what technologies worked 

best for them. Typically, a brief overview of what the program was designed for, a quick 

lesson on how to navigate through the program, and how to design lessons were provided 

in one class session. The real learning by the student came as they “tested” the programs 

and learned by trial and error. “Actually working a little bit on the various programs, 

testing them out, and seeing what worked [and didn’t work] was good. Just getting a little 
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bit into them, enough to learn the basics and experiment around [was helpful]” (e-mail). 

“It was another thing I had to learn.” 

A software program that was introduced and unfamiliar to Matheson was 

MaxAuthor. “We learned MaxAuthor for one day or something like that and thought it 

was really cool” (interview). Although this software did interest Matheson, she indicated 

that this was one of the tools she was not able to utilize.  

I wanted to look into that but that’s one of the things that I listed that didn’t work. 

It wasn’t that it didn’t work because there were problems with the software or 

anything like that. It just didn’t work for me because it was another thing I had to 

learn. And I just didn’t have time to do it. … I must have gotten busy on another 

project and never got to do anything with it. (interview) 

Though Matheson was familiar with many of the applications that were 

introduced in the course, the course affirmed her use of technology for language 

revitalization. She learned features of PowerPoint that were unknown to her prior, as well 

as recording using free software, Audacity. More importantly, she was able to learn from 

her peers and see how they each interwove technology into their language lessons. It is 

this “show and tell” piece that has sparked great ideas and multimedia language lessons, 

which is an asset to this course.  

Ye’shatst^slaha·wi/Tracy Williams: Learning her language via multimedia 
at AILDI 2004. 

 Ye’shatst^slaha·wi/Tracy Williams, in her 30s, is from an Iroquoian language 

community in Wisconsin. Williams received an Associate of Arts in tribal management 

from Haskell Indian Nations University, a Bachelor of Arts in linguistics from the 
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University of Kansas, and a Master of Arts in Native American linguistics from the 

University of Arizona. She is the Director of the Language Revitalization Program for her 

community. She served as a student intern and as Director-Trainee before assuming her 

current position. She is a second language adult learner of her Native Iroquoian language 

and has been working with the language since 1996. 

In 1999 it was estimated that there were between 20 and 25 speakers of Williams’ 

Native language in her community (Williams, 2006). Looking at the current situation of 

the language in 2010, Williams estimates that there are “less than ten fluent speakers in 

our community who have the language as their first language and who are bilingual. 

There is no one there that just speaks [the language] or doesn’t know English. Everybody 

speaks English” (Interview). Of the fluent speakers remaining, all are in their late 80s or 

older at the time of this writing. Williams works with three of these women elders, whose 

ages are 90, 95 and 99, all of whom continue to work with the language. Her community 

was converted to Christianity in the traditional homelands prior to their removal to 

Wisconsin. Most of their traditional ways were no longer practiced, but the language 

survived. “That’s kind of a miracle that people are still even speaking [the language].” 

Williams first attended AILDI in 1998, as an undergraduate student from 

University of Kansas’ McNair Scholar program. In addition to attending AILDI as a 

student, she was also the AILDI graduate assistant and co-instructor for the technology 

course Computer Applications for Indigenous Language Communities. Though Williams 

is back in her community working full-time, at the time of this writing, she is also a 

doctoral student in the Department of Teaching, Learning and Sociocultural Studies at the 
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University of Arizona. 

Technology training at AILDI. 

Williams was a classmate of mine in the technology course in 2004 and was an 

advanced user of technology prior to her enrollment in AILDI. She knew the foundational 

basics of technology, including Microsoft Word and PowerPoint, and other programs 

developed by the University of Arizona, such as the OLE Board. The class was made up 

of approximately 25 students with a teaching team of four instructors. The diversity of 

this teaching team consisted of a female lecturer, one male graduate student, and two 

Native male graduate students. Classes were held daily in either the Humanities 

Computer Laboratory or the Multimedia Learning Lab for three hours and 30 minutes per 

weekday from June 7 – July 12, 2004. The pedagogical format relied primarily on 

directed, hands-on, one-one-one instruction, trial and error, as well as some lecture. Guest 

presenters would frequent the class to share the latest and newest technology that was 

developed at the University of Arizona.  

“I enjoyed working with this technology and I think it is very promising.” 

Williams remembers the course starting off as being very basic. The first 

assignment was an autobiography using Microsoft Word, which was then placed on the 

course website. The next several programs introduced were Microsoft PowerPoint, 

MaxAuthor, Audacity, and the OLE Board. Williams and another student in the Second 

Language Acquisition and Teaching (SLAT) department designed a language lesson 

using the OLE Board, which included text, audio and video clips. They both 

demonstrated this in the technology course.  
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I enjoyed working with this technology and I think it is very promising. I will use 

it as a supplement or support for language immersion lessons. One of the main 

reasons I like it so much is that the student can hear and see language lessons as 

many times as they want or need and, as the instructor, I can develop lessons that 

pertain to my student’s needs. (interview) 

“I don’t know if they still use them.” 

Though Williams already knew the fundamental basics of Microsoft PowerPoint, 

using PowerPoint to create language lessons was instrumental to her. “I didn’t realize you 

could use PowerPoint like that. You could put audio in there and basically you could 

almost use it like an animation. You can put movies in there. I didn’t know all that before 

taking the class. I thought it was just for presentations.” She has used these language 

lessons within her family and “They liked it. They thought it was neat. [But] I don’t know 

if they still use them.” Williams’ quote echoes the experiences that many community 

members face when creating and developing materials for language education. From the 

results of the technology survey listed in Chapter 4, many have created multimedia 

language materials. These materials are out in the world today, some freely available on 

the Internet. However, just because there are these language materials out there, it does 

not guarantee that these materials are being used. It is often too common to find 

completed projects collecting dust on a shelf or tucked away in a file cabinet. If the 

products or projects are not being utilized, the technology is not doing its part by 

allowing language to be seen, heard, and experienced in a domain other than the 

traditional. 
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The three participants described above were from various Indigenous 

communities across the United States that all have an invested interest in their language. 

Each entered into the technology course with varied levels of experience as well as skills. 

And interesting fact is that following their enrollment in the course, Williams, 

Shadowwalker and I were asked to co-instruct the technology course, as I will describe 

here. 

Students Becoming Instructors (AILDI 2005 and 2006) 

Following AILDI 2004, I became very interested in learning how Indigenous 

communities are utilizing technology for the purpose of language revitalization and 

education. At this time, there was also some discussion of the possibility of offering an 

advanced technology course the next summer in 2005 by Cash Cash, in addition to 

offering the introductory course by Penfield. Since planning for the “next” AILDI begins 

immediately following the conclusion of the summer program, there was a sense of 

urgency to find instructors who had knowledge of Indigenous languages and the 

integration of technology. The purpose of having co-instructors in 2005, and years 

following, was that many students were still coming on with no knowledge, or very basic 

knowledge of the computer. Having “additional bodies” in the classroom allowed for 

more students to get one-on-one time and attention that they required. Again, this was a 

new and emerging field, with few that would be considered qualified to teach a course 

such as this. Though it was not until Spring 2005 in which Williams and I were asked if 

we would like to co-teach the introductory technology with Penfield. Both immediately 

agreed and so. 
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As former students of this course, we met and discussed with Penfield how we 

could meet the needs of the AILDI students, considering their skill levels and 

accessibility to technology. We revised the syllabus together and though we did not 

choose additional or new software to introduce, we did change the order of software 

presentation to the class. Another resource that we were able to use in the course, was the 

TELR manual that was completed following AILDI 2004, which included contributions 

from many of the AILDI students enrolled in the course. 

AILDI 2005. 

Approximately 20 participants enrolled in the class, with the occasional AILDI 

instructor who wanted to learn how to incorporate technology into their teaching and 

language lessons. Again in that year, the young, as well as the eldest participants all 

varied in skill level and experience with technology, specifically the computer. There 

were several students, one or two years out of high school, that did not have e-mail 

addresses, elder students who had not used a computer, as well as those who knew 

knowledge of some of the basic software that were introduced.  

Williams and I shared some of our prior work that we developed in AILDI 2004, 

in particular a counting lesson and an alphabet lesson, to provide examples to students 

and give them ideas on what they could do. The lessons we shared were to show to 

function and capabilities the software had to offer. We did emphasize that we wanted 

them to create lessons that focused on phrases or sentences, rather than teaching 

vocabulary words in isolation. 

One success story that Williams and I remember is a woman in her early 60’s who 
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had not used a computer before. She would share that she was “scared” that the computer 

would break if she pressed the wrong button. I could also understand the anxiety she felt. 

The first day of class, we covered computer basics and I spent some time with her. She 

held the mouse with both hands, one on top of the other, maneuvering her way through 

the computer. I realized that she had never used a computer, let alone a mouse. To her 

amazement, by the end of the first week, she created a multimedia PowerPoint lesson that 

integrated both audio, text, and graphical images. This woman was an inspiration to many 

students, including myself. By the end of the summer many of our students were able to 

complete multiple language lessons to take back and share with their family, friends, 

teachers, students, and community. 

Williams, Penfield and I co-taught that summer and were impressed with the 

types of multimedia lessons that were produced in such a short time frame. Each of the 

students completed at least one lesson and shared their finished project proudly with the 

rest of their colleagues in class. Though each came in with various skill levels and 

experience with using computer applications, the students all walked away from the class 

learning how to create and develop multimedia language lessons using a handful of 

software programs. The challenges they would face came later when they returned home 

only to deal with issues of accessibility, availability, technical support, training, 

compatibility, and so forth, all of which were constraints expressed by respondents to the 

survey. 

AILDI 2006. 

Following AILDI 2005, Penfield along with Ofelia Zepeda were working on a 
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grant proposal to the National Science Foundation (NSF) that would provide funding for 

students to attend AILDI and enroll in two courses at AILDI 2006. Penfield proposed to 

teach a course, Grant Writing for Indigenous Languages and Cash Cash was proposed to 

teach a Documenting Indigenous Languages course. Because of this anticipated funding 

that would eventually support twenty participants, from 11 Indigenous communities 

across the United States to attend AILDI, the planning committee looked to fill the 

instructor positions of the introductory technology course. That summer I worked as the 

Graduate Assistant for AILDI. Williams and Shadowwalker were chosen as the 

instructors for the technology course for AILDI 2006.  

Though this was Shadowwalker’s first time teaching this particular course, she 

had experience prior holding various technology workshops, including her participation 

as an AILDI technology student back in 2003. Together, Shadowwalker and Williams 

reformatted the class, so that there was an introduction, demonstration, and short activity 

of how to use the software during the first hour of the class, followed by lab time for the 

students to create or develop their multimedia language lessons. The last fifteen minutes 

were reserved for a show and tell of the students’ work and their progress.  

Williams and Shadowwalker introduced new software in 2006, which included 

Publisher, Kidspiration, and Flash. As a guest speaker, I introduced Publisher to the 

technology course, as a way for communities to develop, print and publish their own 

materials. I demonstrated how to use Publisher and also shared a book that I first started 

in a workshop offered by the Indigenous Language Institute in fall 2005. Along with this 

book, I also demonstrated how you could transfer what was created in Publisher to be 
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used in PowerPoint, and vice versa. I shared a digital storybook of the same story in 

PowerPoint, using the same hand drawn photos and text, but also incorporated animation 

as well as audio of the story. I created two versions that allowed the user to read, play, 

and continue on to the next page of the story at their own pace, as well as created an 

automatic version that played through the entire story without interruption. The first 

version seemed to be more appealing because it allowed for the user to repeat as often as 

he/she wanted, as well as to control how quickly they would go through the story. 

Kidspiration was introduced because it was a relatively user-friendly program for 

graphical organization designed for children to use. The program allowed for the 

integration of audio, text, and animation, and was also used as a brainstorming tool. 

Though intended for children (Inspiration is for older students), the participants were able 

to organize their projects and lessons, view it in an outline form or spider web, link and 

move concepts freely around. Williams and Shadowwalker were able to request 

educational trial software, which the students would be able to use for a 30-day period 

when they returned home. Having the software in hand to take home was beneficial, since 

some students who had computers still did not have access to the Internet at home or at 

work. Flash, on the other hand was introduced as an advanced tool for those who were 

experience users of technology. Again, everyone in the class was able to develop at least 

one or more language lessons using their technology of choice. 

Shadowwalker and Williams shared that they felt that they had met the needs of 

most the students but there were two who they felt were left out. One was an elder who 

never had any interaction with the computer, but was open to learn how technology 
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would be able to benefit the language. The second student whose needs were hard to meet 

was a student who came to AILDI with advanced technology skills. The class did not 

challenge the second one enough. Shadowwalker and Williams shared that this was a 

reason for the introduction of Flash, since there were a few advanced users of technology 

in the class.  

As former students who became AILDI instructors, Shadowwalker, Williams and 

I, we were able to contribute our knowledge, experience and skills and assist in ways that 

would strengthen the course, while meeting the needs of the students. The chapter to this 

point describes the experiences of instructors and students experimenting and creating 

new curriculum, materials, and instructors to foster Indigenous language technology and 

language revitalization through an Indigenous summer institute. As we have seen above, 

courses were co-constructed by instructors introducing new software programs to 

students, and students themselves as instructors that tailored courses to meet the needs of 

students from diverse communities, age groups, and technology skill levels. I have also 

seen, through the case studies how this course has reaffirmed their efforts in learning 

technology for language documentation and teaching has reaffirmed their use of 

technology for language learning, teaching and documentation.  

Each of these AILDI students also encountered varied language situations in their 

communities. As we will see in the following section, individuals must also carefully 

consider a range of contextual factors as they put technology to work in their 

communities. Students must consider how to work with remaining speakers and with the 

existing technology that is available to them. Their opportunities for using technology in 
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Indigenous language revitalization efforts also are shaped by factors including language 

and culture, social, economic, environment, and technology, as expressed in the adapted 

technacy model in Chapter 2. Based on these factors, each of these students were 

eventually able to find specific software and programs that would be instrumental to their 

language work as community language activists. The next section concludes with a 

unique opportunity to follow these case study participants and see how they integrated 

their technological skills, knowledge and experience with their ongoing efforts to 

document, teach, and revitalize endangered languages. 

Implementation of Technology-Based Projects: What Have They Done Since? 

Matheson’s implementation of technology-based projects. 

Since Matheson was involved in some language and technology work prior to her 

enrollment in the technology class, she had some previous experience implementing with 

technology-based projects. The following is an overview of the ways in which Matheson 

integrated her new technology skills from AILDI into an ongoing project digitizing 

historical recordings. The section also highlights how Matheson used AILDI training to 

digitize audio recordings, develop interactive multimedia language lessons, and language 

videos.  

Digitization of recordings: “It’s available to us some day when we have time.” 

In the 1980s, there was a project in which an elder went around to different 

households to converse in the language with other elders. This historic testimonies 

project produced approximately 200 cassette tapes of history of their language and 

culture. The community received an Administration for Native Americans (ANA) grant, 
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which provided funding to digitize these cassette recordings to CDs. In addition to the 

transfer process, Matheson and the language staff (three total) transcribed as many 

recordings as they could during the funding cycle. During this time, Matheson was at the 

beginning stages of learning the language and so was literally learning the language while 

she was transcribing. She feels this process contributed to her language learning abilities 

today. Many of the recordings have not been used or revisited since then, but she hopes 

that maybe one day she could get to it. “There’s just so many things we do. It’s like we 

go from one project to the next. … It’s available to us some day when we have time” 

(interview). 

As mentioned previously, Matheson organized weekly meetings since 2001 to 

audio and video record elders. The largest group of elders she had in one place at one 

time was five, but since then two have passed on. Of the remaining three elders, two are 

regular attendees at the weekly meetings. Matheson estimates that they have 1,500 hours 

of audio and video recordings.  

There’s a lot of English and an occasional sentence here and there in the 

language. It goes along with the discussion from this morning, where she [the 

presenter] went to get four songs from a relative of hers and he wouldn’t teach her 

the songs right away. She kept on hearing stories of a long time ago. That’s 

exactly what we’ve been experiencing over the years. We’re getting all this 

knowledge in addition to the language. (interview) 

These “diamond in the rough” language occurrences are indeed invaluable since the 

language has diminished at a rapid rate. 
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Two years previous to taking the class, Matheson transitioned from using a 

cassette tape recorder to a digital recorder, and began producing better quality recordings. 

She appreciated the introduction of Audacity because she was able to record directly into 

the computer and “isolate quality recordings through the editing process.” Upon returning 

home, she found out that she was able to take “tape recordings of elders that were on 

cassette tapes and mini-discs and put them into Audacity.” She trained the language 

program staff in Audacity and they have since been using this audio editing software for 

their recordings. Some of these elder recordings are used and distributed in her 

community language class, as well as imported in her pronunciation CDs. 

Interactive multimedia language lessons: “Wow, that’s so cool.” 

In January 2009, Matheson introduced language units and lessons she created 

using Microsoft PowerPoint to her community language class, which allowed for 

multimedia activity. Matheson’s PowerPoint language units were interactive and user 

friendly to the language learner. The first screen of the PowerPoint language unit 

consisted of a main menu with buttons that took the user to specific language lessons 

within the PowerPoint, to another PowerPoint, or to the Internet. For example, there 

would be a button that would take you to vocabulary, conversational sentences, a song, or 

an elder’s story.  

Everything I did for the classes I had a main menu screen. A button would take 

you to the Lord’s Prayer in the language. Audio was there and you could listen to 

it. Then you could go back to the main menu and then I could click on 

vocabulary. It would take you to a vocabulary screen and then you can click on 
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[and hear] the word. (interview) 

Matheson also created digital storybooks with audio and language games in PowerPoint.  

Prior to her arrival at AILDI in 2009, Matheson held a language tournament for 

her community language class using a PowerPoint-based Jeopardy game. After the 

language students played the game, Matheson shared their excitement. “‘Wow, that’s so 

cool.’ But I don’t know if it was specifically the technology [that was cool] or if it was 

just fun to play Jeopardy in the language” (interview). While she does not know what 

specifically engaged the learners, the technology or the game, what is important is that 

they were actively participating in a language experience and environment. The student’s 

acquisition of the language is a complete and separate point from their engagement in the 

lesson, which for many is the first step to get language learners to attend language class. 

“A lot of what I do is PowerPoint and interactive games” (interview). On the 

tribe’s website, there is an interactive game in PowerPoint of a boy in his boxers who 

needs to be dressed. “He has all these clothing items around him and then the computer 

says ‘put his shoes on’ in the language” (interview). The user then needs to find the 

correct item and clicks on it. If the user is correct, the item will be placed on the boy. The 

user continues until the boy if dressed and at the end, he says, “I’m ready now” in the 

language. Some of the PowerPoint lessons have been uploaded to their language 

program’s website for access to tribal members as well as the public. However at this 

current time, they are in the middle of a redesign of the web format and the files or links 

not consistently available.  
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Language videos: “It’s like an Indian YouTube.” 

More recently, Matheson has been involved with approximately five video 

projects. As a recipient of an AILDI fellowship granted from NSF, she was able to attend 

AILDI 2009 and enroll in the course Documentary Filmmaking for Endangered 

Language Communities. Though she had prior experience with film, she again wanted to 

develop her skills and learn how others are using video for language documentation and 

revitalization. The videos she creates are on her language classes, children singing, and so 

forth. Once she edits the videos, she uploads it to RezKast. “It’s like an Indian YouTube” 

(interview) for everyone to see. 

The future: “If there is no one to keep carrying on the stories beyond the 
recordings, that’s solely where they’ll reside.” 

For most of her adult life, Matheson has been involved in language 

documentation, revitalization and education. Her experience varies widely from creating 

interactive language lessons and games in PowerPoint, recording elders stories and their 

cultural history, as well as creating films and videos that capture the language. The case 

above documents what Matheson has taken away from the AILDI technology course, as 

well as offers a view into what AILDI participants face upon returning to their 

communities.  

Matheson knew more than the basic fundamentals of technology upon arriving to 

AILDI in 2004. Though she had prior experience with some of the software programs 

introduced in the class, she did walk away with an invaluable tool that she continues to 

use today, Audacity. It is interesting to think what would have happened if Matheson did 

not learn about Audacity that year. Luckily she did, and was able to convert the cassette 
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recordings to digital files to archive for future generations, and to record directly into the 

computer since then. Much of the work that she continues to do is documentation of their 

elder speakers and offering language classes to the community. There seems to be not 

enough time in her day to do all that she would like and all that she wants to learn. 

I ended each interview with this question, “What does the future hold for 

technology and the Indigenous language community you are affiliated with?” From 

Matheson’s experience, technology is important to her because of the few elders that 

remain in the community.  

The recordings we’ve been doing for 10+ years are the permanent record, and the 

only record we will have of Native speakers of the language unless the situation 

changes in the future when there are other children learning it as their first 

language. The five elders, now down to three, are all over the age of 80 years old. 

To me, the recordings are very precious. (e-mail)  

Once these three elders that we work with pass away, all we’ll have is the 

recordings. I want to make sure that they’re recorded for future generations. If 

anything, [we will] have recordings, but that still doesn’t bring people to actually 

come to the classes and learn. But it’ll [the recordings] be there as a resource for 

the future. (interview)  

Matheson has thousands of hours of audio and video recordings of elders and their 

stories, which she hopes to implement into projects to bring the stories and knowledge 

into the future. “Though if there is no one to keep carrying on the stories beyond the 

recordings, that’s solely where they’ll reside.” 
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The following quote by Matheson shares her perspective and philosophy of 

language and technology.  

You may be able to learn some things in the language by using technology, but it 

shouldn’t replace hearing and speaking in a live conversation with another person. 

I don’t think you can completely learn the language solely by technology. 

Technology alone can’t save a language, people speaking a language is the only 

way to save it. We can archive and document using various formats, but if people 

aren’t speaking the language, it’s not really alive. (e-mail) 

Like Matheson, Williams initially enrolled in the AILDI technology course in 

2004 and serves a language community that is declining at a rapid rate with a few elders 

remaining. Yet, as we will see below, Williams has used an array of multimedia so that 

she is continuously immersed in the language. The following section highlights how 

Williams has used tools she learned at AILDI, as well as additional multimedia software 

for language work, education, documentation, and revitalization in her community.  

Williams’ implementation of technology-based projects. 

Since Williams was involved in some language and technology work prior to her 

enrollment in the technology class, she has been involved on a variety of projects. This 

section provides an overview of the transference of audiocassette recordings to a more 

durable and archival storage, her use of the Phraselator (a translation device) as a tool for 

her language learning, and the use of freeware (software that is free) to create multimedia 

language lessons. 

Digitization of recordings: “It’s the closest thing to talking that we have.” 
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Since enrolling in the technology course in 2004 and returning back to her community as 

the Language Director, she has, on a weekly basis, digitized cassette tapes that were 

previously recorded or tapes that were given to her when she first started language work 

in the 90s to CDs.  

We have tons of recordings, tons of documented texts. I would say that our 

language is preserved that way, but it’s not being spoken and so we’re trying to 

figure out how we can use those resources to become speakers when we don’t 

have exposure to natural conversation or to an elder type teacher that would be 

showing you how to do things while they’re talking to you in the language. 

(interview) 

Williams estimates that there are more than a thousand hours of natural conversation with 

elders, recordings of elders telling stories, and elders reading stories. She shares that the 

stories from the 1930s and 1940s were original texts that were rewritten to reflect their 

current orthography. In the 1960s and 1970s, fluent speakers who were doing language 

work at that time read those stories and were recorded.  

There are over 420 of those recordings. So I don’t know how many hours that 

works out to because sometimes the stories are five minutes long and sometimes 

it’s twenty minutes long. They’re all different lengths. We have a recording of 

this one guy interviewing a lady who was born in 1879 and he did an interview 

with her in the late 1960s. (interview)  

The woman that was interviewed was in her late 80s at that time and shared with 

the man in the language  
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how it was for her when she was growing up, what kind of religious beliefs did 

they had, and she talks about all kinds of things. She talks about people in our 

community that used to know medicines, and what they were used for. She talks 

about the fact that her dad only had daughters and didn’t have any sons. So she 

grew up like a man. She knew how to do all this “man” stuff, like plough, and fix 

stuff and use tools. She talked about the way she used to dress. [She] talked about 

everything. (interview) 

All of these recordings are archived by the Language Archivist. Some of these 

recordings have since been placed on YouTube, as well as the tribe’s language program 

website, which are accessible to the public. However, “if anyone requests anything 

[recordings, documents, etc], the requests are usually fulfilled.” Williams prefers using 

stories for her language education “because everything we need to know about the 

language is in the stories, as far as the syntax, morphology, and phonology and all those 

linguistic aspects and features. It’s the closest thing to talking that we have.”  

Phraselator: “It’s a good tool, but like any tool, you have to use it to benefit 
from it.” 

Another tool that has since been purchased through a grant from the Center for 

Self-Sufficiency is the Phraselator. This handheld translation device was originally 

developed for use by the United States Military and has aided the tactical and 

humanitarian needs of thousands of service personnel in Iraq, Afghanistan and Southeast 

Asia (Voxtec, 2010) and has been marketed to “help save Indigenous languages” 

(Thornton Media, 2009). Four were purchased and Williams and another person received 

training on how to load the language onto this handheld device. The four Pharselators 
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were purchased for use in the language program, HeadStart, childcare and the elementary 

school. “The one [Phraselator] at the language house is being used by the staff for their 

own personal acquisition process” (interview). The other three are most likely not being 

used. Some of the language that is on the Phraselator includes basic vocabulary words 

from numbers 1 to 100, colors, and animal names, as well as a sound practice of the 

language that was recorded in the 60s. She has also included commands, greetings, as 

well as hymns. 

The software that is provided with the Phraselator is called a module builder. This 

software is downloaded on to a PC and allows for language lessons to be created, 

recordings of speakers, and so forth to be transferred to the Phraselator via USB or an SD 

card. The main thing Williams liked about the Phraselator module builder was that she 

was able to load many of the old recordings of elders from the 1960s and 1970s. “They 

could be talking to you, so that’s a really cool tool.” Having this capability allows for the 

elders voices and language to be on the go wherever the language learner goes. However, 

when asked about the effectiveness of the Phraselator, she replied, “It’s a good tool, but 

like any tool, you have to use it to benefit from it” (interview). Again, as expressed in the 

prior case study, just because tools are available or in this case purchased, does not 

necessarily mean that the tool is used, regardless of how much was spent on it. 

Freeware: Creating, playing, and learning in your language 

Recently, Williams and those in her language program have developed language 

material using freeware software called RealeBooks and PurposeGames. RealeBooks 

allows the user to create, publish and print their own books, as well as to share these 
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books via e-mail or share them with others via RealeLibraries. PurposeGames premise is 

to “create, play, and learn” (PurposeGames, 2009). This software allows users to create 

games, share them with anyone, and also play and challenge others. Examples of 

PurposeGames created for Williams’ community are listed on the tribe’s website.  

The future: “Technology is going to play a major, major role in whether I 
become a second language speaker or not.” 

With Williams’ many years of involvement in language work, language learning, 

she views technology as having a significant impact on the future of the language. “It’s 

[technology] playing a huge role, but we are always reminded that it’s a tool and you 

have to use it to get the benefit. And it doesn’t ever replace a speaker, an elder, but pretty 

soon that’s going to be all that we have” (interview). Williams has traveled many times 

across the border to Canada, where there are one hundred speakers of the language, 

though of a different community. Of these speakers, there are approximately one dozen 

who work on the language. 

Since many of the recordings have been digitized, she now listens to elders 

stories, conversations, lessons at home, at work, when she exercises, and so forth.  

It helps me now because I listen to digitized recordings all the time. All the time. I 

have to because I can’t hear the language anywhere else. Unless I go into the 

longhouse” (interview). She feels as though this is her way of immersing herself 

in the resources that are currently available to her and the community. And 

because of this technology, she is able to take her language teachers and elders 

with her wherever she goes. “I would say technology is going to play a major, 

major role in whether I become a second language speaker or not. (interview) 
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For most of her adult life, Williams has been involved in language documentation, 

revitalization and education. Her life’s work and commitment to learning her Native 

language has included spending countless hours with elder teachers, visiting classrooms, 

learning linguistics, learning the language, creating language material, and so forth. Her 

experience with technology ranges from digitizing old cassette recordings to CDs, 

conversion of files to mp3s, creating multimedia language lessons using PowerPoint, 

audio and video recording and editing, and usage of the Rosetta Stone. This narrative 

shares what she has taken away from the AILDI technology course, as well as offers a 

view into what AILDI participants face upon returning to their communities.  

Williams knew more than the basic fundamentals of technology upon arriving to 

AILDI in 2004. Though she had prior experience with some of the software programs 

introduced in the class, she did walk away with the new experience and knowledge of 

tools such as Audacity and PowerPoint. Though Audacity was new to her, PowerPoint 

was not. She learned different features of PowerPoint and learned how to maximize the 

potential of this presentation software to allow for creative, interactive multimedia 

language lessons. Williams continues to use PowerPoint today. Additionally, much of the 

work that she continues to do is documentation of the elder speakers and the digitization 

of the language recordings. Since she is the Language Director, language learner, and a 

doctoral student, she is pulled in many directions and has to manage her time 

accordingly. She continues to make progress in her acquisition of the language and has a 

goal to be near fluent within the next few years. Williams attributes a percentage of her 

language learning to the technological tools that have made the language available to her. 
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“This kind of work is deceiving sometimes because when I’m feeling good about what 

I’ve learned it feels like I’m so close to speaking but then there’s another thing that I 

learn about the language and it makes me feel like I still have so far to go.”  

The next participant shares some characteristics similar to Williams and 

Matheson, but works as a language and technology consultant, as well as is a doctoral 

candidate. Her narrative is a reflection of what she experienced in the class alongside her 

classmates. She is an experienced user of technology whose life passion is to learn her 

language and will share her experience of tools that have proved successful to her and 

those that she has trained. 

Shadowwalker’s implementation of technology-based projects. 

Since Shadowwalker was immersed in educational technology prior to her enrollment in 

the technology class, she has had many experiences of implementing technology-based 

projects. Three in particular is her language and technology website, the training of the 

Indigenous Thinkers Club, and multimedia projects that were sent back to a school in her 

community. 

Mentorship and informal training workshops. 

Shadowwalker first began a language and technology website in the late 90s for 

those who did not have the opportunity of learning their language as a child. The site 

provides language, technology, academic, linguistic, and training resources, as well as 

templates for the public to freely use. Additionally Shadowwalker provides multimedia 

lessons using Flash from various Indigenous communities she has worked with. Though 

these lessons are fairly basic examples of learning numbers or colors, this provides a 
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general idea of what is capable of being created. More sophisticated projects have been 

produced but are not available on her website. 

She has presented her work at various regional, national, and international 

conferences and has held informal workshops for those who are interested in learning 

how to create language lessons using Flash. She does mention that Flash was much easier 

to use when it first came out, but now requires much more skill and some knowledge of 

programming and action script, thus requiring at least an advanced familiarity with 

technology. For the communities or individuals she works with, instead of creating 

language lessons from scratch, she provides a template to begin with so that they can 

have an end product in hand, so to speak without having to learn all the “bells and 

whistles” of the program. Depending on the need, Shadowwalker provides assistance 

with the creation of multimedia language materials, infrastructure, networking, and so 

forth. 

A student organization at the University of Arizona was started in 2005, called 

Indigenous Thinkers to Indigenous Scholars (IT2IS). Primary members of this group 

were Indigenous students who were in the Department of Language, Reading and 

Culture, but have since attracted students from various departments in the College of 

Education, Department of Linguistics, American Indian Studies, and Library Science.  

During one of the semesters, many of the IT2IS members wanted to get training 

on how to create language materials using various programs. Many were second language 

learners who came to the University of Arizona to gain knowledge, experience, and learn 

about tools that would in the end help their language community upon their return. There 
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were less than a handful of technology courses that offered training at the University of 

Arizona, and the group wanted to fill the need for more instruction in the types of 

technology that might be used for Indigenous language revitalization. As requested by the 

group, Shadowwalker offered her mentorship and training on Flash. They met on a 

weekly basis in the Learning Technologies Center. The outcome was several Flash 

animations of stories that were in each of their Indigenous languages. A story that 

Shadowwalker created during this time was the Coyote story.  

Projects sent back to her community. 

Following AILDI 2006, after Shadowwalker completed co-instructing the course 

with Williams, she brought to her community some of the projects she worked on for the 

past year. This included the Coyote story that was created in the IT2IS training, as well as 

a maiden ceremony story that was designed in Microsoft Publisher. Along with these 

completed projects, she provided the school with templates in Flash and PowerPoint so 

that they were able to create their own lessons and books. Shadowwalker reported that 

the teachers were grateful with what Shadowwalker provided them with, yet they 

ultimately did not have time to create new language lessons and did not have someone 

there permanently to assist them if they had questions. This disconnect is a common 

challenge that participants face upon receiving training only to find what they learned, 

developed and produced cannot be used because of various reasons including lack of 

accessibility, availability to computer equipment, time, funding, training, support, and so 

forth. Again, these are some challenges that were highlighted in Chapter 4 as constraints 

to using technology. The ideal outcome would be for the training to support tools that are 
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readily available to the community at large. This however may require utilizing outdated 

software programs and computer equipment, which is all too common in many rural 

Indigenous communities. 

The future: “It [technology] will never take the place of face-to-face 
communication, expertise and real work application.” 

Since Shadowwalker has been involved in technology for over two decades, it is 

no surprise that she supports the usage of multimedia for language learning. She explains 

that children and youth would become interested or be more interested in the language if 

technology were involved.  

I don’t think that they will be interested in it if they are just used in the old, 

paradigm of education where you just feed them stuff and they will grow. I don’t 

think that really works in learning the language. As they say at home, you have to 

be involved in it, you have to go there and use it and be a part of … the frying of 

the bread, the making of the bread, and asking questions and hearing the 

language, so that way it’s active. (interview) 

Shadowwalker’s vision and dream is to create a multimodal, living experience 

environment in which her heritage language and culture are at the forefront. This living 

exhibit will be open year round and will feature language and culture relevant to the time 

of the year and traditions practiced by her people. Shadowwalker says,  

It [technology] has helped me learn and revitalize the efforts in our community, 

but it is limited to the isolated application of learning. Much like reading, it needs 

the medium of transfer (i.e. a computer, book) to convey the language lesson. It 

can strengthen the core development of vocabulary, grammar structure and 
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pronunciation, but it will never take the place of face-to-face communication, 

expertise and real work application. (e-mail)  

Shadowwalker has been a long-time advocate of language revitalization using 

technology as a supplement that will engage learners, as well as youth to carry on the 

culture of their people. Her expertise, background and knowledge of many programs and 

software and her desire to help her community as well as other Indigenous people is 

infectious. However, a challenge that she continues to face is that her technology skills 

have far surpassed many of the community members she wants to help, thereby 

highlighting the challenge of matching technology training, in this case received at a 

university, with language activists who are seeking “on the ground” possibilities for using 

technology for the community’s needs. As you can see from her narrative, she has helped 

her colleagues to train them in software that they each believe would be beneficial to 

their respective communities. 

All of the participants above are in constant balance, negotiating the potential 

benefits of innovative technology, while taking into account their unique language 

situation. While they all have learned new concepts and inventive ways to create 

multimedia language lessons, they ultimately rely on the five essential factors shown in 

the technacy model to determine the contexts in which technology is utilized for language 

revitalization and education.  

Summary  

This chapter highlighted the American Indian Language Development Institute at 

the University and provided a history of the technology course, Computer Applications 
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for Indigenous Language Communities that began in AILDI 2003. Two instructors 

provided the goals and purpose of the course, as well as an overview of what types of 

software were introduced and for what reasons. Following the instructors’ recount of the 

course, three case studies were provided to showcase what they each learned and 

software they utilized during AILDI. The common denominator of all the participants is 

that they all share the same thinking that technology will never replace speakers of the 

language, will not save a language or teach a language, though they all appreciate 

technology for purposes of documentation, efficiency, material development, and a 

supplemental tool. Yet if technology is not utilized, learners will not be able to benefit 

from these materials, raising additional considerations as instructors and Indigenous 

language activists themselves seek to meet the needs of Indigenous learners with different 

previous experiences with technology, from different generations and communities, with 

different opportunities and desires for putting technology to use in endangered language 

communities.  

Above, I provide an overview of how each of the three AILDI students used tools 

as well as projects for the purpose of language revitalization and education, and the 

experiences of AILDI students, including myself, who later become AILDI instructors. 

The case studies revealed that many factors determine whether a tool is implemented. As 

the technacy model suggests, language and culture, social, economic, environmental, and 

technological factors fundamentally control the context and situation in which technology 

is used. Additionally, the multimedia technology training and practice model exposed the 

ways in which training was received and how this preparation shaped the ways in which 
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users of technology think critically about putting technology to work in their community 

setting, again based on the five factors mentioned prior. 

The first two case studies were of students that are active participants in the 

language community with very few remaining speakers. Matheson, though not a 

community member of the tribe she is working for, has committed most of her adult life 

to her husband and children’s community promoting, documenting, and revitalizing the 

Salish language. Williams, on the other hand is the Language Director of the language 

program, as well as a doctoral student at the University of Arizona. Her time is divided 

between her work, her daily language classes and her doctoral studies. Much of her time 

is now spent digitizing the thousands of hours of recordings that have been given to her. 

Her dependence on technology is due to the limited resources that are available to her. 

The last student has been involved in technology, in particular for over two decades and 

has much experience in providing training to develop language material. She is a 

language and technology consultant, as well as a doctoral candidate who offers much 

insight to educational technology resources. 

The overview provided by the AILDI instructors and students in Computer 

Applications for Indigenous Communities offers insight into how this course benefits 

language learners and community members with materials development, while 

challenging the same communities in critically thinking of ways to incorporate 

technology given their situation, resources, and accessibility. However, this course has 

also contributed to the creation of a new generation of scholars in the field, as AILDI 

students with an interest in technology and language revitalization have entered doctoral 
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programs and sought new ways to become Indigenous language activists and scholars. 

The next and final chapter considers implications from this overall study for the 

field of Indigenous language revitalization and technology as a whole, and for other 

Indigenous language institutes who offer technology training. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

This goal of this research has been to provide an understanding of the technology 

training students received at the American Indian Language Development Institute 

(AILDI) from Summer 2003 through Summer 2007, including the types of computer 

applications, and how the technology training was related to language teaching, 

preservation, revitalization, maintenance efforts, and curriculum and material 

development. In addition, this study documented what types of technology have since 

been used and/or implemented upon return to three participant's home, school, and/or 

community, how and why these applications were chosen, how these applications were 

used, and what the plan (or desire) for the future may be. The case studies revealed what 

three participants learned from their technology training they received at AILDI and what 

they are doing with this knowledge now.  

The results of this study contribute not only to the future training and practice at 

AILDI, but to the field of Indigenous language education, revitalization and technology. 

In particular, this research helps us learn about and from successfully implemented 

multimedia technologies that have contributed specifically to Indigenous language 

revitalization, as well as language education, documentation, preservation, and 

maintenance efforts. Each of these case studies provides a contrast in terms of technology 

and multimedia use according to the following: language and cultural, technological, 

social, environmental, and economic factors. 

This chapter provides a summary of the primary findings from the online survey, 

which provided a foundation to this study, followed by a summary of the AILDI case 
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studies. Following will be implications for Indigenous language communities, Indigenous 

language institutes, and Indigenous language education. The chapter closes with 

recommendations for future research. 

Summary of Primary Findings 

Technology and Indigenous language survey. 

The purpose of this survey was to provide a better understanding of the types of 

technologies currently used for language revitalization. A total of 80 participants 

responded and completed the survey, providing this study with a rich dataset. Based on 

respondents’ answers on the optional demographic section, these participants represented 

Indigenous communities across the world. These participants answered a series of 

questions about their use of low-, mid-, and high-technology initiatives, the types of 

media used for language revitalization, how many hours per week these media were used, 

and in what domains these media appeared. The second half of the survey comprised 

open-ended questions, which allowed participants to share their thoughts about the role of 

technology in Indigenous language revitalization.  

Of all levels of technology, the majority of the respondents utilized low-

technology initiatives, followed by mid-technology, and high-technology initiatives 

respectively. The most commonly used media in the low-technology category included 

audio recordings, digital storybooks, and lessons. In the mid-technology level, the most 

popular media utilized were audio media accompanied by texts. Lastly in the high-

technology level, asynchronous communication was the frequently used technology of 

choice. However, when media from all levels were combined, relatively large numbers of 
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respondents used low-technology media, such as CDs, books, audio podcasts, mp3 and 

digital audio files, as well as mid-technology media such as audio recordings in the 

Indigenous language accompanied by a transcript in the Indigenous language for 

language revitalization. However, on the other hand, a few individuals indicated little or 

no use of low-technology media including tape reels, wax cylinders, commercials and 

public service announcements, and similarly with mid-technology media including, voice 

over Internet protocol (VoIP), electronic bulletin board system, Phraselator, Rosetta 

Stone and MaxAuthor. The results included a distribution for low-technology media, 

such that these media were the most used, somewhat used, and least used media. Mid-

technology media were ranked in the middle of the grouping, immediately followed by 

high-technology media. The top three most utilized media products used for language 

revitalization were low-technology mediated products that included CDs, books, and 

audio podcasts, mp3s, and digital files. The majority of the respondents utilized 

technology products less than three hours per week. 

The last survey components and survey data revealed the domains in which 

technology media and products were used. At least a quarter of the respondents indicated 

they use technology initiatives in the home, community, in grades K-12, and in the 

college undergraduate level. Though the distribution was not equivalent throughout the 

various levels of technology, the most common domain in which technology was used, 

was in the home. CDs, books, and audio podcasts, mp3, and digital files were the most 

commonly used products in the low-technology level. The mid-technology level were 

populated with majority using websites, on-line dictionaries, as well as audio recordings 
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in the Indigenous Language accompanied by a transcript in the Indigenous Language. 

And lastly, e-mail, telephone, audio video conferencing, and digital, computer and video 

games were the commonly used products for purposes of Indigenous language 

revitalization in the high-technology level. There were several instances in which 

multiple media products occupied the same domain in a given level. However, the most 

frequently used product in any domain was CDs utilized in the home. Though the 

questions in the survey did not inquire about their language situation and access to 

technology, these factors, as well as others in the technacy model have influenced their 

use of technology in their given communities as we saw in the following section in 

Chapter 4.  

The quantitative data in the first half of Chapter 4 documented an array of 

products used for the purpose of Indigenous language revitalization, and since the survey 

was a first of its kind on an international scale, this allowed me to examine what 

Indigenous communities and language learners have utilized worldwide to aid in their 

language process. Survey participants’ responses to open-ended questions also provided a 

glance into what communities were experiencing in terms of how technology affected 

various aspects of language education. It is these answers that hone in on the factors 

presented in the technacy model and speak to the ways in which technology has 

benefited, constrained, and provided opportunities for Indigenous language communities 

and their language.  

Each participant was asked to share his or her thoughts on technology and its 

relative role in language revitalization.  Their answers revealed the basic functions of 
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technology and Indigenous language revitalization and underscores how technology can 

assist in the preservation of Indigenous languages, material development and 

dissemination, multiple modes of communication and achievement of relevance, 

significance and purpose (Galla, 2009).  

Respondents to the survey provided insight into the benefits and challenges of 

using technology to support Indigenous language documentation and revitalization, as 

well as broader insight into the impacts of technology on Indigenous language 

communities. The first prominent theme that recurred consistently included positive 

functions and supportive roles technology has to offer in terms of Indigenous language 

revitalization. The three sub-themes of this first category included 1) a necessary skill set, 

2) exposure to language in broader domains, and 3) empowerment, ownership, and 

engagement of learners. More than half of the participants, for instance, indicated that 

technology allowed the language to be present in non-traditional domains, such as the 

Internet, therefore making the language more available and accessible to those who want 

to learn the language, and to those separated by distance. It is clear from the supporting 

examples in Chapter 4 that these respondents found contexts in which technology and 

multimedia were appropriate given the five technacy factors used and was successful in 

the implementation, which are supported by the sub-themes listed above. 

Though many more respondents viewed technology as an asset to the language 

revitalization process, there were also areas in which technology was a hindrance. Some 

users of technology, particularly respondents of the on-line survey expressed particular 

concerns, constraints and tensions that they have faced when utilizing technology for 
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language education. Recurring sub-themes highlighted 1) limited resources and 2) limited 

use and availability of technology in Indigenous communities. In some cases, 

communities and schools were not equipped with electricity, therefore inhibiting their use 

of technology. Some of the other respondents that had infrastructure set up for technology 

did not have funding available to purchase computers, equipment, and other peripherals. 

Additionally, those who had funding and technology expressed that the equipment were 

often outdated making it difficult for a group to work collaboratively on a project. 

Another prominent challenge that was presented included the lack of training available to 

implement a project, as well as continued training to see a project through, commonly 

due to the lack of funding resources. 

The final theme revealed how respondents deemed technology to affect language 

education specifically. Multiple respondents viewed technology as: 1) an efficient way to 

create and develop curriculum and language materials, 2) a tool used for archiving, 

documenting, preserving language, and 3) Indigenous language pedagogy. The majority 

of the respondents indicated that technology was used to assist in the curriculum and 

material development for language education. With the assistance of technology, 

Indigenous language communities, instructors and learners were able to create, develop 

and distribute language materials as necessary. This ability also allowed for a free and/or 

low production cost, as well as an inexpensive way to duplicate and distribute language 

materials. However, less than half of these responses alluded to curriculum and material 

development, while other respondents primarily indicated that technology had an impact 

on language education in that it was used to document and teach the language. 
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Chapter 4 provided both qualitative and quantitative data portraying the types of 

technologies and media projects that Indigenous language communities are using, how 

often these technologies are being used, and the domains in which these products are 

being utilized. In addition, the open-ended survey questions allowed respondents to share 

openly how technology has impacted Indigenous language education and revitalization, 

whether it was positive, negative, or neutral, towards the use of technology. The 

overview of AILDI and individual case studies in Chapter 5, in contrast, examined the 

relatively new efforts of university based summer institutes to support the use of new 

technology in Indigenous language documentation and revitalization.  

AILDI technology student case studies. 

Three AILDI student participants who enrolled in the technology course, 

Computer Applications for Indigenous Communities, were chosen to participate in a case 

study to inform instructors, language institutes, such as AILDI, as well as Indigenous 

language communities what was taught and learned in this course, what software 

programs were used, and how these technologies were used. Additionally the case studies 

provided a glimpse into how they are using their skills today for the purpose of 

Indigenous language revitalization and education. 

The first case study was of Depree Shadowwalker. Shadowwalker first attended 

AILDI in 2002 and enrolled in the inaugural year of the technology course in Summer 

2003. Shadowwalker was already an experienced user of computers and technology since 

the early 1990’s. Her enrollment in this course validated what she already knew about 

technology, but also confirmed through others that multimedia was a niche area that was 
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becoming an integral part of language revitalization. Three years later, in 2006, 

Shadowwalker was asked to teach this technology course, along with Tracy Williams 

(another case study participant). She agreed and was able to build off of her student 

experience, as well as introduce new software programs she thought would be beneficial 

and appropriate to the AILDI students. Since the AILDI class, she has continued to work 

as a technology consultant providing language learners and Indigenous communities with 

multimedia tools that will supplement their language learning. She has held both informal 

and formal workshops, as needed to pass and share her knowledge of tools she found 

successful in learning her Native language.  

The second case study participant was Kim Matheson, who was an advanced user 

of technology prior to her enrollment in AILDI in Summer 2004. She knew the 

foundational basics of the computer and had experience with some of the programs that 

were introduced in the AILDI technology course, such as Microsoft Word and 

PowerPoint, as well as had experience audio and video recording elders since 2001. 

Though Matheson had to travel far and be away from her family for an entire month, she 

mentioned that her enrollment in the course helped her to see how other Indigenous 

language communities were embracing and using technology for language education. 

This was an especially significant moment for her because while the community she 

worked with included technology for language documentation and revitalization, there 

were other communities she knew of that were resistant to integrating technology with 

language. The diversity of the class provided her with an array of ideas and also 

recognized that there were other communities who were accepting of the role technology 
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has to offer Indigenous languages. In particular, Matheson benefited from this course 

greatly and upon her return to her office, trained the language staff in learning how to 

record and edit using Audacity, as well as incorporating audio into PowerPoint. She 

continues to use the software to this day and has better audio recordings than she had 

prior to attending AILDI. Though she had prior knowledge of PowerPoint, she was able 

to create a multimedia lesson incorporating audio, text, graphics, and animation, which 

was fairly new to her at the time of her training. Today, Matheson continues to record and 

edit sound files, produce multimedia lessons, and create sound files using programs 

learned at AILDI. 

The third and final case study participant was Ye’shatst^slaha·wi/Tracy Williams, 

who was also an advanced user of technology prior to her enrollment in the AILDI 

technology course in Summer 2004. She knew the foundational basics of technology, 

including Microsoft Word and PowerPoint, and other programs developed by the 

University of Arizona, such as the OLE Board. Two programs that she considered to be 

useful were PowerPoint and the OLE Board. Here appreciation for these programs 

allowed her to create and develop language lessons based on her student’s needs, while 

integrating text, audio, video and graphics. This flexibility greatly influenced her choices 

in utilizing these tools. One year later, when Williams was asked to teach this technology 

course, she was able to build off of her experience as a student who enrolled in this 

course, as well as to introduce new software that would benefit AILDI students at that 

time. In 2006, Williams and Shadowwalker co-taught the technology course and 

introduced newer technologies to the class. Today, Williams is the Director of the 
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Language Revitalization Program for her community and continuously uses technology 

to gain access to her Native language.  

These case studies provided a first glance into what the AILDI technology course 

offered in terms of training, software introduced, as well as what the students walk away 

with. This documentation of this course provides other language institutes, as well as 

language communities with the types of technology used for the purpose of language 

revitalization and education. The products that resulted from the technology course were 

simple multimedia lessons that often integrated both audio and visual text, thus mid-

technology media initiatives. However, some of these lessons allowed for greater 

interactivity for the user, thus resulting in high-technology media initiatives. The skill 

levels in the technology class were varied, however the constant variable throughout the 

course offering was a multimedia product.  

A challenge in technology courses is that instructors need to be cognizant of their 

students’ and their community’s needs. The multimedia tools, projects, or media are only 

as good as their use. Students can create and develop language lessons in a university 

setting using any and all resources available to them, but this opportunity may not be a 

format in which their home community will be able to utilize. Therefore, when offering 

technology training to Indigenous language community members, it is imperative for 

instructors to tailor courses to their students’ and community’s needs, while considering 

their home and community access to technology. 

Factors That Support Multiliteracies and Technacy Education 

Participants of this study, as well as users of technology in Indigenous language 
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communities in general, may not be aware that the decisions they are making to use or 

not use technology are based on factors that support models based on multiliteracies and 

technacy education. The challenges that face Indigenous language communities are the 

factors in which ultimately determine the contexts in which technology and multimedia 

are used.  

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the technacy model consists of five factors: language 

and culture, social, economic, environment, and technology, which all determine the 

context in which multimedia is used. Depending on the goals of the community, 

resources available and necessary, this will ultimately determine whether technology is 

integrated or not. As described in both Chapters 4 and 5, many communities are rapidly 

losing their remaining fluent, elder speakers. This particular factor has pushed language 

activists to document these speakers before they pass on. Oftentimes, this may go against 

the culture’s traditions and values of learning the language through a different mode, 

other than intergenerational language transfer. In Chapter 5, Matheson audio and video 

records the remaining speakers of her community, as she knows that once they are gone, 

their stories, history, knowledge, and so forth, unless they are recorded, they will be lost. 

Social factors that have impacted the use of technology have included the 

distribution of language classes and materials to learners in geographically distant 

locations. As seen in Chapter 4 from the qualitative and quantitative data, participants 

have indicated technology as a benefit that exposes the language in broader domains. 

Some communities have implemented audio-video conferencing to reach their language 

students who are residing, visiting, doing business, or going to school in different parts of 
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the world. This type of high-technology media allows for immediate access to the 

language. In 2005, e-mail was introduced as a tool the instructors believed would be 

beneficial to the class. This however was not the case in 2004, in that at that time, e-mail 

was not a normal mode of communication and accessibility was still a challenge; which 

leads me to the next two factors, economic and environment. 

Accessibility is a primary concern in rural Indigenous communities, thereby 

inhibiting the use of technology for any purpose. Without necessary resources, such as 

funding, this may determine whether a tool is implemented in the community. As 

described in Chapter 4, some communities and schools have no electricity making it 

difficult to implement any type of technology or computer-mediated project or lesson. On 

the other hand, environmental factors have also contributed to the use of multimedia 

during the wintertime where harsh conditions prevent travel. The use of telephones, as 

well as other tools such as audio video conferencing, e-mail, webcams have been used to 

“virtually meet” for language classes or meetings. This innovative use of technologies 

fosters ways to expose community members to technology, thereby leading to the final 

factor, technology. 

Technological factors also influence the contexts when multimedia is used. The 

respondents in Chapter 4 all had access to a computer of some sort, because this was the 

only way they were able to participate in the on-line survey. However, though computer 

equipment may be available, more than one respondent expressed a challenge of 

incompatible equipment and software programs. This makes working on a collaborative 

project even more difficult and daunting, thus having to “work around” the technology, 
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rather than working with the technology. Another concern that challenges the use of 

technology in communities is the lack of training and technical support. Some users of 

technology are from the eldest generations and want to learn how to use computers, but 

there are little or few trainings available. This point was also discussed in 

Shadowwalker’s case study, in which she provided training in Flash to other Indigenous 

language students, since the university setting did not offer similar workshops or training 

as in the AILDI technology class. These are just a few examples that display the use of 

multimedia in a given context using the technacy model framework. The next section 

focuses primarily on the technology training in Chapter 5, while using the multiliteracies 

frame. 

“There is great need not only to advocate technology user skills, but also for the 

diverse study of technology itself to unpack and understand its epistemological structure 

so we may learn it, develop it and teach it effectively, efficiently and appropriately” 

(Seemann, 2007, p. 75). This quote powerfully describes the process and knowledge 

Indigenous users of technology must learn when deciding to use technology in a given 

context. As seen in Chapter 5 we caught a glimpse of what three case study participants 

have worked on since their enrollment in the Computer Applications for Indigenous 

Language Communities. Some of the software programs that were introduced to the 

students in the course were beneficial and used even today, while others were tested only 

to find no use for their language work or community. This process that each student went 

through to determine what tools would work best for their given situation followed the 

multimedia technology training and practice model. 
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The three case study participants, as well as users of technology in Indigenous 

language communities in general, may not be aware that the decisions they make to use 

or not use a technological tool are also based on components of technology training and 

practice. The training and instruction received, along with the progression of the user of 

technology determines what tools are to be used given a specific context. As described in 

Chapter 2, there are three levels of training and practice, which include Level 1) situated 

learning and overt instruction, Level 2) situated practice, and Level 3) critical framing 

and transformed practice.  

In Level 1, students are receiving training and acquiring knowledge of what is 

introduced in the course. This knowledge varies accordingly to each individual, as they 

all enter with varied skill and experience levels. As described in Chapter 5, instructors 

introduced an array of computer software applications in the first few weeks of the 

course, to allow students to familiarize themselves with the tools. During this time 

various methods of instruction were implemented, including overt instruction to provide 

direct training to students. Guided lessons and “walk-throughs” were provided, again so 

that the user was comfortable with navigating the program, creating a simple task, and 

learning the features of the given tool. Although the three case study participants were 

advanced and experienced users of technology, when a new tool or an unknown feature 

was introduced, they all started back at this level. 

Level 2 is a transition period between training and practice. Students are 

immersed in a varied group of community of learners that differ in knowledge, 

experience, background, and so forth. At this point in learning and multimedia 
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technology training, the student must consciously practice what is acquired. This is where 

“testing” and trial and error begins. In the first level, students may be hesitant to take 

risks or venture off the guided lesson or template, but in Level 2, risk taking allows for 

the student to grow and learn from the challenges they face, mistakes that occur, and 

successes that result. With the guidance of instructors or more capable others, students 

can test their knowledge and application of what was acquired in Level 1 (training). It is 

through this hands-on training and experience that a student becomes comfortable with 

the creation process. The students in the technology course were given ample amount of 

lab time to practice, discover, create and play with these tools, though not yet thinking 

about their language situations and the goals of their community. As discussed in Chapter 

5, some of the tools that were introduced were tested, but did not suit their needs, thereby 

moving on to the next software program. Factors that determine this could have been 

usability, interface, time intensive, and so forth. This is an important process for the 

students to go through to determine what tools would be suit their language community. 

In Level 3 (critical practice), students have acquired necessary knowledge (Level 

1) and superficially practiced (Level 2) what was learned without consciously thinking of 

the application and multimedia technology outcome for their given community. It is 

during this level that critical awareness and understanding of knowledge is applied to 

practice. Through this critical process, students determine the multimedia technology that 

would be appropriate to implement in their community. This process, however, occurs at 

the training, but also happens when they return to their community, as was mentioned in 

some of the case study participants. Matheson used Audacity and trained other staff on it 
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because she knew that this tool would benefit the language and her community. On the 

other hand, when Shadowwalker returned to her community with completed multimedia 

lessons, she was met with a challenge to implement these tools in the schools, due to lack 

of time and support. The most important are critical framing and transformed practice, 

which ultimately determine what tools students will use upon return to their homes or 

their communities, but it is the situated practice that allows them to experience, test and 

use the applications freely to determine the best software suitable for their needs and 

goals. It this level of critical practice that students, as well as instructors need to be 

mindful of when conducting a training for Indigenous language communities.  

Examples from respondents to the survey, as well as case study participants have 

supported both the frameworks introduced in Chapter 2. The training that is received is 

practiced and based upon factors of the technacy model and the goals of the community, 

which ultimately determine the context in which multimedia is to be used. 

Recommendations 

I first provide recommendations for Indigenous language communities, followed 

by recommendations for academic and Indigenous language institutes who offer 

technology training.  

For Indigenous language communities. 

First and foremost the intention of this study was to inform Indigenous language 

communities of what types of technologies were used for language revitalization and 

education. Many of the recommendations suggested are in response to challenges 

documented by respondents in their quest to utilize technology. As an advocate of 
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Indigenous language revitalization and education, I have supported the integration of 

technology as a supplemental tool in the language learning process. There are however 

exceptions to this rule that will be discussed as well.  

Community involvement. 

 The first suggestion is to gather the community to have a discussion about the 

language. Having this type of open conversation will compel the community to talk about 

their Indigenous language and whether or not the language is something that they want to 

perpetuate. Calling a meeting such as this will appeal to fluent speakers, elders, learners, 

tribal leaders, language and culture specialists, parents, administrators, youth, and so 

forth. This diversity will foster various perspectives and opinions. One can presume that 

there may not be a consensus in one meeting, but once an agreement is made and if 

language is a priority of the community, the next step would be to determine the goals of 

the community. 

Goals of the community. 

Three goals pertaining to the language should be established: immediate, short 

term and long term goals. In establishing these goals, it is important not to mention 

technology. Technology can assist in attaining these efforts, but should not be the goal 

itself. Some questions and factors listed below will help to determine the goals:  

1. What is the language of vitality and endangerment of your language (using 

UNESCO, 2003)? 

2. What function(s) does the Indigenous language have in your community? 

3. What is the future of the language? 
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Information such as this is crucial and will help in revealing types of language 

methods that would be most appropriate for the given language situation. Answers to all 

these questions will vary according to each unique Indigenous community, however 

question one is an assessment of the language and a starting point as to what the 

immediate goals should be. Additionally, answers to question one will require a 

community effort and a collective community response. If there are a few elder fluent 

speakers remaining, an immediate goal could be to document and video record natural 

conversation. This process is not simple though, as there are a set of protocols that need 

to take place before “jumping” right into documentation, such as permission (elder’s as 

well as family), elder’s health, time, travel, ownership, and so forth. These are just a few 

aspects that will need to be considered. The info gathered from this question will expose 

the vitality and endangerment of the language, which is a necessary component and will 

bring “reality” to the surface. 

The second question asks the community what is the purpose of the language in 

the community. This particular question “tugs at the heart” of elders and speakers, as this 

is their identity and their way of life. However, for younger generations, there is a great 

disconnect between both worlds: their Indigenous community and the Westernized world. 

Youth are not necessarily interested in learning the language because of many reasons 

that may include: their family’s history of attending boarding schools and the punishment 

their family members received when speaking their language, viewing the language as an 

accessory that is something that is revealed at cultural events and ceremonies, 

succumbing to the youth pressure and wanting to “fit-in”, believing that speaking the 
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language has no economic value, and so forth. To some, these are sound reasons for not 

continuing to speak or teach the language, while others may feel that all knowledge is 

stored in the language. Current work summarized in McCarty and Wyman (2009) 

documents the opposite in which many Indigenous youth do express interest and yearning 

to learn their language.  However, youth are also aware of ideological countercurrents 

stigmatizing their languages and often do not have enough opportunities to learn their 

language. Answers to question two will offer how the community views their language. 

Some want to use any means necessary to preserve the language in hopes that future 

generations will be able to learn and grow up in the language, while others may want to 

use the language for ceremonial purposes or learn the language to communicate with the 

elder generations, and so forth. Though a difficult to question to respond to, answering 

this question will assist in determining goals of the community. 

The third question, what is the future of the language, will reveal where the 

community envisions their language in the years to come. Though I do not list a specific 

timeline, having the community articulate how they foresee the language will be a 

contributing factor in establishing their language goals. This question is difficult to 

answer as well for those of us who are language advocates; we do not want to see a 

language disappear. Though many communities will want the same outcome of seeing 

the language flourish in and out of school environments, the truth of it is that some 

languages may no longer exist in the near to immediate future. Because of this a realistic 

and rational answer to this question is necessary to help determine what the goals of the 

community are. 
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Available and necessary resources. 

Once answers to all three questions are determined, the next step is to list the 

resources the community has available and the resources that are necessary to meet each 

of these goals. Some of these resources may include fluent speakers, elders, language 

learners, linguists, multi-generational families, language materials, transportation, 

meeting space/classroom, funding, and so forth. Once all the available and necessary 

resources are listed for immediate, short-term and long-term goals, then the community 

can revisit each goal to determine if technology would be an appropriate resource, tool 

and method to include, to make the process more time-efficient, to distribute the 

materials, to provide language to others separated by distance, and so forth. For example, 

if a long-term goal of the community is to increase speaker fluency, a legitimate question 

is to ask whether the integration and use of technology will lead to fluency. Again, this 

will need to be determined by the community. There are much more appropriate methods 

that will contribute to language learning and fluency, rather than using technology, 

however, in some cases recordings of elders are all they have. 

Technology is a resource, yet it is only as good as its availability, purpose, and 

use. Many communities still do not have adequate support for technology, such as 

computers or the Internet. As mentioned in Chapter 4, some do not have access to 

electricity thereby defeating the purpose of using anything that requires a power source. 

If technology is to support the language goals of the community, there are a slew of other 

resources that are necessary for the success of this implementation. This may include: 
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funding for the execution of the project, infrastructure, maintenance, upgrades, 

troubleshooting, repairs, technical support; qualified specialists in technology, language, 

culture, teaching, and revitalization; training on how to use the equipment and software 

programs. The importance here is to determine what the language goals are of the 

community, and then see how technology can assist, if at all possible. At times 

technology may be more of a nuisance taking valuable time away from the language 

learning process, while other times may suit and engage language learners. Technology 

should not be the “first-to-order”, but rather should be based upon the community’s 

evaluation of the language, goals of the community, and resources available and 

necessary to meet these goals.  

For academic and Indigenous language institutions. 

The American Indian Language Development Institute (AILDI) is a unique 

program in that it is the first institute to offer training in teaching methods and linguistics 

for endangered and Indigenous language communities. Since its inception, sister 

programs have been developed and modeled after AILDI. Courses have included 

language revitalization, immersion, linguistics, curriculum and materials development 

and an introductory course in computer-based applications. This later course at AILDI is 

the foundation of this study and therefore the next set of recommendations is for 

Indigenous language institutes, as well as academies that provide training in computer 

and/or multimedia applications for the purpose of language revitalization and education. 

This type of training is usually offered as a workshop or a course, but in this 

recommendation emphasis will be placed on the training course. Since I was a student in 
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the course, Computer Applications for Indigenous Language Communities in 2004, and 

then an instructor in 2005, I will be able to offer recommendations from my experience in 

these roles. 

Pre-survey or questionnaire. 

Prior to the participants’ arrival to the training, the first recommendation would be 

to have them complete a language and revitalization survey or questionnaire. This tool 

will provide relevant and important information, such as the participant’s experience with 

technology, skill level, accessibility, language situation, as well as their community’s 

language goals. The purpose for this recommendation is to help the instructors prepare 

and choose suitable technologies based on the aforementioned findings. It would be 

nearly impossible to satisfy everyone’s needs, however this pre-survey will prompt the 

instructors of what to expect from their participants. 

Instructional team. 

The next recommendation upon finding out the student’s skill level and 

experience is to form your instructional team. This may consist of recruiting additional 

co-instructors, teaching assistants, and volunteers. The lower the teacher to student ratio, 

the more the students will be able to benefit from this type of course receive the help and 

assistance they require. The purpose of this team is to assist in all areas of technology 

help, specifically in one-on-one training which will be the most necessary. There will 

likely to other students enrolled in the course that would be able to serve as “helpers” as 

well. Keeping the teacher-student ratio to a maximum of 1:7 would be ideal.  
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Indigenous language revitalization and technology course. 

The third recommendation is to offer a course that is particular to Indigenous 

language revitalization and technology. “Offering a broad stroke of technology might 

actually hinder the use of it because it becomes overwhelming to the average non-

technical person” (Shadowwalker e-mail). This is especially important to this course 

because there will be various skill levels, and participants who may include elders with 

little to no experience with computers. At times elders are the only remaining speakers of 

the language and are doing everything they can, such as learning how to use computers, 

to preserve the language. 

Language and technology teams. 

Elders’ time and effort in learning about “new” technology brings us to the next 

recommendation, language and technology teams. An ideal situation for a language team 

would be to pair a fluent speaker, such as an elder with a younger language learner. This 

recommendation is an attribute of AILDI as this is practiced to ensure that community 

participants can contribute, interact, and engage in the AILDI experience. Traditionally 

the elder would provide the language, while the language learner would be adept in 

computer applications, making this collaborative effort a win-win situation for both. This 

teamwork will lessen the pressure of the elder in learning something new, and instead 

precious time can be spent on working with the language together and learning from one 

another. An additional benefit to collaboration is that when they return to their 

community, there is always a support system where they can assist one another. Often 

times students who have enrolled in a course such as this are “gung-ho”, but when they 
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return to their community, that spirit is met criticism, opposition, and resistance, making 

it difficult for them to continue in their language projects. 

Variety of software programs. 

The next recommendation is to present the students an array of software programs 

based on their responses to the survey. This introduction will include a description of the 

tool, its primary function, several examples of how this can be used for language teaching 

and education, hands-on training, as well as time to “test-out” the program. This would 

be an ideal situation for training; however, oftentimes the schedule does not allow ample 

time for each. Thus, choosing four software applications that would suit majority of the 

students would suffice. These technologies would include presentation software (e.g. 

Microsoft PowerPoint) that allows for the integration of text, audio, video, and animation, 

desktop publishing software (e.g. Microsoft Publisher), or an audio recorder and editor 

(e.g. Audacity), and a video editing software application (e.g. Apple iMovie or Windows 

MovieMaker). Though not all students will use all of these tools, they will at least be 

exposed to these applications and know what can be done with these. Providing time to 

“play” and learn through “trial-and-error” will be important in determining what tools 

would best suit each of the student’s needs.  

Project-based outcome. 

And last, but not least, the final outcome of the class should be project based that 

leads to multimedia language lesson and a tangible product, also an attribute of AILDI. 

Having a tangible product in hand provides students with a sense of accomplishment, 

whereas having a multimedia lesson plan, though powerful as it may be, can only been 
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seen if there is a method to display it, such as on a computer screen. Envision having 

students create a multimedia lesson using a presentation or video software application 

and then using the same information (text and graphics) to be made into a book that 

serves as an accompaniment, though it can be used on its own as well. However, at the 

same time, in order to maintain this sense of confidence, it is essential that these final 

products take forms that students can use back home in their communities. Otherwise, as  

described in Chapter 5, the sense of accomplishment can become undermined with 

frustration. This is an on-going challenge and constraint, but also a window of 

opportunity to find new ways for university-based faculty in this field, as well as 

students, to remain highly cognizant of what endangered language speakers, language 

activists, and technology users in Indigenous communities are faced with.  

Conclusion 

While there is great enthusiasm in the field of Indigenous language revitalization 

for new technology, there is also a great need for future research in the area. Specifically, 

we need further research looking at how Indigenous languages are impacted by global 

multimedia technology, how these technologies are contributing to language 

revitalization and education, and how communities are assessing the impacts of these 

technologies. The results of this research will also contribute to a goal of mine to devise a 

model that will aid Indigenous language communities in determining the best tools and 

methods necessary for language preservation, revitalization, and stabilization. 

Furthermore, a long-term goal is to create a digital repository of projects, materials, 

curriculum, software, templates, multimedia, and so forth to share and/or provide ideas to 
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other Indigenous communities of ways to revitalize and promote their languages. 

In the meantime, in order to determine what is best for the community and the 

participant it is important to know the community context in detail. Indigenous language 

activists who wish to use technology must take into consideration the language vitality, 

the goals of the community, as well as the future of the language. As for Indigenous 

language institutes, it is important to find out what skills and experiences these students 

will bring with them, so that instructors can foster learning environments in how to create 

multimedia language lessons. Indigenous language communities are engulfed in global 

technologies that have at times suppressed the Indigenous languages. Many of these 

communities are facing language endangerment and extinction and are looking towards 

ways that will preserve, document, revitalize and maintain their languages. One way is 

the integration of technology, however language goals of the community need to be 

determined prior to this incorporation. Technology is the language of the youth today and 

of the future, but will the integration of technology truly support the community 

members’ goals of Indigenous language revitalization? Technology may not be enough to 

learn or teach a language, but some only have that to rely upon, thus making technology 

an important component to consider carefully in contemporary language contexts.  
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APPENDIX A: DATA SET I INFORMED CONSENT AND ON-LINE SURVEY 
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